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Preface
This volume contains the papers that were accepted for presentation at AADEBUG’97,
the Third International Workshop on Automated Debugging, held in Linköping, Sweden, May 26–27, 1997.
The area referred to as automated debugging has seen major developments over the
last decade. The goal of the workshop was to bring together researchers from different
areas of automated debugging and different programming communities to exchange
ideas and advance the state of the art of automated debugging. A total of 20 papers
were submitted to the workshop. Of these 11 were accepted for presentation, and 3 as
position papers.
The workshop addresses advances in run-time checking, debugging optimized
code, program slicing, software testing, knowledge-based debugging, and diagnosis of
constraint programs.
On behalf of the Program Committee, I would like to thank all those who submitted
papers to AADEBUG’97. Thanks also go to the Program Committee and others who
helped in reviewing and evaluating the papers. Also, special thanks to the invited keynote speakers, Vijay K. Garg and Massimo Fabris. Last but not the least, the effort of
all those who helped in organizing the workshop in one way or another, in particular
Nahid Shahmehri, Henrik Nilsson, and David Byers, are gratefully acknowledged.
Linköping, May 1997
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Observation and Control for Debugging Distributed
Computations
Vijay K. Garg
Parallel and Distributed Systems Laboratory,
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
The University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, TX 78712.
http://maple.ece.utexas.edu

Abstract
I present a general framework for observing and controlling a distributed computation and its applications
to distributed debugging. Algorithms for observation are useful in distributed debugging to stop a distributed
program under certain undesirable global conditions. I present the main ideas required for developing
ecient algorithms for observation. Algorithms for control are useful in debugging to restrict the behavior
of the distributed program to suspicious executions. It is also useful when a programmer wants to test a
distributed program under certain conditions. I present dierent models and their limitations for controlling
distributed computations.

1 Introduction
Many problems in distributed systems, especially in distributed debugging, can be viewed as special cases
of the problem of observing and controlling a distributed computation. For example, deadlock detection,
termination detection, and breakpoint detection are some specic instances of the observation problem
while problems of mutual exclusion, resource allocation, global synchronization and ordering of messages
are special cases of the control problem. In this paper, I present a general framework for observing and
controlling a distributed computation.
There are three fundamental dening characteristics of distributed systems - the lack of shared clock,
the lack of shared state, and the presence of multiple processes. The lack of shared clock implies that
the order of events in a distributed system can only be partial. The lack of shared state implies that
computation of global functions must incur overhead of message passing. Finally, due to presence of
multiple processes, there are exponential number of possible global states in a distributed computation
and therefore we frequently face the problem of combinatorial explosion in analysis of distributed systems.
These three characteristics make the design, analysis and debugging of distributed programs dicult.
What can we do to alleviate these problems ? For observation of distributed computation, three ideas
have been used in literature to eectively solve the above problems - causality, monotonicity and linearity.
Causality is used instead of real-time in dening global states. Monotonicity is used as a restriction on the
predicates so that at most one value is required to be communicated per external event of a process. Finally,
linearity is used to avoid exploring all possible global states. Based on these ideas, ecient algorithms can
be developed for observation.
supported in part by the NSF Grants ECS-9414780, CCR-9520540, TRW faculty assistantship award, a General Motors
Fellowship, and an IBM grant.
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The objective of control in a distributed system is to maintain either an invariant on the global state or
to ensure a proper order of events. The problem of control can be formulated under four settings depending
upon whether it is online or o ine, and whether the controller is allowed to change the order of events
or simply introduce delay between events. Since the controller delays or disables events it is important
that it does not introduce deadlocks in the system. When the control is online, the future computation
is not known and avoiding deadlocks is impossible unless some assumptions are made. For example, it is
impossible to maintain even a disjunctive predicate under online control. Similarly, any message ordering
based on the online control must include at least all computations that are synchronously ordered. When
the control is o ine, determining a control strategy is possible but computationally intractable in general.
By making restrictions on the control specication, the problem can be solved eciently for many useful
special cases. For example, there exists an ecient algorithm to maintain disjunctive invariants.
This paper is not a complete survey of algorithms on observation or control rather it is a report on
work done in the Parallel and Distributed Systems Laboratory (PDSLAB) at the University of Texas at
Austin. I have sketched only the main ideas behind the algorithms. The reader is referred to Gar96a]
for a tutorial on distributed algorithms for observation and to Gar96b] for a more detailed description of
some of these algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our model of distributed computation and global
predicates. Section 3 discusses key problems and their solutions for observation of global properties.
Section 4 discusses various models of control and reports some of our work for control. Finally, Section 5
describes applications of observation and control to distributed debugging.

2 Our Model
We assume a loosely-coupled message-passing system without any shared memory or a global clock. A
distributed program consists of N processes denoted by fP1,P2,...,PN g communicating via asynchronous
messages. In this paper, we will be concerned with a single run of a distributed program. We assume that
no messages are altered or spuriously introduced. We do not make any assumptions about FIFO nature
of the channels.
A local state is the value of all program variables and processor registers (including the program counter)
for a single process. The execution of a process can be viewed as a sequence of local states. We use a
causally precedes relation, `!,' between states similar to that of Lamport's causally precedes relation
between events Lam78]. The causally precedes relation between two states s and t can be formally stated
as: s ! t i s occurs before t in the same process, or the action following s is a send of a message and the
action preceding t is a receive of that message, or there exists a state u such that s causally precedes u and
u causally precedes t. We dene a distributed computation as the partially ordered set (poset) consisting
of the set of states together with the causally precedes relation.
Two states s and t are concurrent if s does not causally precede t and t does not causally precede s.
A cut G is a collection of local states such that exactly one state G i] is included from each process Pi .
A cut is called a consistent cut or a global state if all states are pairwise concurrent. Given two cuts, G
and H, we say that G  H i G i]  H i] for all i. The set of all global states form a lattice under this
order Mat89].
A local predicate is dened as any boolean-valued formula on a local state. For any process, Pi , a local
predicate is written as li . A process can obviously detect a local predicate on its own.

3 Observation of Global Properties
Dear Watson, you see but you do not observe...

Consider a distributed debugging system. Suppose that our task is to implement the most basic command of a debugging system: \stop the program when the predicate q is true." To stop the program, it is
necessary to detect the predicate q a non-trivial task if q requires access to the global state. Each of the
diculties mentioned in the introduction needs to be addressed to develop algorithms for detecting q. We
discuss each one of them next.
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3.1

Lack of shared clock

Our rst diculty is dening the meaning of predicates in a global system. For a simple example,
consider the predicate q = CS1 ^ CS2 where CS1 and CS2 are predicates local on processes P1 and P2
respectively. One natural way of dening truthness of this predicate is that q is true in a computation if and
only if there exists an instant of time in which both CS1 and CS2 are true. While this denition is adequate
for sequential systems, it presents many problems in distributed systems. Since clocks are impossible
to synchronize perfectly, it is impossible to ascertain whether two events happened simultaneously in a
distributed system. This problem is solved by substituting causality for time (and therefore concurrency
for simultaneity). Thus, we dene q to be true if there exist two states s and t such that CS1 is true in s,
CS2 is true in t and s and t are concurrent.
An advantage of the denition based on causality is that we can evaluate truthness of the predicate
using vector clocks Fid89, Mat89]. Further, for many applications such as distributed debugging this
denition is more useful. For example, even if CS1 and CS2 are not true simultaneously, but there exists
two concurrent states in which CS1 and CS2 are true, then there is an error in the program. This is
because there exists a way of running the same program in which CS1 and CS2 are true simultaneously.
With the above observation in mind, the truthness of a general boolean predicate q is dened with two
modalities. The predicate possibly: q is true if in the lattice of global states there is a path from the initial
global state to the nal global state in which q is true in some intermediate global state. The predicate
denitely: q is true if q becomes true in all paths from the initial state to the nal state in the lattice of
global states. Possibly: q and denitely: q roughly correspond to weak and strong predicates in GW92].
Possibly true predicates are useful for detecting bad conditions such as violation of mutual exclusion,
whereas denitely true predicates are useful to verify occurrence of good predicates such as commit point
on transaction systems. In this paper, we will discuss main ideas to develop ecient algorithms for
detecting predicates of the form possibly: q.
3.2

Lack of shared memory

Our second diculty stems from the fact that there is no shared memory. Thus, there is an inherent
communication complexity for observing a global property of the system. For example, consider a global
predicate q(x1  x2) where x1 and x2 are variables in P1 and P2 respectively. If evaluation of this predicate at
P2 requires communication of all values of x1 from P1 to P2, and evaluation at P1 requires communication
of all values of x2 from P2 to P1, the function is clearly impractical to evaluate in a distributed system. In
particular, if evaluation of a function requires communication of some value for every change in the value
of a variable, then that function is impractical. To capture a class of functions which requires at most one
value to be communicated per external event, we use the notion of monotonicity.
Informally, a predicate is monotone with respect to a variable x1 if replacing the variable by a larger
value while keeping all other variables the same preserves the truthness of the predicate. Formally, assume
that x1 takes its value from a set totally ordered with respect to a relation <. We say that q is monotone
with respect to the rst argument (x1 ) if it satises the following equation:
8a b x2 : (a < b) ) (q(a x2) ) q(b x2)):
For example, consider the predicate q = (x1 > x2) where x1 and x2 are integers. Then q is monotone
with respect to x1 , because if q(x1  x2) holds for a certain value of x1, then it would continue to do so
for any larger value of x1 . The predicate q is also monotone with respect to x2 because for x2 we can
use the domain of integers with < dened as the greater than relation dened on natural numbers. As
another example, consider the conjunctive predicate x1 ^ x2 : : : ^ xn where each xi is a boolean variable.
By viewing the boolean domain as a totally ordered set with false to be dened as smaller than true, it can
be easily seen that the conjunctive predicate is also monotone with respect to all variables. An example
of a predicate that is not monotone with respect to either x1 or x2 is (x1 = x2).
Monotonicity of a predicate allows us to restrict our attention to state intervals rather than states. A
state interval is a sequence of states between two external events where an external event is the sending
or receiving of a message, the beginning of the process and the termination of the process. For each state
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interval it is sucient to record and communicate the extremal value of the variable rather than all values
taken by the variable in that interval. Since the number of state intervals is equal to the number of external
events for a process, it is usually a much smaller number than the total number of events in the system.
For example, if we are detecting (x1 > x2 ) and x1 takes values 2 9 4 and 7 between two external events,
then it is sucient to communicate the value 9. From now on we will use the term state and state interval
interchangeably.
We note here that functions other than boolean can also be evaluated eciently when they satisfy
monotonicity. For example, TG97b] describes an algorithm to compute max(x1 + x2 ) in a distributed
system.
3.3

Combinatorial Explosion

Now assume that we have overcome limitations due to lack of shared clock and shared memory, for
example, by using causality and monotonicity. This implies that we have the poset corresponding to the
computation available at one process. So now, the problem is not even of distributed computing because
all the required data is at one process. The problem we may face at this point is that of computation
complexity. Since there are n processes, the total number of global states possible is mn where m is
the number of state intervals at any process. Consider a boolean predicate q. Even when q is a boolean
expression, and processes do not communicate, the problem of detecting possibly: q is NP-complete CG95].
Even though the problem is NP-complete for general boolean expressions, there exist ecient algorithms
for several classes of q which occur in practice. One useful class is that of linear predicates which is based
on the notion of forbidden state. Given a computation S, a predicate q, and a cut G in S, a state G i] is
called forbidden if its inclusion in any cut H, where G  H, implies that q is false for H. That is,

forbidden(G i) def
= 8H : G  H : (G i] = H i]) ) :q(H)
Based on the concept of a forbidden state, we dene a predicate q to be linear with respect to poset
S if for any cut G in the poset, the fact that q is false in G implies that G contains a forbidden state.
Formally, a boolean predicate q is linear with respect to a poset S i:
8G : :q(G) ) 9i : forbidden(G i)
Observe that the linearity of a boolean predicate also depends on the poset S. We are typically interested
in predicates which are linear for all posets consistent with a program. Observe that if q1 and q2 are linear,
then so is q1 ^ q2. Similarly, if q is dened using variables of a single process, then q is linear. It follows
that a predicate q of the form l1 ^ l2 ^ :::ln where each li is a local predicate is a linear predicate. If q is
false in any cut, then one of the local predicates is false in some state s. The state s is forbidden because
q cannot be true in any global state containing s.
There are other interesting examples of linear predicates, for example some channel predicates. We
dene a channel to be a uni-directional connection between two processes | one process performs all send
events and the other all receive events. Channels have no memory. Hence, the state of a channel is the
dierence between the set of messages sent and the set of messages received. A channel predicate is any
boolean function of the state of a channel. A channel predicate is linear by above denition if given any
channel state in which the predicate is false, then either sending more messages is guaranteed to leave the
predicate false, or receiving more messages is guaranteed to leave the predicate false. An example of a
linear predicate is \channel Cij is empty". If this predicate is false, that is, the channel is not empty, then
sending more messages is guaranteed to leave the predicate false.
As another example, consider the predicate x + y k where x and y are variables on processes P1 and
P2, and k is some constant. In general, this predicate is not linear. However, assume that x is known to
be decreasing in the computation. In this case, x + y k is linear. Given any cut, if x + y < k, then
we throw away the state with y variable. This is because that state combined with any future state for x
variable can only have a smaller value for x + y.
Note that any global predicate, q, denes a (possibly empty) set of global states in which q is true. It
is shown in CG95] that q is linear with respect to a computation i the set of global states in which q is
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Characteristic
No shared clock
No shared memory
multiple processes

Problem
ordering events
message/state change
combinatorial explosion

Idea
causality
monotonicity
linearity

Bonus
avoid data race errors
compute extremal functions
get the rst global state

Figure 1. Problems and their solutions for observation

true is an inf-semilattice. An implication of this result is that the rst cut satisfying q is well dened i q
is linear.
3.4

Algorithms for Observation

In this section we show that above ideas can be used to derive a a centralized algorithm to detect
predicates of the form possibly:q where q is a conjunction of local predicates and linear channel predicates.
We call such a predicate a General Conjunctive Predicate (GCP) GCKM95].
The work of detection of the global predicate is divided among checker and non-checker processes. The
non-checker processes are used in the computation and have local predicates and channels with predicates.
The checker process is the process that determines if these predicates are true in the same global state.
The non-checker processes monitor local predicates. These processes also maintain information about
the send and receive channel history for all channels incident to them. The non-checker processes send a
message to the checker process whenever the local predicate becomes true for the rst time since the last
program message was sent or received. Since we use causality to dene the semantics of truthness of q, we
use vector clock instead of real-time clock to identify the instant the local predicate becomes true. Further,
due to monotonicity of the predicate it is sucient to send at most one message to the checker process
per message sent or received. This message is called a local snapshot and is of the form: (vector, incsend,
increcv) where vector is the current vector timestamp while incsend and increcv are the list of messages
sent to and received from other non-checker processes since the last message for predicate detection was
sent.
The checker process is responsible for searching for a consistent cut that satises the GCP. Its pursuit
of this cut can be most easily described as considering a sequence of candidate cuts. If the candidate cut
either is not a consistent cut, or does not satisfy some term of the GCP (local predicate or a channel
predicate), the checker can eciently eliminate one of the states along the cut. This is due to linearity of
a GCP predicate. The eliminated state can never be part of a consistent cut that satises the GCP. The
checker can then advance the cut by considering the successor to one of the eliminated states on the cut.
If the checker nds a cut for which no state can be eliminated, then that cut satises the GCP and the
detection algorithm halts. This cut is the rst cut for which GCP is true.
The above algorithm can be decentralized using techniques described in GCKM94, GC95, HMRS95].
Other algorithms for predicate detection include stable predicates CL85], relational predicates TG97b],
atomic sequences HPR93], linked predicates MC88], dynamic properties BR95], general possibly and
denitely predicates CM91], regular patterns FRGT94], general control !ow patterns GTFR95], conjunction of global predicates SS95, GM96], event normal form predicates CK94], recursive poset logic
predicates TG95] and strong conjunctive predicates GW96].
We note here that the observation problem can either be solved in an on-line or in o-line setting. In
an o-line algorithm you assume that the entire computation is given to you whereas the online algorithm
is given ony the past and must make observations while the computation is unfolding.
3.5

Open problems in observation

In this section, I present some useful problems in observation of distributed programs which are open
to the best of my knowledge.
1. Detecting exactly-k predicate: Consider the predicate x1 + x2:::+ xn = k where each xi is a boolean
variable on process Pi. Is there an ecient algorithm to detect this predicate ? Observe that ecient
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algorithms for x1 + x2::: + xn k and x1 + x2 ::: + xn  k are known Gar96b]. Also, if xi can take
any value then the problem is NP-complete since the set partition problem can be reduced to this
problem.
2. Detecting conjunction of 2-local predicates: Consider the predicate (P1:x < P2:y)^(P3:x < P4:y)^::
Each of the conjunct in this predicate depends on at most two processes. If each conjunct can refer to
any process, then the problem is known to be NP-complete SS95]. However, if each process appears
in the predicate at most once, then the reduction for SS95] does not work. Is there a a polynomial
algorithm to detect a predicate of this form?
3. Detecting 2-SAT predicates: Consider a boolean predicate q in CNF form. If each clause has up to
3 literals, detecting q is NP-complete. If each clause has exactly one literal, then q can be detected
eciently using GW94]. What is the complexity of detecting 2-SAT predicates?

4 Control of Distributed Predicates
Who controls the past controls the future, who controls the present controls the past...
George Orwell, Nineteen Eighty-Four.

We now go to the next natural step after observation - control. We propose the notion of a supervisory
process. A supervisory process not only observes the underlying user process but also controls it by delaying

(or disabling) some events or changing the order of messages in the user process. There any many reasons
why we need the ability to control a distributed computation via supervisory processes.
Firstly, a supervisory process is essential for fault-tolerance. The current programming methodology
views programming task as a simple execution of instructions. This execution may result in a fault which
could have been avoided if critical events were veried for their suitability before execution. This is in
contrast to human beings, who mix introspection with actual execution of a task. For example, if a human
is using a recipe to cook some item, and comes across an instruction asking him to put his hand on
re, his common sense will dictate to him that he must not do so. Thus, a human being rarely follows an
instruction blindly. He observes and controls the instruction he executes. In other words, every process has
associated with it a meta-process which observes and controls the underlying process. Thus, a supervisor
can be viewed as the meta-process which deals with events executed by the process itself. It may check
integrity of data structures before or during any execution of critical events.
A supervisory process can also be viewed as an auxiliary process that monitors and adapts a program to
varying external behavior. Supervisors have long been used for this purpose in control theory. A feedback
supervisor can be used for tuning the parameters of the plant that may aect its behavior, or even switch
from one policy to the other. For example, assume that procedure A and procedure B achieve the same
result, but procedure A performs better than procedure B if the network is highly loaded, and vice-versa
if it is lightly loaded. The underlying process may non-deterministically call both procedures, and the
supervisor may enable the procedure which is more suitable for conditions at that point in time.
Last but not the least, the notion of supervision is also important in debugging and testing of a distributed program. Debugging or testing a distributed program is in essence search for anomalous behavior
and identication of its cause. For this, the programmer needs to observe the program under some controlled environment. Why controlled environment ? The programmer may suspect that the bug arises
when the execution satises certain constraint (for example, when message m1 is delivered before message
m2 ). Thus, the programmer is interested only in those executions which satisfy these constraints.
4.1

Different Models for Control

How does a supervisor exercise the control? Four possibilities are outlined in this section.
1. O ine vs Online control: We say that a supervisor exercises online control if it does not know about
the future of the computation. Not knowing the future, the controller has only limited ability to meet
the desired specications. For example, we later show that it is impossible for an on-line controller to
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meet disjunctive specications without avoiding deadlocks. In the o ine control model, we assume
that the supervisor knows about the future. At rst this model seems unrealistic, but this model has
many applications. Consider distributed debugging. Assume that a computation was run in which
the nal results were unexpected. The programmer may want to run the same computation but now
under the supervisor so that the computation goes through some controlled execution.
2. Delaying events vs Changing order: Here we address the issue of the power of the supervisor. A
milder form of the supervision exists when the supervisor is allowed only to introduce the delay
between events. Thus, the only dierence between an uncontrolled and controlled computation is
that there are fewer executions possible under control. The crucial problem here is introduction
of deadlocks. The controller must ensure that no new deadlocks are introduced in the system by
delaying of events.
A more powerful controller can decide to change the order of events. For example, the controller may
change the order of messages received to meet the desired specication. Observe that both o ine
and online scenarios are possible. Under o ine control, the controller may know that in the last run
the message m1 was received before m2 . Therefore, in the next run it may deliver m2 before m1
possibly by delaying the receive of m1 . This change of message ordering may be used for generating
a dierent test case or during recovery from a software fault. Under online control, the controller
may not know the future but still be able to exercise some control. The simplest example of such
control is imposition of the rst in rst out ordering on messages. By including sequence numbers,
it is easy to control the message ordering so that the FIFO order is maintained.
We next discuss control under all four possibilities.
4.2

Delaying events: Offline control

The problem of o ine control by delaying events can be posed as follows. We are given a poset S
representing the computation. We are also given a boolean predicate q. The goal of the controller is
to determine if there exists a way of delaying events in the poset S such that q is always true in the
controlled execution. The task of delaying events can also be viewed as imposing an additional precedence
relationship C between events. Of course, the new relation should not interfere with existing causality
relationship. In other words, on adding edges from the C relation to the graph corresponding to the
computation, the graph should remain acyclic. It can be shown that even if the computation is free from
communication, and the boolean predicate is simply a boolean expression of local predicates, the problem
of determining whether a control strategy exists is NP-complete TG97a]. Considering that the problem
of predicate detection for boolean expression is also NP-complete this is not surprising. The important
issue here is whether there exists a useful class of predicates which can be controlled eciently.
One such class of predicates is disjunctive predicates. A disjunctive predicate can be written as l1 _ l2 _
::: _ ln where each li is a local predicate. This can be viewed as avoiding a bad combination of states. One
example is avoidance of deadlock in the classical dining philosophers problem. We can avoid deadlock by
ensuring that at least one of the philosophers does not have any fork at all times. As another example
consider availability of servers for critical tasks. We may impose a requirement on the system that at least
one server is available at all times for critical tasks. One use of control in these applications would be
rollback of the system under a fault and then its reexecution under control.
The algorithm for determining the strategy for disjunctive predicate control is based on the idea of
overlapping intervals. Let I1 and I2 be two sequences of contiguous states such that local predicates l1 and
l2 are false in I1 and I2 respectively. We say that I1 and I2 overlap if the lower end point of I1 causally
precedes the higher endpoint of I2 and vice-versa. An important result is that a control strategy does not
exist i there exist intervals in which local predicates are false such that any pair of these intervals overlap.
The proof of this result can be found in TG97a]. In TG97a], we also describe an ecient algorithm to
add C relation which does not interfere with the existing causal relationship and guarantees that the given
disjunctive predicate is always true in the existing computation.
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4.3

Delaying events - Online control

The problem of delaying events to guarantee a predicate is similar to the o ine control except that the
entire poset is not given to us. That is we assume that nothing about the future is known. For many
applications this is the only realistic assumption. In this scenario, under the assumption that the processes
are allowed to block for messages at any time it is impossible to control the system to maintain even a
disjunctive predicate TG97a]. The problem is that the deadlock is impossible to avoid while keeping
an invariant if the future is not known. Given a choice of which process to delay to avoid falsifying the
invariant the controller cannot make the right choice without knowing the future. For example, if the
controller chooses to delay P1 and not P2, it may turn out that P2 waits for P1 to send a message. At that
point the progress cannot be made without violating the invariant. However, if the controller had chosen
P2, there may be a valid computation which maintains the invariant. Thus, the controller can always be
forced to make the wrong choice regarding which processes to delay for maintaining an invariant.
Therefore, we now assume that a process cannot block for a message while its local predicate is false.
For example, in a 2-process mutual exclusion this would mean that a process cannot block in its critical
section. Under this scenario, maintaining a disjunctive predicate requires that at least one process keeps
its local predicate true at all times. If we call the section of the code in which the local predicate is false
the critical section, then maintaining a disjunctive predicate dened on n processes is equivalent to n ; 1
critical section problem. That is, at most n ; 1 processes can be in the critical section at any time. A
simple solution based on the concept of token can be used TG97a]. The process which has the token is
not allowed to enter its critical section. By our assumption any process that enters the critical section
will eventually get out of it and is now a candidate for receiving the token. The details can be found in
TG97a].
In TG94], we discuss maintaining global assertions which are in the sum of product form. Some
examples of such assertions are x1 + x2 + ::: + xn  k, and x1:x2 + x3 :x4 k where xi's are in dierent
processes.
4.4

Controlling Order - Offline Control

Assume that the programmer has run the computation once in which the nal results are not correct.
The programmer suspects that there is a bug in the program due to race of messages. That is, if a
particular process receives and acts on message m1 before another independent 1 message m2 , then the
results are faulty, otherwise not. In this case, she may want to reexecute the program under control so that
m2 is delivered before m1 . In distributed debugging, if messages themselves are saved then one process
can be fed those messages in any desired order. If message ordering is saved, then the entire computation
can be run again but that process is delivered messages under the control of debugger. Kilgore and Chase
KC97] describe a Last-First Reordering algorithm that reexecutes a computation so that greatest number
of message pairs are reversed in a single reexecution. Alternatively, the programmer may specify an order
expression which tells the possible sequences of events that are allowed. For example, she may use regular
expression, its generalizations such as concurrent regular expressions GR92], path expressions CH74], or
dag expressions GTFR95] to specify these sequences.
It is important to note here that once ordering of events has been changed, there is no guarantee that
the rest of the computation will be the same as the last time.
4.5

Controlling Order - Online Control

We now assume that no information about the future of the computation is available. It is still possible
to exercise some control. For example, if process P1 sends k messages to P2, then these messages can be
received in k! ways each resulting in a dierent poset. Putting a FIFO order can be viewed as controlling
the system so that some of these posets are not possible.
In this section we will focus only on external events similar techniques can be applied to control
ordering of other events. With each message we associate four events - invocation of the message, send of
1

By independent message we mean that the sending of message m2 is causally unrelated to the sending of message m1 .
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the message, receive of the message and the delivery of the message. The invocation of the message takes
place when user requests a message to be sent. The send of the message takes place when the controller
informs the user that the message has been sent. Thus, the supervisor has the ability to delay the send
of the message. The receive of the message takes place when the message reaches the destination process.
The delivery of the message takes place when the message is actually delivered. Again, the delivery of
the message can be delayed by the supervisor. By delaying the sends and the delivery of messages, the
supervisor can change the order in which messages are sent and received. Observe that the send and
delivery events can be delayed by the supervisor but invocation and receive events are uncontrollable. We
will impose one more condition called liveness on our protocols. If the only events possible in a computation
at certain points are send and delivery, then the protocol must enable at least one of the events. This
restriction follows from our assumption of online control. Since the future is not known, the controller
must always enable one of the current events for progress.
The following result in MG97b] shows the limitations of the controllers based on above model. We call a
computation synchronously ordered if all messages can be drawn vertically in its process-time diagram. We
rst argue that any computation that is synchronously ordered must be allowed by the protocol. Since the
computation is synchronously ordered all the messages can be topologically sorted in the computation. Now
we can run the computation in such a manner that exactly one event is enabled at every point before the
completion of the run. That is, we invoke the rst message. Since invocation is uncontrollable, this event is
possible. Now since there is only one event enabled, namely the send event, the protocol must eventually
execute the send event. This implies that the receive event is now possible due to uncontrollability
condition. Finally, the delivery event would be enabled due to liveness condition. We now repeat this
sequence with the second message. Thus, due to liveness condition and the fact that all messages can be
sorted, we get that the synchronous computation is possible under the protocol.
One way for the programmer to specify desired message ordering is by using forbidden predicates
MG97b]. A message ordering is acceptable only if it does not satisfy the given forbidden predicate. A
forbidden predicate is a conjunction of causality relationships between sends and receives of messages. For
example, the following forbidden predicate species violation of causal ordering:
9x y : (x:s ! y:s) ^ (y:r ! x:r)
where x:s denotes send of the message x and x:r denotes receive of the message x. By associating colors
and processes with messages, we can dene most useful message orderings. One example where color is
used is in the local forward !ush channel Ahu93] which requires that for any channel all messages sent
before a red message are received before that red message. The forbidden predicate for this specication
is
(process(x:s) = process(y:s)) ^ (process(x:r) = process(y:r) ^ (color(x) = red) ^ (x:s ! y:s) ^ (y:r ! x:r)
In MG97b] we show how a controller can take specication as a forbidden predicate decide whether
that specication is implementable or not and if it is generate the protocol such that the predicate never
becomes true in the computation.
As in the o-line case, another possibility for controlling order of events is based on the concept of an
event expression. A primitive event is dened to be as execution reaching a predened line number or a
function. A complex event could be dened as a regular expression of primitive events or its generalizations
as discussed before. The task of the controller is to ensure that the order of events generated belongs to
the specication.

5 Applications to Distributed Debugging
In this section we describe the concept of observation and control that can be used for distributed
debugging. We describe a distributed debugging system that is hypothetical but all the functionality
described can be implemented eciently by known algorithms. We propose just one additional command
to a distributed debugging system. The syntax of the command is quite simple:
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do action when condition.

The action is taken whenever the specied condition becomes true. The detection of the condition, which
could be global, corresponds to observation and the action corresponds to the control of the computation
discussed in this paper. We rst discuss various conditions and their meaning:
1. boolean predicate q on the global state: This corresponds to detecting possibly:q. Since the detection
problem is NP-hard, we may require q to be linear which can be eciently detected. Linearity also
guarantees that the rst global state satisfying q is well dened.
2. regular expression r: This corresponds to detecting a pattern in the computation. The regular expression is built out of local predicates. A regular expression (and its generalization - dag expression)
can be eciently detected by algorithms in FRGT94, GTFR95].
The rst type of condition is based on a single global state whereas the second type of condition is based
on sequences of local states. There are many ways to combine and extend above conditions we have kept
our proposal simple.
Now we turn our attention to actions and their meaning. We propose the following types of actions.
1. stop pids: This command stops processes with given pids. The keyword all can be used to signify
that all processes need to be stopped.
2. print expr: This command prints expression whenever the specied condition becomes true. If expr
is null, then the intent is just to inform when the specied condition becomes true. Some information
such as vector clock or line numbers are also printed to indicate when that condition became true.
3. maintain bool: The rst two commands exercise trivial control whenever the specied condition
becomes true. The maintain command is the rst non-trivial example of control. The programmer
species a condition which she wants to be maintained throughout the execution. This control
could be exercised either in an on-line fashion or in an o-line fashion. Here we are assuming that
there are two commands available to the programmer - run and rerun. The rst command runs a
new distributed computation whereas the latter runs the previous computation. It is assumed that
the debugger saves ordering of messages (and other sources of non-determinism) so that a run is
replayable. During the rerun command, the debugger has access to the future and can therefore
exercise o ine control strategy.
4. maintain order-expression This command controls the ordering of events during the computation.
As in the previous command, this control could be online or o ine. The order-expression could be
specied in multiple ways. For message ordering, a forbidden predicate could be specied. For other
events, expression such as a regular expression could be specied. The debugger could then enforce
that order on execution of events. For example, consider the case when the programmer wants to
enforce the ordering of two function calls f and g in dierent processes to be f followed by g. Then,
she could specify:
maintain (exit f).(enter g)
where : corresponds to concatenation of two events. Based on this command the debugger would
delay the process entering g until the execution of function f is nished.

6 Conclusions
Observation and control of a distributed computation is an useful abstraction for many fundamental
problems in distributed systems. In this paper, we have presented diculties and some solutions for
observation and control. We have also shown some applications of this framework to distributed debugging.
We have assumed a failure-free environment in this paper. An algorithm for observation under a faulty
environment is given in MG97a]. We have also kept our model for control simple. A more complex model
may include notion of control variables (variables that are read by the underlying program but written by
the controller) or notion of unobservable and uncontrollable events RW89, KG95].
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Backwards-compatible bounds checking for arrays and pointers in C
programs
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Abstract
This paper presents a new approach to enforcing array
bounds and pointer checking in the C language. Checking is rigorous in the sense that the result of pointer
arithmetic must refer to the same object as the original pointer (this object is sometimes called the 'intended referent'). The novel aspect of this work is
that checked code can inter-operate without restriction
with unchecked code, without interface problems, with
some eective checking, and without false alarms. This
\backwards compatibility"property allows the overheads
of checking to be con ned to suspect modules, and also
facilitates the use of libraries for which source code is
not available. The paper describes the scheme, its prototype implementation (as an extension to the GNU C
compiler), presents experimental results to evaluate its
eectiveness, and discusses performance issues and the
eectiveness of some simple optimisations.

1 Introduction and related work
C is unusual among programming languages in providing the programmer with the full power of pointers.
Languages in the Pascal/Algol family have arrays and
pointers, with the restriction that arithmetic on pointers is disallowed. Languages like BCPL allow arbitrary
operations on pointers, but lack types and so require
clumsy scaling by object sizes.
An advantage of the Pascal/Algol approach is that
array references can be checked at run-time fairly e ciently, in fact so e ciently that there is a good case
for bounds-checking in production code. Bounds checking is easy for arrays because the array subscript syntax speci es both the address calculation and the array
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within which the resulting pointer should point.
A pointer in C can be used in a context divorced
from the name of the storage region for which it is valid,
it's \intended referent", and this has prevented a fully
satisfactory bounds checking mechanism from being developed. There is overwhelming evidence that bounds
checking is desirable, and a number of schemes have
been presented. The main dierence between our work
and Kendall's bcc13] and Steen's rtcc7] is that in
our scheme the representation of pointers is unchanged.
This is crucial, since it means that inter-operation with
non-checked modules and libraries still works (and much
checking is still possible). Compared with interpretative
schemes like Sabre-C14], we oer the potential for much
higher performance. Patil and Fischer 10, 11] present a
sophisticated technique with very low overheads, using
a second CPU to perform checking in parallel. Unfortunately, their scheme requires function interfaces to be
changed to carry information about pointers, so also
has the inter-operation problem.
Another approach is exempli ed by the commerciallyavailable checking package Purify 6]. Purify processes
the binary representation of the software, so can handle
binary-only code. Each memory access instruction is
modi ed to maintain a bit map of valid storage regions,
and whether each byte has been initialised. Accesses
to unallocated or uninitialised locations are reported
as errors. Purify catches many important bugs, and is
fairly e cient. However, Purify does not catch abuse
of pointer arithmetic which yields a pointer to a valid
region which is not the intended referent. Fischer and
Patil 10, 11] provide evidence for the importance of this
re nement.
Our goals in this paper are to describe a method of
bounds checking C programs that ful lls the following
criteria:
Backwards compatibility | the ability to mix checked
code and unchecked libraries (for which the source
may be proprietary or otherwise unavailable)
Works with all common C programming styles

Rigorously rejects violations of the ANSI C standard
Checks static and stack objects as well as objects
dynamically allocated with malloc
Understands scope of automatic variables
Performance | including the ability to be able to
distribute programs with checks compiled in
There remain some circumstances in which checking is
incomplete as we describe later, these are fairly uncommon in practice. The main shortcoming of the implementation described in this paper is that the performance is currently poor. However, the approach has
fundamental performance advantages over previouslypublished work. Because checked code inter-operates
easily with unchecked code, the performance penalty
is con ned to those modules where it is needed. Furthermore, there is substantial scope for optimisation of
loop-invariant pointers and pointers which are induction variables. Because the pointer representation is
unchanged, there is no residual overhead once checking
code is eliminated. We return to this issue in Section 5.

1.1 Overview of this paper

The next section reviews the problem of bounds checking for C, and the limitations the language places on
the checking that can be done. In the following section,
the new approach is introduced, and we explain how,
unlike earlier schemes, our bounds checking scheme allows inter-operation with unchecked code. Then we give
some details of our implementation, and discuss some
optimisations and their eectiveness. Finally, we discuss the eectiveness of the scheme in the light of our
experience with some large and well-known C programs.

2 Objects, bounds checking in C, and its
limitations
ANSI C conveniently allows us to de ne an object as
the fundamental unit of memory allocation. Objects
are created by declarations or allocations such as those
shown in Table 1, which may be static, automatic (i.e.
stack-allocated), or dynamically allocated.
Objects are stored sequentially in memory and cannot overlap. Operations are permitted which manipulate pointers within objects, but pointer operations are
not permitted to cross between two objects. There is
no ordering de ned between objects, and the programmer should never be allowed to make assumptions about
how objects are arranged in memory.
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Bounds checking is not blocked or weakened by the
use of a cast (i.e. type coercion). Casts can properly
be used to change the type of the object to which a
pointer refers, but cannot be used to turn a pointer
to one object into a pointer to another. A corollary
is that bounds checking is not type checking: it does
not prevent storage from being declared with one data
structure and used with another.
More subtly, note that for this reason, bounds checking in C cannot easily validate use of arrays of structs
which contain arrays in turn.
Casts and unions can be used to create a pointer
from an object of any other type, in a machine-dependent
way. This cannot be checked using our technique, nor
by earlier approaches to bounds checking, since there is
no object for the pointer to be derived from.

3 The technique and its advantages
In this section we review earlier approaches and explain
the basis for the new approach.

3.1 Earlier approaches to carrying bounds
information
Storage object

base:
pointer:
limit:
Enhanced pointer

Figure 1: Modi ed pointer representation: pointer{
base-address{extent triple
In earlier work in this area5, 14, 13, 7, 8, 10, 11], bounds
information is carried with each pointer at run-time. A
simple approach is to represent each pointer as a triple:
the pointer, together with the storage region's base address and limit or extent. Checking is then straightforward. The larger size of pointers requires changes in
storage allocation, and the code generator must be modi ed to copy pointers correctly. The change in pointer
size can be avoided by replacing each pointer with an
index into a table, which contains the pointer-base-limit
triple.
The net eect of both methods is the same. When
the program, at runtime, comes to use a pointer, it
must rst verify that the operation that is about to be

int a
int a10]
struct f /*...*/ g a
struct f /*...*/ g a10]
malloc(10)

A simple variable
An array
A single record
An array of records
A single unit of memory allocated with malloc

Table 1: Typical objects.
performed is correct. It uses the information about the
base and size of the array or structure being pointed to
to decide if a particular index is legal.

3.2 Unchanged pointer representation

The problem with both these schemes is that the modi ed pointer representation is not interpreted correctly
by code compiled without bounds checking enabled.
This is a problem wherever a pointer is passed to or
from an unchecked procedure, whether as a parameter,
a result, or in a global variable. It is, of course, often
possible to translate pointers where necessary (called
encapsulation in bcc13] and rtcc7]), but this is inconvenient and di cult to do reliably (e.g. where a function pointer may refer either to checked or an unchecked
routine). Because of these di culties, in rtcc only operating system calls are encapsulated { all libraries must
be recompiled.
In this paper we show that the pointer representation need not be changed. This avoids the need either
for encapsulation or recompilation. The result is improved functionality (e.g. to work with modules and
libraries provided in binary-only form), and potentially
also improved performance, since well-tested modules
can run without checking.

3.3 Checking pointer use: how the scheme
works

Given these considerations, in our method pointers are
represented as simple addresses, as in ordinary C programs. We maintain a table of all known valid storage objects. Using the table we can map a pointer to
a descriptor of the object into which it points, which
contains the base, extent and additional information to
improve error reporting.
We have to check both pointer arithmetic and pointer
use. Pointer arithmetic must be checked because the result must never be allowed to refer to an object dierent
from the one from which it is originally derived. This
is because the object for which the pointer is valid can
only be determined by checking the pointer itself, by
looking it up in the object table.
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Every valid pointer-valued expression in C derives
its result from exactly one original storage object. If
the result of the pointer calculation refers to a dierent
object, it is invalid.
Although it sometimes useful to know where an invalid pointer has been calculated, reporting every instance can yield many false alarms. We therefore replace such incorrectly-derived pointers with a pointer
value which is always invalid, called ILLEGAL (De ned
as (void *)-2 in our implementation). This ensures
that a bounds error is reported when the pointer is actually used.

3.4 Example: pointers to objects
Dead space between objects
a

b

p2

c

d

e

f

p3

p1

Figure 2: Objects arranged in memory.
Figure 2 shows an example layout for several objects
of various sizes, perhaps arising from static allocations,
or from calls to malloc. Suppose we have pointers p1,
p2 and p3 referring to the objects, or perhaps to their internal components (their type is immaterial since casts
may have been used). Table 2 shows permissible pointer
operations given the rule that pointer operations are
only permitted to take place within an object, and not
between objects.

Permitted. Both pointers are within the same
object.
p3 - p2
Not permitted. Makes assumptions about the
layout of objects in memory.
p2 until p2 == p3 Not permitted. As soon as p2 is incremented
beyond the end of object b, a bounds error will
be reported.
Table 2: Permissible operations on pointers p1{p3
in Figure 2
p2 - p1

Increment

3.5 Problem: legal out-of-range array pointers
An awkward complication arises with arrays. Consider
the (correct) code in Figure 3.
f()
f

g

int *p
int *a = (int *) malloc (100 * sizeof(int))
for (p = a p < &a 100] ++p)
*p = 0
return a

Figure 3: Iterating over an array.
On exit from the loop, p points to a100]. The nal
++p increments p beyond the range for which it is valid,
although the resulting pointer is never used. According to the de nition of permissible pointer operations
above, this should be agged as an error since p may
now point to a dierent object.
The ANSI C standard1] (section 3.3.6, lines 24{27)
states that for an array declared Type aN], a programmer may only generate pointers to elements a0],
a1], up to aN]. The last element does not literally
exist, and any attempt to dereference a pointer to aN]
will result in unde ned behaviour (or in our case, a
bounds error). It is not permissible to create a pointer
to, for instance, element a-1] of an array, and such
programs will not be portable to architectures where
all objects are stored in separate segments.
To overcome this problem, we place at least one byte
of dead space between objects in memory (allocations
are often aligned to 4 or 8 byte boundaries in memory so there may be several bytes between adjacent objects). A pointer to aN] can now be distinguished from
a pointer to the next adjacent object in memory1 (see
the Appendix for an example).
1 There is a subtle assumption here: if the size of the object were
not an integer multiple of the array element size, then aN] could lie
more than one byte beyond its limit (depending on the size of the
element type). However, this case is a bounds error since there is
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Unfortunately we cannot pad parameters passed to
functions (since this would mean that the parameter
layouts assumed by checked and non{checked code would
be incompatible). This results in a small ambiguity. We
resolved this partially in our implementation by agging
function parameters and treating them specially. Essentially, when looking up pointers to parameters, we treat
a reference to \aN]" as a possible pointer to the next
object in memory. If there is an adjacent parameter,
then the pointer will point to the next object.
This is an instance where checking is incomplete: a
pointer to an array passed as a parameter can be incremented to point to the later parameters without an
error being reported. Using the pointer to refer to earlier parameters or elsewhere will be trapped correctly.
In practice this solution was satisfactory, since although it is possible to pass actual structures and structures containing arrays as parameters, this is very rare,
and even then most cases can be caught. The infrequency of use, and the fact that we catch many cases
anyway, make this potential loophole an extremely minor concern.

3.6 Objects originating in unchecked code

When an object is allocated in checked code, it is entered in the object table. When the resulting pointer
is used in checked code, bounds checking works fully.
If the pointer is passed to unchecked code, unchecked
accesses can occur.
When a pointer is passed from unchecked to checked
code, it may originate either from a checked or unchecked
allocation (note that dynamically-allocated objects are
always registered since even unchecked code must call
the checked malloc function).
There are two cases:
1. The pointer passed from unchecked to checked code
points into a checked object.
This may be correct, as it may have been derived
from a pointer passed to it, or it may be the result
insu cient space for aN-1].

from a call to the (modi ed) malloc storage allocator. In this case, checking will proceed normally.
It may be incorrect: the pointer may be improperly derived from some other object. This case is
indistinguishable and no error will be reported.
2. The pointer passed from unchecked to checked code
points into an object which does not appear in the
object table because the space was allocated in
unchecked code.
This is detected when the pointer is used. Although it may be helpful to issue a warning message and to perform basic sanity checks, the program can proceed without false alarms. This is
because the key check is whether, in pointer arithmetic, the result refers to the same object as the
pointer from which it was derived. If the original
pointer is not registered, the result should not be.
Accidental use of unchecked pointers in checked
code to damage checked objects is thereby prevented.

3.7 Maintaining the object table: tracking
creation and deletion of objects

At run{time, we track objects as they are created and
deleted. We maintain an ordered list of objects in memory, and employ a fast method to convert pointers to objects. Several suitable structures are available for this
purpose. We used a splay tree in our implementation4,
3] but other structures such as tries and skiplists might
be suitable.
Static objects (global variables, variables declared as
static in functions and string constants) persist over
the lifetime of the program. A simple modi cation to
the compiler and/or the linker can be made to produce
a list of these objects. As indicated above, it is not
necessary to nd objects in the unchecked parts of the
code.
Dynamicallyallocated objects | those declared with
malloc and destroyed with free | can be tracked by a
simple modi cation to the C library. Although malloc
often introduces padding anyway, care is needed with
objects allocated dynamically by other means (such as
mmap and sbrk).
Stack objects present greater di culties, since the
C goto command may mean that they are created and
destroyed at several dierent places in the code (see
Figure 4).
In this code fragment, b is in scope between the inner
set of curly brackets. The goto label1 statement has
the side eect of creating b and goto label2 destroys
it. In addition, b must be created and destroyed if and
when control passes the inner curly brackets.
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f ()
f

int a
if (...) goto label1
f

int b
/* ... */
label1:
/* ... */
if (...) goto label2
/* ... */
g

label2:
/* ... */
g

Figure 4: Stack objects created and destroyed by goto.
In our implementation, we used the C++ constructor/destructor mechanism of our compiler (GCC) to track
such variables. This is fairly common since many C
compilers are built to handle C++ too. Details lie beyond the scope of this paper.
Parameters are a special form of stack object. Care
must be taken to ensure that parameters are created
once on entry to the function, and deleted on exit, even
if the procedure exits with return early on. The C++
constructor/destructor mechanism can handle this too.
Ordinary stack objects must be padded as described
in section 3.4. Parameters are not padded, so that
checked and unchecked functions have compatible parameter layouts. ANSI C prevents using the return
value of a function as an lvalue immediately. Since all
return values are therefore copied into a variable in the
calling function, there is no need to take special action
checking or padding aggregate function results.

4 Implementation in an existing compiler
We implemented our bounds checking scheme in the
GNU C compiler (GCC). In this section we briey explain how this was done. The resulting program is freely
available from a variety of sources12].

4.1 Checking pointer operations

We altered GCC to replace pointer operations with calls
to a library of checking functions. Typically when the
programmer writes p + i, where p has a pointer type
and i is an integer, the compiler replaces it with:
(T *) bounds check ptr plus int(p, i, sizeof(T),
FILE , LINE )

T * is the type of the pointer p, FILE and LINE
are macros that expand to the current le and line number, and are used to locate errors when they occur.

operator/operand types

pointer integer]
pointer -> element
pointer + integer
pointer - integer
pointer - pointer
pointer < pointer
pointer > pointer
pointer <= pointer
pointer >= pointer
pointer == pointer
pointer != pointer
*pointer
pointer++
pointer-++pointer
--pointer

(array reference)
(reference to record eld)
(yields pointer)
(yields pointer)
(yields integer)
(comparisons)

4.2 Using existing C++ mechanisms to track
stack objects
Ordinary stack objects (not function parameters) are
padded by tricking GCC into believing they are one byte
larger than they really are. A patch to the GCC alloca
function catches variable{sized stack objects.
In order to de-register stack-allocated objects on block
exit, we used the constructor/destructor mechanism built
into GCC and designed to handle C++ objects, even
where they may be created or destroyed by uses of goto.
The code shown in Figure 5 contains several stack variables in dierent scopes. The code is compiled as if the
user had written the version in Figure 6.

4.3 Finding statically allocated objects at
compile and link time

(dereference),
(post-increment)
(post-decrement)
(pre-increment)
(pre-decrement)

Table 3: Operators requiring checking
Table 3 shows the operators where checking code has
to be added. Note that we must check pointer arithmetic as well as pointer use. We also check pointer
comparisons and subtractions since the result is valid
only if the operands refer to the same aggregate.
In order to handle compound operators correctly and
e ciently, we speci cally detect and replace the following patterns:
&*pointer is replaced with pointer
&pointerinteger] is replaced with pointer + integer
&pointer -> element is replaced with pointer + osetof(element).
As described above, certain pointer operations silently
return the special representation ILLEGAL (De ned as
(void *)-2 in our implementation) when they fail. This
allows programmers to make illegal pointers, and only
have them caught later if the programmer attempts to
dereference them. For instance, in an array declared
int a10], attempting to generate a+15 results in an
ILLEGAL pointer which is caught when used later. All
pointer operations catch ILLEGAL pointers passed and
throw bounds errors.
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We modi ed the back-end of GCC slightly to construct a
table of statically allocated objects, such as global variables and string constants. Each source le compiled
with bounds checking enabled will contain such a table,
and this is automatically loaded at run-time before the
program starts running. The design of GCC enabled
this to be done in a straightforward manner.
It is desirable to track down objects declared in unchecked
code too, although not strictly necessary as described
earlier. A simple tool was written that takes a library
archive or object le, and writes out a table of static objects contained therein. This table can then be linked
to the program.
Static objects are padded by asking the linker to
allocate one extra byte after each object.

4.4 Minimal modications to

malloc

and

free

We modi ed the GNU malloc library to register dynamically allocated objects as they are created, and deregister them as they are freed. A single extra byte of
padding is added to each object when it is allocated.
The new library is linked automatically and replaces
all calls to the previous malloc family of functions.

4.5 Modications to C library functions

Unlike many other C compilers, GCC usually works with
the system{installed C library on whatever operating
system it runs. In most instances, the source to these
libraries is not freely available, so users will be forced to
run them without bounds checking. This implies that a
call to a function such as strcpy, passing a bad pointer,

int i, s = 0
for (i = 0 i < n ++i)
s += a i]
return s

will not result in a bounds error, but in a segmentation
fault, or in random damage to memory.
To detect such errors, we replaced many C library
functions, with e cient bounds{checked versions. Calls
to the ANSI str* and mem* functions are checked in
this way. The implementations of memcpy and strcpy
also check for illegal copying of overlapping memory segments.

Figure 5: Vector sum example with stack objects.

4.6 Splay trees to look up pointers quickly

int sum (int n, int *a)
f

g

int sum (int n, int *a)
f

/* bounds push function enters a function context. A
* matching call to bounds pop function will
* delete parameters.
*/
bounds push function ("sum")
bounds add parameter object (&n, sizeof (int), ...)
bounds add parameter object (&a, sizeof (int*), ...)
/* Extra scope created around the function. GCC will
* call bounds pop function when leaving this
* scope.
*/
f

g

g

5 Performance and optimisations

For the bounds checking scheme outlined above to be
useful, careful consideration must be given to optimising the code produced. In particular, it is possible to
reduce the number of accesses to the splay tree that
are required quite considerably. In the next few para/* Declare stack objects, and use GCC's destructor
* mechanism to ensure bounds delete stack object is graphs we describe some simple optimisations we have
implemented, some further optimisations which should
* called for each variable however we leave scope
be straightforward to add, and we briey discuss the
* (even if we leave with goto).
problematic cases which remain.
*/

int i
bounds add stack object (&i, sizeof (int), ...)
int s = 0
bounds add stack object (&s, sizeof (int), ...)

end:

In order to reduce the overhead of converting pointers
to objects on the occasions when that is necessary, we
store the object list as a splay tree4, 3]. Splay trees
are binary trees where frequently used nodes migrate
towards the top of the tree. In tests it was found that
the look{up function was iterated on average 2.11 times
per call on a typical large program. We unrolled the rst
two iterations of the loop to optimise these cases.

5.1 Eliminating calls to register unused variables

for (i = 0 i < n ++i)
s += *(int*)
bounds check array reference (a, i,
sizeof (int), ...)
bounds delete stack object (&s)
bounds delete stack object (&i)

bounds pop function ("sum")
return s

/* Delete a, n. */

Figure 6: Vector sum example with stack object management using the C++ constructor/destructor mechanism.
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If the programmer never takes the address of a stack
variable, then no pointer can ever be generated that
refers to that variable, and so it is unnecessary even
to consider that variable for bounds checking purposes.
This is extremely eective, as addressable local variables are rare in typical programs.

5.2 Eliminating look{ups in loops over arrays

For further signi cant gains in performance, we suggest a simple scheme for optimising loops over arrays
using code motion. Consider the fragment of code in
Figure 7 after bounds checking code has been added in
a simple-minded way. In Figure 8 we have made the
pointer-to-object conversion explicit by inlining part of
the procedure call.

int a 10], i
for (i = 0 i < 10 ++i)
/* This is the code substitution for `a i] = i' */
*(int*)
bounds check array reference(a, i, sizeof(int), ...) = i

Figure 7: Code after simple-minded substitution of a
checking function.
int a 10], i
for (i = 0 i < 10 ++i)
f

g

object *obj = bounds nd object (a)
if (obj && obj->base <= &a i]
&& &a i] < obj->extent)
a i] = i
else
/* throw a bounds error and exit */

6 Evaluation
We have used the modi ed compiler to recompile a wide
variety of applications software. In this section we review our experience with reference to some substantial and freely-available C programs. We comment on
the problems we encountered, the eectiveness of the
scheme in nding errors, and the performance of the resulting code with bounds checking enabled for the entire
program (excluding libraries).
We compiled the scripting and GUI language Tcl/Tk9]
in its entirety (around 120,000 lines of code). We made
11 changes to the source code (see table 4).
no. of instances

Figure 8: Code after partially inlining the checking
function.
Clearly the call to do the pointer-to-object conversion ( bounds find object) should be moved outside
the loop in the code motion phase of the optimiser.
An e cient compiler would then be able to remove
the bounds checking tests (obj->base <= &ai] and
&ai] < obj->extent) entirely and replace them with
two tests outside the loop.
This may be done if there is a way to specify that
the call is a constant function (ie. has the same return
value when called multiple times) provided that objects
are not added or deleted in between calls. GCC does not
provide a way to encapsulate this subtlety, and so our
implementation does not yet make this optimisation.
Loops which iterate through arrays using pointers
(instead of incrementing an array subscript as above)
are more di cult: bounds find object will be applied to the pointer, which is not loop invariant. Here
a more specialised optimisation for induction variables
should help.

5.3 Diculties optimising loops over linked
structures
Loops over linked lists, tree structures and the like provide a greater challenge. We were not able to devise an
e cient method of optimising loops that traverse linked
data structures, although the splay tree we used to implement the object table will tend to cache frequently
used objects like the elements in the list near the top.
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Contravening ANSI standard by
pointing to negative array osets.
Fixing pointer nasties, such as
adding osets to NULL pointers.
Using pointers that refer to objects
freed in a realloc.
Changes to support goto restriction caused by using C++ constructor and destructor mechanism.

2
3
2
4

Table 4: Changes made to the source of Tcl/Tk.
The resulting interpreter ran all the Tk demos correctly, although noticably more slowly than without
checking. The interactive scripts were still quite usable
and responsive, but the authors would not recommend
using bounds checking in production code until the further optimisations suggested above have been made.
We also compiled Ghostscript, a freeware PostScriptTM
interpreter. We needed to x the non{ANSI implementation of stacks that Ghostscript uses (it initializes pointers to the {1 element of each stack), but the
changes involved were relatively minor, and the program ran without error. Again, there was a noticable
slowdown when drawing complex graphical images, but
the program was by no means unusable.
GCC itself compiles with the bounds checking patches.
Unfortunately, GCC makes extensive use of obstacks ,
which are large singly{allocated areas of memory that
may contain many variable{sized objects. Since the
bounds checking library treats these areas of memory
as single objects, simple bounds errors between the elementary objects contained inside are not detected. In
hindsight, we should have modi ed GCC's obstack li-

brary very slightly to interact correctly with the bounds
checking library (by allocating and deleting the simple
objects explicitly).
MicroEMACS, a simple text editor that has been
ported and used widely, actually has bounds errors which
this program picked up immediately.
Although it is possible to construct programs that
perform very badly indeed when bounds checking is
added | such as programs that solely iterate over long
linked lists, doing almost no work at each node | real
programs are for the most part quite usable. Nevertheless, a good implementation of this technique must
consider optimisation issues very carefully. It is unlikely that we could ever achieve the 10{15% performance loss that would be acceptable if programs are
to be distributed with bounds checks compiled in. In
practice, most programs showed a 5{6 times slowdown,
which is comparable to other commercial bounds checking packages.
Fischer and Patil 10, 11] provide interesting evidence for the practical importance of checking pointers
are used to refer only to the intended referent, compared
with the checking provided by tools such as Purify.

7 Further work
We plan to investigate optimisation techniques further,
and when we have done so we will present benchmark
performance comparisons. While we hope to achieve
fairly good performance using conventional data ow
analysis as described earlier, there is also scope for interprocedural optimisation, and ultimately it may be possible to validate non-trivial examples at compile-time,
using, for example, partial evaluation 2].
The range query lookup on which checking is based
is critical to performance, and there is scope for experimental work to tune our splay tree approach and to
study alternatives.
There remain some loopholes in our checker. The
most serious in practice is that it is possible to manufacture erroneous pointers using unions, casts and unitialised data. At considerable performance cost, we
could maintain a shadow of the accessible store, indicating whether it has been initialised and whether it is
a pointer. There is scope for optimisation, and doing so
would be a substantial project.

8 Summary and conclusions
We have shown how bounds checking can be provided
in a convenient form, with recompilation con ned to
the les where problems are suspected. The execution
time penalty for code compiled with bounds checking
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enabled is substantial, but in many cases this can be
alleviated by optimisation, and this is the most pressing direction for further enhancements. The technique
has been applied to a wide variety of C programs with
generally good results.
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Appendix: Examples
This appendix presents a number of small examples which illustrate the technique's power and limitations.

Basic example illustrating simple bounds checking
#include <stdio.h>
void main() f
char A 10]=f'1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9'g
char B 10]=f'a','b','c','d','e','f','g','h','i'g
char *p = A
while(1)
putchar(*p++)
g

Output from the bounds-checking run-time system:
ShowItWorks.c:10:Bounds error: attempt to reference memory overrunning the end of an object.
ShowItWorks.c:10: Pointer value: 0xeae2
ShowItWorks.c:10: Object `A':
ShowItWorks.c:10: Address in memory: 0xead8 .. 0xeae1
ShowItWorks.c:10: Size:
10 bytes
ShowItWorks.c:10: Element size:
1 bytes
ShowItWorks.c:10: Number of elements: 10
ShowItWorks.c:10: Created at:
ShowItWorks.c, line 6
ShowItWorks.c:10: Storage class:
stack
123456789

Simple example showing AN] is a valid pointer
/* A pointer is allowed to refer to the byte after the object from which it
* is derived. The array is padded by one byte, if necessary, so that this
* is distinguishable from an illegal operation.
*/
#include <stdio.h>
main()
f

int a 10], *p
/* Initialize array `a' to 0. */
for (p = &a 0] p < &a 10] p++)
*p = 0
/* Now `p' points to &a 10], which is a valid address, but if we
* try to use it, we'll get an error.
*/
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g

*;;p = 1
*++p = 1

/* OK => sets a 9] to 1 */
/* Bounds error => tries to set a 10] to 1 */

Output from the bounds-checking run-time system:
OneBeyondArrayBounds.c:20:Bounds error: attempt to reference memory overrunning the end of an object.
OneBeyondArrayBounds.c:20: Pointer value: 0xeae0
OneBeyondArrayBounds.c:20: Object `a':
OneBeyondArrayBounds.c:20: Address in memory: 0xeab8 .. 0xeadf
OneBeyondArrayBounds.c:20: Size:
40 bytes
OneBeyondArrayBounds.c:20: Element size:
4 bytes
OneBeyondArrayBounds.c:20: Number of elements: 10
OneBeyondArrayBounds.c:20: Created at:
OneBeyondArrayBounds.c, line 10
OneBeyondArrayBounds.c:20: Storage class:
stack

Checking of out-of-range automatics
#include <stdio.h>
char *G
void f() f
char A 10]=f'1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9'g
G = A+3
g

void main() f
f()
putchar(*G)
g

In this example, the global variable G is used to capture a pointer into a stack-allocated array. The pointer is invalid
after the function f has returned. Output from the bounds-checking run-time system:
OutOfRangeAutomatics.c:16:Bounds warning: unchecked stack object used at address 0xb6ef.*/

Arrays within structures are not checked
struct f
int obj1 10]
int obj2 10]
g s
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main() f
int i
for (i = 0 i < 20 ++i)
s.obj1 i] = i /* no bounds error reference is within allocation object */
g

This example illustrates a limitation on bounds checking as we have de ned it. The variable s consists of a single
storage object, and the bounds checking does not verify that its use is consistent with the type declaration. To do so
would considerably add to the system's complexity, but, more importantly, would lead to false reports in situations
where casts are used quite legitimately.

Arrays within arrays are not checked
/* Abuse of subarrays of a multidimensional array cannot be checked.
*/
int i
double a 10] 10]
main() f
for (i = 0 i < 20 ++i)
a 0] i] = i /* No bounds error reference is within allocation object */
g

As in the previous example, the array a consists of a single object, and bounds errors are reported only when a
reference outside the whole array is derived.

Pointer to unchecked object passed to checked code
/* In le `unchecked.c' ...
*/
int *unchecked fn (void)

f
g

static int a 10]
return a

/* In le `checked.c' ...
*/
extern int *unchecked fn (void)
int main ()
f

g

int *a = unchecked fn (), i
for (i = 0 i < 20 ++i)
a i] = i /* No bounds error. */
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When the variable a is used, it is found to have no corresponding object table entry. Although a warning can be
issued here, it is not necessarily an error since the pointer may have been imported from an unchecked module (Note
that this problem can be overcome by adding the object to the object tree by hand, using
bounds note constructed object (...)).

Correct inter-operation with non-trivial system calls
/* Example to show interworking with system calls etc (under SunOS 4.1).
*
* Allocate a 3-page region, set VM protection to disallow access, install a handler to
* catch the resulting faults, re-enable access and continue. Loop runs over end of region.
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <sys/mman.h>
char *region
int pagesize
void SEGVHandler(sig, code, scp, addr)
int sig, code struct sigcontext *scp char *addr
f

g

/* Reinstate the page in question */
char *pagebase = (char *)((int)addr / pagesize * pagesize)
mprotect(pagebase, pagesize, PROT READ j PROT WRITE)
/* Now we should return and restart the faulting instruction */

void main() f
char *p
signal(SIGSEGV, SEGVHandler)
pagesize = getpagesize()
region = valloc(pagesize*3)
mprotect(region, pagesize*3, PROT NONE)
for (p = region p<=&region pagesize*3] p+=pagesize)
*p = 'p'
g

Output from the bounds-checking run-time system:
Signals.c:27:Bounds error: attempt to reference memory overrunning the end of an object.
Signals.c:27: Pointer value: 0x23000
Signals.c:27: Object `(unnamed)':
Signals.c:27: Address in memory: 0x20000 .. 0x22f
Signals.c:27: Size:
12288 bytes
Signals.c:27: Element size:
1 bytes
Signals.c:27: Number of elements: 12288
Signals.c:27: Storage class:
heap

This example is intended to demonstrate that bounds checking can be used even in quite sophisticated contexts
with subtle inter-operation with the operating system. Although the actions of the system calls themselves are not
checked (of course they could be), the fault address addr passed to the signal handler is checkable with no special
arrangement.
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modified, and even further developed without the
need for the recompilation of the executable
program, or resetting of the debugging
environment1.

Abstract
Previously the debugging of optimised code has
not been possible without recompiling the
executable code and preventing the use of code
optimisation techniques. Although current
research efforts offer partial solutions to a small
set of optimisation techniques, no unified
approach has been developed to overcome the
barriers imposed by a large range of sophisticated
optimisation techniques.

Consider the following situation. During a
debugging session, it is discovered that a
particular function is returning an unexpected
value. It is logically suspected that the algorithm
of the function may be incorrect for the particular
set of data values that have been supplied to that
call. Given some understanding as to how the
algorithm is supposed to work, a plausible way to
test the hypothesis that the algorithm is erroneous
is to examine and verify the internal computations
of the function. This would commonly be done by
“stepping through” the statements of the function
and verifying the consistency of the actual state of
the execution and the conceptual model of how the
algorithm should work. In the case where the code
of the function has been optimised, such
verification would typically be impossible. Why is
this so?

The approach taken in the building of the
prototype described throughout this paper
combines program simulation and interpretation
techniques with run-time executable modification
techniques to provide an integrated environment
for function-level interpretation. This has been
achieved without the modification of an existing
compiler and also without the enhancement of the
compiler-debugger interface (CDI), thereby
allowing direct application of the debugger in
current operational environments.
This paper describes the construction of gpdb, a
debugger for the Gardens Point compiler
environment. This debugger has proved to be
fundamental for the production of an interactive
development environment which allows an
optimised program to be run, corrected, modified,
and even further developed without the need for
the recompilation of the executable program, or
the resetting of the debugging environment.

When a compiler produces code to implement a
given function, the only constraint for correctness
is that the object code produces the same
input/output behaviour as that specified by the
algorithm in the source code. For example, it is
legitimate for a compiler to:
• re-order the operations of the code at both
the instruction and the statement levels;
• eliminate redundant computations;
• place different variables in the same storage
location; and/or
• remove completely some computations and
insert other computations which would
produce the same final values.

1. Introduction
The problems associated with the debugging of
programs that have been compiled with the
assistance of optimisation techniques are severe.
Although there is literature available which
presents techniques for the minimisation of such
difficulties [Copp93, Henn82] they are limited in
scope, and not readily available. This paper
introduces gpdb (Gardens Point Debugger), a
comprehensive debugging platform which allows
an optimised program to be run, corrected,

Thus, the inherent problem of observing the state
of optimised code is that:

1
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As this environment replaces functions, heavy interprocedural optimisations may hinder procedural interpretation
efforts and require associated functions to also be interpreted.

environment. This provides a flexible environment
for the ad hoc replacement of program functions
for purposes such as bug fixing, enhancement,
intraspection [Sosi92, Sosi95], or profiling.

... program points in the source code may
not have any corresponding point in the
execution of the optimised object code.
Logically then –

Gpdb’s optimised code debugging environment
was developed for languages such as C, Pascal and
Modula-2 which provide a purely executable
version of a user’s source code without internal
language mechanisms such as garbage collection,
dynamic linking, or kernel function interpretation
(e.g., Self, Lisp and Oberon). Although gpdb
could be applied to such environments its primary
purpose is to provide such a dynamic environment
to languages which deliver autonomous program
execution. Therefore gpdb’s environment has
been developed with due regard for:
• supporting all current debugging facilities
(e.g., stepping, break-pointing and variable
watching);
• no additional files being ‘bundled’ with an
executable (neither within the symbolic
executable file format nor as an
accompanying external file);
• no ‘specially modified’ versions of a
compiler and/or optimiser being required;
and
• a high level of language & machine
independence.

... optimised code should not be modified
except by the substitution of whole
procedures.
From a control point of view, the query, “Which
line am I at now?” would be responded to with an
open reply such as “You are not anywhere” or,
alternatively, “You are in many places.”
From a data point of view, when modern
optimisation techniques, such as graph colouring
and code motion, have been applied together, the
question, “What is the value of local variable x?”
may also meet with an open response such as, “x
currently has no value” or, alternatively, “x has
many values.”
Thus, in this case, verifying the internal workings
of the suspect function will require the
recompilation of the source code of at least that
function, with optimisations turned off, and with
full symbolic debugging support turned on. In
complex cases, it might also be helpful to edit the
source code of the function before recompiling, so
that appropriate executable assertions can be
applied that will check that the internal states of
the computation correspond to the expected
behaviour.

This research has also resulted in the development
of a mechanism which allows internal
examination and assertion insertion to be carried
out without any recompilation. This level of
functionality is currently not available in any other
debug platform.

In order to address this problem, language tool
implementers and researchers have, until now,
been considering the following options:
1. Gain more information regarding the
optimisation techniques and the resulting
code modifications from the compiler (or
optimiser) and save them for future
analysis; [BHS92, Zell83, Zura91]

The following sections will outline the
requirements for an optimal debugging platform to
enable non-intrusive debugging of optimised code.
The concepts effecting the overall design and
implementation of the gpdb environment will be
discussed and then used to illustrate how gpdb
can be applied to advanced debugging concepts
and the development of future work.

2. Provide a purely interpretation system
(generally operating directly upon the
source code) which simulates the running
of the executable code, within a controlled
environment; or [CmKe93, RaHa92]

2. Local-Agent Technology

3. Reanalyse or decompile [CiGo93] the
executable program file (generally using
either data-flow or control-flow analysis
techniques) and generate the required
mappings to be able to represent the
program’s source code. [HCU92, Wism94]

To be able to implement such a tool as gpdb,
traditional parent-child process control technology
(see Figure 1) has been used in a similar way to
other debuggers, e.g., gdb, sdb, dbx. This allows
the debugger interface within the parent process to
occupy a separate area of process memory to that
of the user's executable program (contained within
the child process) and merely communicate via
either a ptrace() system call or remotely using

The approach outlined in this paper differs from
these techniques as it provides, upon demand,
intermediate language interpretation of functions
contained within the program’s own executable
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points, loading and replacing functions, and
setting variable display points. Thus, all
interactions with the ‘live’ target program are then
conducted by the local agent, such as, obtaining
current variable values and interaction between the
executable image and the interpreted module. This
architecture has allowed a far more ‘intelligent’
and extensible control mechanism, and thereby
reduces the amount of kernel traffic produced by
the ptrace() call.

a BSD socket connection. This design has
therefore minimised the possibility of side-effect
memory modifications, while more easily allowing
gpdb to be utilised in a distributed environment
in future.
Debugger

Debuggee

(Parent Process)

(Child Process)

Debugger
Interface
Module

User’s
Executable
Program

Process
Control

ptrace() or
BSD socket
Communication

3. The Gardens Point Environment
The Gardens Point environment (see Figure 2) is a
compiler architecture that was designed and
developed at the Queensland University of
Technology's Programming Languages and
Systems research concentration area. It enables the
independent maintenance and development of
compiler ‘front-end’s (language parsers and tree
builders for languages such as C, Modula-2,
Oberon, and Sather) with the ‘back-end’
instruction selector which produces optimised
executable code for a range of machine
architectures (e.g., DEC MIPS R3000, DEC
Alpha, Sun SPARC, Intel DOS, Intel OS/2, and
Linux).

Local
Agent

Figure 1: Local Agent Architecture [Paxs90]

More importantly, this model uses local-agent
process communication architecture in a similar
manner to gdb (remote) [Pizz93] and DynaScope
[Sosi92, Sosi95]. This architecture provides a
simple and self-contained module that can be
incorporated within the user’s executable program
for the purpose of providing internal information
on program execution and variables, as well as
interacting with the executable program to modify
its execution path. Traditionally, this has been
achieved through either:
• static linking the local agent into the user's
target program at compile-time; or
• dynamic loading and linking the local
agent with the user's target program at runtime when the target program is loaded
under parent process control (e.g., through
a debugger or a profiler); or
• dynamic loading and linking through a
small code routine which has been statically
linked into the program. This routine does
not disrupt the execution of the user’s
executable until a signal is received from
the debugger (or profiler) process which
then instructs it to load the local agent and
establish communication between the target
executable and the debugger [Sosi95].

Front-End
Tree-Walker

DCode
Intermediate
File
Back-End
Instruction
Selector

Executable
Figure 2: Gardens Point Environment Overview

Although this architecture provides an easier
development platform with the separation of the
‘front-end’ from the ‘back-end’, it also hinders the
collection of information for debugging. For
example, the ‘front-end’ is privileged to
information such as the structure and name of
types of variables, while the ‘back-end’ focuses
upon whether a local variable is in memory or in a
register.

(The latter has been invaluable for ad hoc bugs.)
Much of the traditional parent-child interaction
overhead has been minimised in gpdb by passing
many of the debugging tasks to the local agent in
the child process. This allows the involvement of
the parent to be more limited to the maintenance
of the user’s debug interface which controls the
sending of high-level user instructions to the child
process, such as placing and removing of break-
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command validation in the DCode interpreter
which is contained within the local agent (this also
provided substantial increases in the speed of
interpretation).

This level of process separation has been aided
with the development of an intermediate language
called DCode [Goug95] (an example is presented
in Figure 3) which is written (in ASCII text
format) at the completion of the tree-walker, and
then reread by the instruction selector. DCode
utilises an abstract stack machine similar to that of
P-Code [Wirt71] and U-Code [PeSi79] that
enables it to be used for any procedural language.
However, DCode offers the advantage of a
simplified memory access model that provides
faster data access than is able to be achieved
through P-Code and U-Code, thus providing a
more natural map to RISC architectures.

4. gpdb Architectural Overview
Although gpdb uses local agent technology to
implement the internal modification and control
mechanisms, a totally modular approach [Pizz93,
Rams93] has been used in its development. This
approach allows the easier modification and
extension of each component independently, as
can be seen in Figure 5.

; D-Code output produced by gpm from “hello.mod”
.TITLE Hello
.FILE “hello.mod”
.EXPORT _StartHello
.IMPORT _InOut_WriteLn
.IMPORT _ProgArgs_ArgNumber
.IMPORT _InOut_WriteCard
.IMPORT _InOut_WriteString
.CONST
__mNam: .ASCIIZ “Hello”
.CONST
; [Hello, world.hello needs no args.]
__cDat: .BYTE 048H,065H,06CH,06CH,06FH,02CH,020H
.BYTE 077H,06FH,072H,06CH,064H,000H,068H
.BYTE 065H,06CH,06CH,06FH,020H,06EH,065H
.BYTE 065H,064H,073H,020H,06EH,06FH,020H
.BYTE 061H,072H,067H,073H,000H
.PROC _StartHello(.NOCHECK,.SIZE=0,.NODISPLAY)
.ENTRY
lineNum 6
pshLit 12
mkPar 4,4
pshAdr __cDat
mkPar 4,0
call _InOut_WriteString,2
cutPars 8
call _InOut_WriteLn,0
lineNum 7
.TRAP __gp_assTrp,label1,__cDat+13,0
call _ProgArgs_ArgNumber,0
pshRetW
pshLit 1
relEQ
brFalsee label1
exit
endF
.ENDP
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Figure 5: gpdb Process Components

As local agent technology has influenced the
overall design of gpdb much of the low-level
program interaction routines have been placed into
the child process with the user’s executable
program. This has allowed the child process to
consist of the following components:
• loader – This small loading routine is used
initially when the executable program is
loaded. It establishes the executable
environment and invokes dld when the
local agent is required.
• dld – This dynamic linker and loader
originally implemented by W. Wilson Ho
[Ho91] (ported to the DEC MIPS Ultrix
4.2a environment) allows the supporting
local agent routines (asm_stubs and
dint_lib) to be loaded into the same area of
process memory as the executable program.
• asm_stubs – This small set of assembler
routines assist in the transition to and from
the standard executable environment into
the debug or interpretation mode. The
concept of ‘context switching’ is later
discussed in section 5.5 [CmKe93, Kess90].

Figure 3: DCode produced from Modula-2 "Hello, world"
MODULE Hello;
FROM ProgArgs IMPORT Assert, ArgNumber;
FROM InOut
IMPORT WriteString;
FROM InOut
IMPORT WriteCard, WriteLn;
BEGIN
WriteString (“Hello, world”); WriteLn;
Assert (ArgNumber()=1, “Needs no args”);
END Hello.
Figure 4: Modula-2 Version of "Hello world"

Figure 4 shows a Modula-2 language version of a
simple “Hello world” program, while Figure 3
shows its representation in DCode. Although
DCode is produced in ASCII format by a
language’s ‘front-end’ tree-walker it was
necessary to transform it into a more compact
binary format to reduce the tasks of parsing and
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• dint_lib – The DCode Interpreter Library is
the main component of the local agent.
This component dynamically loads binary
encoded DCode code blocks into memory
and then interprets them upon demand
(interacting with the current variable states
contained within the executable program).

reduces the cost of large data transmissions of
symbolic information between the processes
(although this can be done when gpdb is to be
used in a remote environment).

Likewise, the parent process is composed of:
• main – The main module of the gpdb
interface consists of several subcomponents which provide a user command
parser, maintain information about current
breakpoints inserted, and display the
current source code line. This component
forms the hub of the user interface.
• Symbolic Reader – This component
transforms symbolic information available
from within standard COFF executable
programs and binary encoded DCode
modules into the internal data structures
available for function and variable
information. This information is then used
by main for display to the user, and the
process control module for pertinent
memory access.
• Object Format Reader – If the user’s
executable program is available to gpdb
(i.e., the parent and the child process are
contained on the same machine) then this
module is available for the obtaining of
symbolic information from sections within
the executable program.
• Process Control – The process control
component of the parent process has two
functions:
• control of the breakpoint insertion
and removal routine; and
• maintain connection with the child
process for the sending and
receiving of user commands.

As stated above, the problems with the debugging
of optimised code are severe due to the
fundamental problem that:

5. Implementation of gpdb

... program points in the source code may
not have any corresponding point in the
execution of the optimised object code.
Therefore, this approach assumes that –
... optimised code will not be modified
except by the substitution of whole
procedures.
This allows existing compiler intermediate code to
be utilised for the representation of each source
function, and has thus eliminated the need for
such concepts as control-flow analysis. [GLE94]
gpdb has been prototyped on a DECstation 3100
machine (using a MIPS R3000 microprocessor)
running the Ultrix 4.2a operating system
environment with unmodified Gardens Point (GP)
language compiler front-ends.

Front-End
Tree-Walker

DCode
Intermediate
File
Back-End
Instruction
Selector

The inclusion of the symbolic reader and the
object format reader within the parent process
allows it to directly analyse COFF executable
programs, as well as binary encoded DCode
intermediate language files which have been
generated (upon demand from the user)2. With
these two components the parent process is able to
symbolically represent the data it obtains from the
child process, in either the real executable mode or
when performing function interpretation. This

2

Current Compiler
Environment

Executable

DCode ASCII
to Binary Util.

Binary Form
of DCode
Intermediate
Modules

COFF Format
Executable Image

Debugger
(gpdb)

Figure 6: Overview of File Sources

5.1 Implementation of gpdb within the
Gardens Point Compiler Environment
Figure 6 shows the interaction between the
Gardens Point (GP) compiler environment and
gpdb. No modification was made to either the
Front-End Tree Walker or the Instruction Selector
components of the GP compilers in this
development.

Both the symbolic and object format readers are also
contained within the dint_lib component of the child process,
however this has been eliminated from Figure 5 for brevity.
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Gpdb is designed to operate as a total debug
environment. The executables are loaded from
disk and the source code located and displayed like
any other debugger. However, when the source
code is modified (with some limitations placed
upon the modification of global variable types and
lengths) the whole source file is passed through
the ‘front-end’ tree-walker to produce the
intermediate DCode ASCII file of the module. The
DCode intermediate instruction files are then
‘assembled’ into a binary file format to reduce the
overhead of ASCII interpretation within the runtime environment – the DCode interpretation
library (dint_lib). This binary DCode file is then
made available to dint_lib to load into the child
process for interpretation, when individual
functions are required, as well as being used by the
parent process’s symbolic reader for the
meaningful display of program information.

5.3 DCode Interpretation

5.2 Utilising Symbolic References

This structure has not only allowed the code of the
interpreter, the machine-dependent ‘register
determiner’, and the jump code blocks to be more
readable and more easily maintained, but
additional modules will be able to be more easily
provided in future within a multi-platform,
machine-independent
source
development
environment.

The DCode interpretation module at the heart of
the child process local agent is similar, in
structure, to many other language interpretation
kernels in that it has been written to facilitate the
reduction of stack manipulation, and thereby
increasing
the
efficiency
of
execution/
interpretation context switching. This not only
reduces the complexity of the implementation but
also reduces many of the overheads often found in
interpretation systems.
This was achieved by implementing a number of
small machine-dependent jump code blocks. These
code blocks have been able to be developed
independently due to the implementation of a
‘register determiner’ routine which calculates
which jump code block is required, based on the
register rules of the machine and the number and
types of the parameters to be passed.

All symbolic references are read from both the
current executable file, and any loaded binary
DCode modules by both the parent process
(through the object and symbol readers) and the
symbol reader component of the DCode interpreter
within the local agent of the child process.
However, although symbolic information is known
in both processes their purpose is totally different:
• The parent uses symbolic information for
the meaningful display of information to
the user, as well as the command requests
to the local agent. This allows the parent to
remain at a high level of abstraction and
reduces much of the low-level interactions
(which have been placed into the local
agent contained within the child) 3.
• The child process on the other hand uses
symbolic information to map the high-level
command requests from the parent process
into low-level memory addresses, as well as
the symbolic references encountered during
interpretation of binary DCode.

5.4 Breakpoint Mechanism Implementation

foo:
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DINT_stub:
asm_stubs
DINT_run:

DCode
Interpreter
Binary
DCode
Blocks

All machine-dependent knowledge has been
encapsulated within the asm_stubs module within
the local agent thereby allowing gpdb to be
targeted to new platforms, architectures and
symbolic environments more easily.

3

User's
Executable
Program

Figure 7: Child Process Execution when bar is Interpreted

Figure 7 illustrates the implementation of a
breakpoint code patch, placed at the entry point to
the function bar, which only contains two
instructions. One instruction loads a specific
breakpoint identifier into a temporary register (so
that the DCode Interpreter knows which code
block(s) to interpret), while the other performs an
unconditional jump into one of the routines within
the assembler code block set (DINT_stub). The
function return address is then preserved and the

This also includes the easier migration of this model to a
remote, socket-based, implementation and even removes the
necessity for the parent and the child process to be running on
compatible architectures.
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value of all registers saved into a global structure.
Execution control is then passed to the DCode
Interpreter (DINT_run). The interpreter then
utilises binary DCode files that have previously
been loaded into memory, or found on disk.

calling routine (with any return results placed
where expected). This flexibility allows either the
total replacement of a function or the addition of
code before the execution of a function (called a
‘function prologue’). Both features allow gpdb to
meet its primary objective to be able to modify
optimised executable code at run-time without
recompiling – all without the use of a modified set
of tools.

This method of implementation has allowed the
number of assembler code lines to be kept to a
minimum (no more than 100), and for the
remainder of the system to be implemented in a
high level language such as C. This not only has
reduced the complexity of the task, but also
eliminates much of the low level interactions
which make debuggers more difficult and time
consuming to retarget to a new architecture.

6. Applications of gpdb
Although gpdb is able to function as a standard
symbolic debugger, the full capabilities of the
implementation can be more utilised to provide the
following additional powerful facilities. The
effective use of these concepts can be illustrated
through the following typical debugging example.

5.5 Execution/Interpretation Context Switching
The execution/interpretation context switching
facility is used at the heart of the breakpoint
mechanism described above, and whenever the
user wishes to switch the mode of operation
(generally for the ease of function replacement).
This facility consists of a number of low-level
routines contained within the asm_stubs and
DCode Interpreter modules of the local agent
within the child process.

While debugging a program which only seems to
fail after it has been running for quite some time,
the user chose to scan quickly the source code and
place some “print” statements around some of the
routines which were presumed to be causing the
problem. The user then recompiled the executable
(with debugging information “turned on”) and
then retraced through the steps of the previous
testing process. However, this time a different
problem occurred under different circumstances,
and so the user again edits the source code and
adds even more carefully crafted diagnostic source
statements and then recompiles, reruns, and retests
the program.

The transition from the executable ‘live’ program
to the interpretation state involves taking a direct
copy of the values contained in each of the
registers and saving them in a structure for later
restoration.4
While in the interpretation state, context switching
is used for the execution of library and other user
defined procedures which are called from within
the function being interpreted and are not chosen
to be ‘stepped into’ by the user5. In this situation,
the registers are allocated according to the
procedure’s parameters by the ‘register
determiner’, and the stack placed in the state
expected from the execution of the ‘live’ program.
After the intended call the interpretation stack is
restored with the addition of any returned results,
and interpretation is continued.

Eventually the user traces down the source of the
problem – the updating of a dynamic memory
structure. Therefore the user decides to further
modify the source with the addition of a suite of
routines for the viewing and validation of the
dynamic memory structure in question. These
routines are then applied at various places
throughout the source code, as well as being
utilised by the user as ad hoc callable functions
within the standard debug environment.
Although this approach may be able to achieve the
same end result, it heightens the advantages of
such a debug platform as gpdb, viz.:
• When using gpdb, the run-time
environment in which the error was
initially discovered would not have been
lost, even though the executable was not
compiled with debugging information
“turned on”. gpdb allows the evaluation of
variable values with a minimum of
symbolic information available.

When the context switch is finally made from the
interpretation environment back to the ‘live’
executable, control can either be passed back to the
point from which control came, or to the initial

4

A temporary register is used for the unconditional jump to the
register save area, while the value of the Program Counter
(PC) register is passed within another temporary register. The
saving of the executable’s PC value allows for the continued
execution from the point of interruption (later discussed as
Function Prologues).

5

Only inter-procedural optimisations such as inlining are
currently handled.
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• From within gpdb source code
modifications could have been made for the
addition of the initial “print” statements
without interrupting the run-time
environment and without recompiling,
relinking, and retesting the executable.
• Function prologues could have been built at
run-time for the validation of the dynamic
memory structure and placed at the start of
various functions.
• Totally new whole functions (or just a code
fragment) could have been coded for the
more complex evaluation of the dynamic
memory structure without the need for
recompiling or relinking. These routines
could then have been interpreted at will, or
just applied as function prologues.
• A history could be provided of the values of
certain key variables, throughout the
execution of the program. This information
could be collected and validated by
routines, thereby providing tolerance levels
of variable value changes, or merely a
collection point of variable information that
could be later analysed formally.

patch inserted at the start of the function bar) is
used to determine which binary DCode block(s)
are to be read and interpreted.
Once the interpretation commands have been
completed and any interactions with the parent
debug interface have been finalised, the
environment is ‘cleaned’ to the pre-interpretation
state (including the replacement of the original
instructions at the start of bar) and the point of
execution returned to the start of bar.
6.2 Tracing Variable States
One of the facilities within gpdb which has
proven to be invaluable for the application of final
debug assertions is variable tracing (sometimes
referred to as data watchpoints). It has been
implemented within gpdb as an automated
conditional function prologue facility.
Variable tracing allows either:
• the collection of a variable’s value at
certain points throughout the execution of
the program and merely recording it for
later evaluation; or
• collection of a variable’s value at certain
points throughout the execution of the
program and provide a comparison between
it and other historical values. This allows
for the interpretation of a certain routine
upon the successful evaluation of a
condition or a tolerance level.

6.1 Function Prologues
The concept of interpreting modified source code
has been extended in gpdb to allow code assertion
blocks, which are independent from any function,
to be utilised throughout a program’s execution.
This has allowed a suite of program validation
routines to be built at any time throughout the
development process and to be used through the
DCode Interpreter as and when required.

In this example, a variable trace could have been
applied by the user to particular key variables;
suitable levels of tolerance applied; and a
validation routine specified for interpretation (or
execution) when these levels are breached. This
would have allowed a fast and broad debug/testing
approach to be applied which has the potential to
more easily and quickly narrow the user’s
attention to the problem at hand.

foo:
bar:

User's
Executable
Program

6.3 Automation of Program Testing
DINT_stub:

One of the largest problems in debugging, besides
the finding of the bug itself, is the reproduction of
the test environment. Gpdb has sought to reduce
this problem by allowing the maintenance of the
run-time environment and the dynamic patching
of the user’s executable program. However, test
plans are important as they record not only how a
sequence can be retraced, but also as a form of
documentation as to the level of completeness of
the whole test suite.

asm_stubs
DINT_run:

DCode
Interpreter
Binary
DCode
Blocks

Figure 8: User's View of the Operation of gpdb

Figure 8 shows how the execution of the function
bar from within the function foo invokes the
DCode Interpreter. Once within the interpreter,
the breakpoint identifier (contained within the
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gpdb does not require the use of specially
modified compilers and is language and platform
independent.

Although the variables concerned could be traced
and their values recorded, such an approach would
only prove to be laborious (recording each
variable), and prone to incompleteness. Therefore,
a facility has been provided within gpdb to allow
the collection of all input and output values at a
low level (therefore ensuring the capture of all
values). This facility not only allows the
background recording of a test session but also the
loading and application of a previous set of values
to the target program, thereby allowing each test
session (which may consist of many test plans) to
be easily reproduced.

This approach provides a framework for building
run-time interpretation modules and allows for the
complex evaluation of run-time states within a
comprehensive debugging environment. This
environment is already proving to be indispensable
for the automation of a comprehensive testing
environment and the run-time resolution of
program bugs.
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7. Future Work
The current implementation of gpdb solely
utilises local agent technology. In future, gpdb
will be migrated to a multi-threaded environment.
This will allow the interrogation of the target
process without the need for a local process
modification interface (currently achieved through
ptrace()). The target process can then be
stopped temporarily by the parent, and the results
gained through interpretation returned, all without
having to insert a function breakpoint. This would
also allow gpdb to be implemented as a remote
debugging tool without the heavy modification of
the existing implementation.
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Abstract. We introduce an assertion language for run-time checking of linked list data
structure shapes. The assertion language is expressive enough to define characteristic
predicates for data structures created with the use of pointers and dynamic memory allocation. Examples of such data structures include singly linked list, binary tree, doubly linked
list, and cyclic list. These characteristic predicates may be used for automatic run-time
detection of data constraint violations. Some results of experiments with a prototype assertion checker implementation for the PASCAL programming language are presented.

1.0 Introduction
Assertions about run-time behavior of program are practically useful and efficient means for program testing and debugging automation. There exists a large number of publications describing
different formalisms for specifying program run-time properties, e.g. [Luckham 90], [Auguston
94]. Complex data structures, such as lists and trees created with the use of pointers and dynamic
memory allocation are intrinsic components of almost every nontrivial program. The aim of this
paper is to introduce a formalism appropriate for specifying different typical shapes of linked list
data structures with the intent to check at run-time the compliance of a particular data structure
with it’s formal specification. Violations of the data structure constraints indicate the presence of a
bug in the program.
A significant amount of research has been done on the static analysis of heap-allocated data structures. Although the complete static analysis is undecidable [Landi 92], there are several approximate algorithms presented, for instance, in [Ghiya, Hendren 96], [Pande et al. 94], [Sagiv, Reps
96], [Fradet, Le Metayer 97] that can recognize such linked list data structure shapes as trees,
DAGs, or cyclic graphs for an important group of applications. Formalisms, such as multisets and
context-free graph grammars are typically suggested for the specification of appropriate data types
and for static shape checking algorithms. Nevertheless, static analysis methods in principle can not
guarantee correct results in all cases.
In contrast, dynamic analysis may provide methods for guaranteed data constraint checking at the
run-time. Our aim in this paper is to present a formalism for run-time assertion checking that can
detect anomalies in linked list data structure shapes and is expressive enough to define characteristic predicates for such data structures as singly linked lists, binary trees, doubly linked lists, and
cyclic lists.
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2.0 The Formalism
We’ll use the PASCAL language for examples in this paper, although, the approach developed here
may be easily adjusted for other imperative languages, e.g. for C, ADA, etc.
In order to work with list data structures, appropriate data types should be declared in the PASCAL
program. For example, the following record type may be used in order to create and update linked
list data structure:
type LINK1 = ^DATA1;
DATA1 =
record
val: integer;
next: LINK1;
end;
Let variable X be declared as a pointer to a list node, where all nodes are created using the above
declared type DATA1.
var X: LINK1;
We’ll denote by [X, next *] a (finite) set of all values of type DATA1 that can be reached
from X following links in the next field:
X^, (X^.next)^, ((X^.next)^.next)^, ... .
If X = NIL the set is empty. We’ll call such sets collections following the notion of a collection or
a reference class used for semantics definitions of pointers in PASCAL, ADA, and other languages. See [Luckham 90, page 281] for more literature references on collections. In contrast with
the approaches mentioned above, our definition of the collection is based on the regular path
expressions relevant to list data structure traversals. Similarly we can consider collections for list
data structures with more than one link to next nodes, e.g.
type LINK2 = ^DATA2;
DATA2 =
record
val: integer;
left, right: LINK2;
end;
var X: LINK2;
We’ll denote by [ X, (left | right) * ] a collection of all values of the type DATA2
that can be reached from X following links either in the left, either in the right fields:
X^, (X^.left)^, (X^.right)^, ((X^.left)^.left)^, ((X^.right)^.left)^, ... .
We need to introduce some more notation to proceed with writing of characteristic predicates for
linked list data structures. Collections are finite sets of values and universal and existential quantifiers FOREACH and EXISTS can be defined for them. PASCAL operations and constants, such as
AND, OR, NOT and comparison operations, and NIL may be used to write the assertions. We’ll
use EMPTY to denote the empty collection, INTERSECTS and UNION for the intersection and
union operations on collections, IN to check whether a value belongs to a collection, and EQUALS
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for collection equality operator. Now we are ready to specify characteristic properties of some
common linked list data structures.
1) Singly Linked List.
var X: LINK1;

X:

Variable X points to the node of a singly linked list iff the following assertion is true (we consider
X = NIL as a special case of singly linked list).
(X = NIL) OR EXISTS a FROM [X, next *] (a.next = NIL)
Remark. The characteristic property of a singly linked list may be expressed in a recursive fashion
following the axiomatic approach to Abstract Data Types, e.g.
List(X) = (X = NIL) OR List( X.next)
This kind of definition can not be used for run-time checking, since the direct application of such a
rule to a cyclic list, for instance, will not terminate. Collections are finite sets and this guarantees
that quantifiers and other operations in our assertions may be evaluated in finite time.
Shape specification may be supplemented with a context condition specifications. For example, to
specify an ordered singly linked list the following assertion may be used.
(X = NIL) OR ( EXISTS a FROM [X, next *] (a.next = NIL) AND
FOREACH b FROM [X, next *]
(b.next = NIL OR b.val <= b.next^.val) )
2) Binary Tree.
var X: LINK2;

X:
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Variable X points to the root of a binary tree iff the following assertion is true.
(X = NIL) OR
FOREACH a FROM [X, (left | right)* ]
(NOT a IN [ a.left, (left | right)* ] AND
NOT a IN [ a.right, (left | right)* ] )
AND
FOREACH b FROM [X, (left | right)* ]
([ b.left, (left | right)* ] INTERSECTS
[ b.right, (left | right)* ] EQUALS EMPTY )
One part of the assertion establishes the absence of loops in the linked list, and the another part
asserts the absence of “diamonds” (i.e. nodes that could be reached by multiple paths).
The context condition specifying a binary search tree may be added as the following assertion.
FOREACH c FROM [X, (left | right)* ]
(
( c.left = NIL OR c.val > c.left^.val) AND
( c.right = NIL OR c.val <= c.right^.val) )
3) Doubly Linked List
type LINK3 = ^DATA3;
DATA3 =
record
val: integer;
prev, next: LINK3;
end;
var X: LINK3;

X:

Variable X points to the beginning of a doubly linked list iff the following assertion is true.
( X = NIL ) OR
(
( X^.prev = NIL )
AND
FOREACH a FROM [ X^.next, next *]
(((a.prev)^.next)^ = a )
AND
EXISTS b FROM [ X, next *] ( b.next = NIL ) )
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4) Cyclic List
var X: LINK1;

X:

Variable X points to the node within a cyclic list iff the following assertion is true.
NOT (X = NIL) AND
FOREACH a FROM [X, next *] ( a IN [ a.next, next *])

3.0 Prototype Implementation of the Assertion Checker
A prototype assertion checker for linked list data structure shape checking has been implemented
for Sun PASCAL on the UNIX platform [Miu Har Hon 95]. Assertions are presented as debugging
rules in a separate file. We consider it useful to keep run-time assertions separated from the program source text because it makes it easier to control the amount of assertions enabled for some
particular program execution. In this prototype implementation each rule refers to a label in the
original PASCAL program to set the checking point where the assertion checking function is
called. An approach based on event grammars [Auguston 94] provides a general framework for
defining assertions associated with multiple events in the program execution trace. A rule also contains message texts to be printed when the assertion is violated.
An example of a debugging rule:
TYPE LINK3;
AT LABEL L;
( X = NIL ) OR
(
( X^.prev = NIL )
AND
FOREACH a FROM [ X^.next, next *]
(((a.prev)^.next)^ = a )
AND
EXISTS b FROM [ X, next *] ( b.next = NIL ) )
SAY( ‘At the label L the data structure in X
is a doubly linked list’)
ONFAIL SAY( ‘Assertion violation! At the label L the data
structure in X is not a doubly linked list’)
Assertion compiler takes the assertion file and the source PASCAL program text, generates a PASCAL procedure for each debugging rule, and inserts corresponding procedure calls in the source
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text of the PASCAL program. Assertion compiler is implemented in the RIGAL compiler writing
language [Auguston 90]. For the debugging rule above it generates 133 lines of PASCAL code.
We have run the assertion checker on some of the examples given in the previous section for various list data structures.The test program creates a linked list data structure and then checks an
assertion for it. The following elapsed time measurements provide some estimates for the time
overhead incurred by assertion checking.

Type of the list structure and number of nodes

Before
instrumentation

After
instrumentation

Singly linked list (153 nodes)

31.15 ms

43.86ms

Doubly linked list (153 nodes)

32.12ms

56.13ms

Singly linked list and binary tree (306 nodes)

53.00ms

74.12ms

Singly linked list and binary tree(459 nodes)

87.82ms

114.36ms

Assertions can correctly detect and report violations in the data structure shapes.
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Abstract
A dynamic program slice is an executable part of a program whose behavior is identical, for the
same program input, to that of the original program with respect to a variable(s) of interest at
some execution position. In the existing dynamic slicing tools dynamic slices are represented in a
textual form, i.e., a dynamic slice is displayed to programmers in the form of highlighted
statements or in the form of a subprogram. Although dynamic slicing does narrow the size of the
program, it is still up to the programmer to analyze the text of a dynamic slice and identify a
faulty part in the program. The textual representation of a dynamic slice does not provide much
guidance in program debugging and understanding of program behavior, which frequently is a
major factor in efficient debugging. During dynamic slice computation different types of
information are computed and then discarded after computation of the dynamic slice. In this
paper we propose new dynamic slicing related features that exploit this information to improve
the process of program debugging. These features were implemented in our dynamic slicing tool
that can be used for program debugging.

1. Introduction
A static program slice consists of all statements in program P that may affect the value of
variable v at some point p [19, 20]. Slicing has been shown to be useful in program debugging,
testing, program understanding, and software maintenance (e.g., [5, 7, 8, 17, 19]). As originally
introduced, static slicing involves all possible program executions. In debugging practice,
however, we typically deal with a particular incorrect execution and, consequently, are interested
in locating the cause of incorrectness of that execution. Therefore, we are interested in a slice that
preserves the program behavior for a specific program input, rather than that for the set of all
inputs. This type of slicing is referred to as dynamic slicing [11]. Several different techniques for
computation of dynamic slices have been proposed, e.g., [1, 6, 9, 13, 16]. By taking a particular
program execution into account, dynamic slicing may significantly reduce the size of the slice as
compared to static slicing. The notion of dynamic slicing has been also extended for distributed
programs [3, 4, 14]. Dynamic program slicing is not only used in software debugging but also in
software maintenance and software testing [2, 7, 10, 21, 22].
__________________________________________
* This research has been partially supported by the NSF Research Initiation Award grant CCR-9308895
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In the existing dynamic slicing tools, dynamic slices are represented in a textual form, i.e., a
dynamic slice is displayed to programmers in the form of highlighted statements or in the form of
a subprogram. Although dynamic slicing does narrow the size of a program, it is still up to the
programmer to analyze the text of a dynamic slice and identify the faulty part in the dynamic
slice. In addition, the textual format of a dynamic slice does not provide much guidance in
program debugging and understanding of program behavior. Understanding of program behavior
is frequently a major factor in efficient debugging. During dynamic slice computation different
types of information are computed and then discarded after computation of the dynamic slice. In
this paper we have proposed new dynamic slicing related features that exploit this information
for the purpose of program debugging, e.g., executable dynamic slices, partial dynamic slicing,
influencing variables, and contributing nodes. These features were implemented in the dynamic
slicing tool that is used to improve the process of program debugging. These dynamic slicing
related features have evolved during experimentation with the dynamic slicing tool. Our
preliminary experience has shown that in many debugging situations these features may be
helpful for programmers during fault localization.
In section 2, basic concepts used in the paper are presented. Section 3 overviews the existing
research in dynamic program slicing. In Section 4 the dynamic slicing related concepts are
introduced. Section 5 presents the dynamic slicing tool that supports the presented concepts.
Finally, in Conclusions future research is highlighted.
2. Background
A program structure is represented by a flow graph(s) that consists of a set of nodes and a set of
arcs. A node corresponds to an assignment statement, an input or output statement, a procedure
call statement, a procedure entry statement, a goto statement, a break statement, a continue
statement, a label statement, or the predicate of a conditional or a loop statement, in which case it
is called a test node. An arc corresponds to a potential transfer of control from one node to
another node. An execution trace is a sequence of nodes that has actually been executed for some
input during program execution. For example, Tx =<7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 10, 11, 12, 10, 11, 12,
10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 1, 2, 3, 20, 4, 5, 21, 22, 17, 18, 22, 17, 23> is the execution trace
when the program in Figure 1 is executed on the input data n=3, a=(1,2,-3), k=1; this execution
trace is presented in Figure 2 in a more detail. An execution trace is an abstract list (sequence)
whose elements are accessed by position in it. Node X at position p in Tx will be written down
as Xp and referred to as an action. For instance, 1617 is an action, i.e., node 16 at position 17. Xp
is a test action if X is a test node. By vq we denote variable v at position q, i.e., variable v before
execution of node Tx(q). The notion of execution position is introduced in here only for
presentation purposes, i.e., programmers do not identify the execution position of a node in these
terms (they usually express the execution position differently, e.g., 1718 may be expressed as
execution of node 17 at the entry to the while loop, and 1729 as execution of node 17 after one
iteration of this loop). An use of variable v is an action in which this variable is referenced. A
definition of variable v is an action which assigns a value to that variable. Used and defined
variables are determined during program execution by capturing the memory address for each
used or defined variable.
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program sample;
var
n,max,min,s,i,k: integer;
a: array [1..100] of integer;
1 procedure find_max(s1:integer; var s2:integer);
begin
2,3
if s1>s2 then s:=s1; /* correctly s2:=s1;
end;
4 procedure Find_min(x: integer; var y: integer);
begin
5,6
if x<y then y:=x;
end;
begin
7
readln (n) ;
8
readln (k) ;
9
i:=1 ;
10 while i <= n do begin
11
readln (a[i]);
12
i := i + 1;
end ;
13 max := a[1] ;
14 min := a[1] ;
15 s := a[1] ;
16 i := k+1;
17 while i <= n do
begin
18
if a[i]>0 then
begin
19
Find_max(a[i],max);
20
Find_min(a[i],min);
21
s := s + a[i] ;
end;
22
i := i + k ;
end ;
23 write(max,’ ‘,min,’ ‘,s) ;
end.

Figure 1. A sample program.

71
readln (n)
2
readln (k)
8
3
i := 1
9
4
10 i <= n
115 readln (a[i])
126 i := i + 1
107 i <= n
118 readln (a[i])
129 i := i + 1
1010 i <= n
1111 readln (a[i])
1212 i := i + 1
1013 i <= n
1314 max := a[1]
1415 min := a[1]
1516 s := a[1]
1617 i := k+1
1718 i <= n
{a[2] < 0}
1819 a[i]>0
20
{a[2]}
19 Find_max(a[i],max);
21
1 procedure Find_max(s1:integer;var s2:integer);
222 s1>s2
323 s:=s1;
{a[2]}
2024 Find_min(a[i],min);
25
procedure Find_min(x:integer; var y:integer);
4
26
x<y
5
27
{s:=s + a[2]}
21 s := s + a[i]
28
22 i := i + k
1729 i <= n
{a[3] < 0}
1830 a[i]>0
31
22 i := i + k
1732 i <= n
2333 writeln(max,’ ‘,min,’ ‘,s)

Figure 2. An execution trace of the program of
Figure 1 on input: n=3, a=(1,2,-3),
k=1.
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3. Dynamic program slicing
A dynamic slice is an executable part of the program whose behavior is identical, for the same
program input, to that of the original program with respect to a variable of interest at some
execution position q. A slicing criterion of program P executed on program input x is a tuple
C=(x,yq) where yq is a variable at execution position q. A dynamic slice of program P on slicing
criterion C is any syntactically correct and executable program P' that is obtained from P by
deleting zero or more statements, and when executed on program input x produces an execution
trace T'x for which there exists the corresponding execution position q' such that the value of yq
in Tx equals to the value of yq' in T'x. A dynamic slice P' preserves the value of y for a given
program input x. It is assumed that an environment in which P and P' are executed assigns the
same initial values to variables in P and P'. There may be many different dynamic slices for the
same slicing criterion, and the goal is to find the slice with the minimal number of statements.
This goal may not be achievable in general. However, it is possible to determine a safe
approximation of the dynamic slice that will preserve the computation of the values of variables
of interest.
A dynamic slice has originally been defined [11] as an executable program (slice). Different
versions of the original dynamic slice have been proposed in the literature, e.g., [1, 9]; in most
cases, they are non-executable "pieces" of code. Several algorithms have been proposed for
dynamic slice computation, e.g., [1, 6, 11, 15]. Most of the existing methods of dynamic slice
computation are based on "backward" analysis, i.e., after the execution trace of the program is
recorded, the dynamic slicing algorithm traces backwards in the execution trace to compute the
dynamic slice. For long program executions a forward approach of dynamic slice computation
was proposed in [15]. It has been shown [13, 18] that taking into account a particular program
execution dynamic slicing may significantly reduce the size of the slice as compared to static
slicing. Since dynamic program slicing is based on the actual program execution, different types
of "run-time" information about the program can be collected during program execution, e.g., the
values of array indexes and pointers are known at each step of program execution. Dynamic
slicing derivation methods exploit this information in order to compute more precise dynamic
slices.
In this paper we concentrate on the computation of executable dynamic slices originally defined
in [11]. The other forms of dynamic slices are subsets of the executable dynamic slices and are
much easier to compute. Several algorithms have been proposed for dynamic slice computation,
e.g., [1, 6, 11]. Most of those algorithms use the notion of data and control dependencies to
compute dynamic program slices. After the execution trace of the program is recorded, the
dynamic slice is derived from the recorded execution trace using the data and control
dependencies. The data dependence captures the situation where one action (node) assigns a
value to an item of data and the other action (node) uses that value. For example, in the execution
trace of Figure 2, 323 assigns a value to variable s and 2127 uses that value. The dynamic control
dependence between actions captures the dependence between test actions and actions that have
been chosen to be executed by these test actions. For instance, in the execution trace of Figure 2,
the execution of 1920 is depended on the outcome of test action 1819, but 2228 is not dependent
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on the outcome of 1819. The dynamic dependencies are used to compute a dynamic slice by
tracing backwards the dependencies between actions in Tx starting from action vq. After setting
all actions as unmarked and not visited, the last definition of yq is identified and marked, where
by a last definition of variable vk in execution trace Tx we mean action Yp that assigns a value to
variable v and v is not modified between positions p and k. For example, the last definition of
variable s33 in execution trace of Figure 2 is action 2127. In the next step of the algorithm a
marked and not visited action Xk is selected and set as visited. All last definitions of all variables
used in Xk are marked (this step corresponds to finding data dependencies between actions), and
then all actions for which there exists a control dependence between them and Xk are marked.
This process of selecting of marked and not visited actions continues until all marked actions are
visited. A dynamic slice is constructed from P by removing nodes (statements) whose actions
were not marked in Tx. All actions that are marked by the dynamic slicing algorithm are referred
to as contributing actions, whereas all actions that are not marked are referred to as noncontributing actions. A more detailed explanation of this algorithm can be found in [13]. When
this dynamic slicing algorithm is applied for variable s at execution position 33 in the execution
trace of Figure 2, the algorithm marks all actions that contribute to the computation of variable s
at position 33 (this marking is presented in Figure 4 in which all contributing actions are shown
in bold). The dynamic slice is constructed by removal of all statements (from the original
program) whose actions are not marked during dynamic slice computation, and this dynamic
slice is presented in Figure 3a. Similarly, a dynamic slice for variable max at position 33 is
computed, and it is shown in Figure 3b.
We have developed a dynamic slicing tool that supports dynamic slicing for Pascal programs.
The dynamic slicing tool has been developed in object-oriented Pascal and under a Windows
environment. This dynamic slicing tool is an extension of the debugging environment PELAS
[12]. In this tool, dynamic slicing is used to guide programmers in the process of program
debugging. Several dynamic slicing tools have also been reported, e.g., [2, 9], in the literature. In
order to compute dynamic slices, dynamic slicing tools provide certain functionality of
conventional debuggers, e.g., breakpoints, step-wise execution, etc. Our tool also supports these
features provided by conventional debuggers. The following sections provide a brief overview of
the major functions of the dynamic slicing tool.
Breakpoints
Setting a breakpoint in the tool can be done just by clicking the left mouse button on any line in
the source code. The line will be automatically highlighted in red color. When a breakpoint is
reached during program execution, the program is suspended. The programmer can then examine
various components of the program state and verify its correctness, e.g., the values of program
variables. Figure 6 shows a breakpoint at the beginning of the while loop and the current
execution position at the call to the Find_max procedure. Removing breakpoints is done in a
similar way. Setting and removing breakpoints can be also be done from the Execute menu
shown in Figure 6.
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program sample;
var
n,max,min,s,i,k: integer;
a: array [1..100] of integer;
1 procedure Find_max(s1:integer; var s2: integer);
begin
2,3
if s1>s2 then s:=s1;
end;
begin
7
readln (n) ;
8
readln (k) ;
9
i:=1 ;
10 while i <= n do begin
11
readln (a[i]);
12
i := i + 1;
end ;
13 max := a[1] ;
16 i := k+1;
17 while i <= n do
begin
18
if a[i]>0 then
begin
19
Find_max(a[i],max);
21
s := s + a[i] ;
end;
22
i := i + k ;
end ;
23 write(max,’ ‘,min,’ ‘,s) ;
end.

a. A dynamic slice for s at node 23.

program sample;
var
n,max,min,s,i,k: integer;
a: array [1..100] of integer;
begin
7
readln (n) ;
8
readln (k) ;
9
i:=1 ;
10 while i <= n do begin
11
readln (a[i]);
12
i := i + 1;
end ;
13 max := a[1] ;
23 write(max,’ ‘,min,’ ‘,s) ;
end.

b. A dynamic slice for max at node 23.

Figure 3. Dynamic program slices variables s and max at node 23.

Program Execution
The tool supports two modes of program execution: continuos execution and step-wise
execution. A programmer may execute a program in the step-wise mode by pressing a special key
(in this case, only one statement is executed). During program execution the current execution
position is highlighted in yellow color in the program text. Executing program can also be done
from the Execute menu shown in Figure 6.
Finding Dynamic Slices
The first step to compute a dynamic slice is to execute the program. When a program is executed
and its execution is suspended at some point, e.g., at a breakpoint, the programmer can specify a
variable for which a dynamic slice should be derived. At any execution position a programmer
may request the computation of a dynamic slice for a selected variable(s) by selecting Compute
Slice option in the Slice menu. The tool prompts the user to enter a variable name and then
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computes the dynamic slice. The programmer can view the dynamic slice by selecting the Slice|
Show Slice on the menu bar. Figure 11 shows the dynamic slice for variable s at the writelnstatement in the sample program of Figure 1 that was executed on the input shown in Figure 2.
The derived dynamic slice is displayed to a programmer in the form of highlighted statements in
the program text (see Figure 11a), or the dynamic slice is shown by removing from the original
program all statements that do not affect the value of the selected variable (see Figure 11b).
4. Dynamic slicing related concepts in program debugging
Dynamic slicing has originally been proposed to guide programmers in the process of program
debugging by narrowing the size of the suspected part of incorrect code, but it can also be used in
the process of program understanding of correct programs during software maintenance. In
debugging programmers are interested in the localization of a fault that caused an incorrect
output(s) during program execution on a particular program input. One aid to program debugging
is to reduce the amount of detail a programmer sees. Program slicing transforms a large program
into a smaller one that contains only statements relevant to the computation of an incorrect
output. Understanding of program behavior is frequently a major factor in efficient debugging.
However, the current slicing techniques do not provide any means to help the understanding of
program behavior related to the incorrect output.
Typically, a program performs several functions and contains several outputs. We assume that
each program output can be represented by a variable or a set of variables at a certain program
point. For example, the program of Figure 1 has three outputs: Variable max at statement 23
represents the function of finding the maximal value, variable min represents the function of
finding the minimal value, and variable s represents the function of finding the sum of array
elements. When this program is executed on the input n=3, a=(1,2,-3), k=1, it produces the
following output: max=1, min=1, s=4 (the execution trace is shown in Figure 2). However, the
expected output is max=2, min=1, and s=3. A programmer may be now interested in the
localization of a fault(s) related to the incorrect computation of the sum of array elements and the
maximal array element that are represented by variables s and max, respectively.
Static slicing [19] may be used to identify these parts of the program that potentially contribute to
the computation of the incorrect output for all possible programs inputs. Static slicing is helpful
to gain a general understanding of these parts of the program that contribute to the incorrect
output. Although static slicing has many advantages in the process of program debugging, static
slices are frequently still large subprograms because of the imprecise computation of these slices.
Dynamic slicing may more precisely identify these parts of the program that contribute to the
computation of the incorrect output for a given program execution. A slice (static or dynamic) of
a program is usually represented in the textual form, i.e., a dynamic slice is displayed to
programmers in the form of highlighted statements in the original program or in the form of a
subprogram by removing all statements from the original program that do not affect the incorrect
output. Although dynamic slicing does reduce the size of a slice, it is still up to the programmer
to identify the suspected part of the program in the slice and, eventually, to find new places of
incorrectness that can lead to the localization of a fault. For some programs there may be a
relatively small decrease in the size of a slice, or because of the significant size of the software
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system, the size of a slice may still be very large and hard to comprehend. Using traditional
program slicing methods programmers may still have difficulties to understand the program and
its behavior and to identify the cause of incorrect program behavior. For example, dynamic slices
of Figure 3 computed for incorrect variables s and max may be of limited use. The dynamic slice
for variable s is almost as big as the original program and may be not very useful because of its
size. On the other hand, the slice for max is too small to localize the fault in the program (notice
that this slice does not contain the faulty statement because of the lack of influence of the faulty
statement on the variable max).
In this situation program slicing is of limited use, and understanding of program behavior
becomes a major element in efficient debugging. Since dynamic slices are only represented in the
textual form, they may provide limited guidance in the process of debugging and understanding
of program behavior. Therefore, it is important to devise methods that concentrate the
programmer’s attention only on the most essential parts of the program and its execution that
relate to the incorrect output.
Traditionally, in order to understand a program’s behavior, a programmer uses conventional
debuggers that support breakpoint facilities and step-wise program execution. Breakpoints allow
a programmer to specify places in a program where the execution should be suspended. When a
breakpoint is reached and the execution is suspended, the programmer can then examine various
components of the program state and check the correctness of values of variables. Programmers
may also execute a program in a step-wise manner in order to observe the program execution.
Conventional debuggers, however, do not provide any means for identification of contributing
program parts of the program being debugged. Using debuggers is an inefficient and time
consuming approach of understanding of program behavior, especially when a programmer is
interested in observing only these parts of the program behavior that relate to the incorrect
output. The programmer may observe a large amount of unrelated computation and it is
frequently almost impossible for him/her to distinguish related computations from unrelated
computations. In order to make the process of program debugging more efficient it is important
to focus the programmer’s attention on the "essential" components (statements, variables, etc.) of
the program and its execution. Dynamic slicing techniques provide means to prune away
unrelated computation. During dynamic slice computation different types of information are
computed related to the program execution, for example, contributing actions and noncontributing actions. After computation of a dynamic slice, all this information is discarded. We
propose to take advantage of the already computed information and use it in the process of
program debugging.
In what follows we describe the concepts of executable slices, influencing variables, contributing
nodes, and partial dynamic slicing that are "extensions" of executable dynamic slicing. These
concepts are supported by our dynamic slicing tool. In the following discussion it is assumed that
a dynamic slice for slicing criterion C=(x,yq) has been computed (where y corresponds to the
incorrect output). In particular, we assume that a dynamic slice for the incorrect variable s at the
writeln-statement of the program of Figure 1 has already been computed. Figure 11 shows this
dynamic slice. Notice that the dynamic slice for variable max is not used because it is too small.
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Executable slice
An obvious extension of dynamic slicing is the provision for executable slices, i.e., programmers
should be able to execute dynamic slices in order to observe the slice execution to find new
places of incorrect program behavior that relates to the computation of the incorrect output.
Clearly, programmers should be able to execute a dynamic slice, suspend its execution at
breakpoints, and examine values of selected variables to find new places of incorrectness. One
approach is to create a dynamic slice (a subprogram) compile it, and then execute it. However,
during execution of a dynamic slice, values of some variables may be meaningless (i.e., they are
not equal to the values of the same variables in the original program at the corresponding
position) because some statements have been removed from the original program. Notice that in
a dynamic slice computed for slicing criterion C=(x,yq) only the value of variable y at position q
is preserved. The remaining variables may not necessary have the same values. Since, it is almost
impossible for programmers to recognize the "meaningless" values of variables during execution
of the dynamic slice, it would therefore be important that a slicing tool identify at each point of
the slice execution variables that have the same values during slice execution and the execution
of the original program. This approach may be inconvenient to use because of the need of
recompilation of the dynamic slice. An alternative approach is to execute an original program,
display a dynamic slice to the programmer, and show only these parts of the program execution
that relate to the dynamic slice, i.e., parts of the execution that correspond to contributing actions
(parts of the execution that correspond to non-contributing actions are not shown to the
programmer). The latter approach has been implemented in our dynamic slicing tool. The tool
uses information about contributing and non-contributing actions to display or skip (not display)
the dynamic slicing related computation. The major advantage of this approach is that the values
of variables are the same in the slice and in the original program.
Influencing Variables
While observing a program or slice execution, one important question arises as to what variables
should be observed in order to increase the chances of finding new places of incorrect program
behavior. This becomes very important for programs with a large number of variables. Dynamic
slicing algorithms allow the "essential" variables to be identified, i.e., those variables at each
point of program execution that have influence on the value of yq. We refer to those variables as
"influencing" variables. Informally, variable zp (p < q) is an "influencing" variable with respect to
yq if its value is used to compute the value of variable yq by one of the contributing actions
between p and q, i.e., an influencing variable contributes to the computation of the value of yq.
At each step of program execution, a list of "influencing" variables that influence the value of yq
may be displayed to the programmer. For example, after a dynamic slice for variable s at
statement 23 was computed (a dynamic slice is shown in Figure 3a), it is possible to identify at
each execution position variables that are used to compute variable s at node 23. Figure 4
contains an execution trace of Figure 2 together with influencing variables at every execution
position. By focusing a programmer's attention on the influencing variables, it is easier for
him/her to understand the influence of variables in the execution trace on the incorrect output. By
reducing the number of variables to be observed, the process of debugging may be more
efficient. Moreover, by observing a smaller number of variables during program execution, it
may be easier for programmers to identify the "existence" or "lack" of influence of some
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variables on the incorrect program output. It is very likely that these variables carry incorrect
values. For example, variable s does not have influence on the final value of s at the entry to the
while loop in the execution trace of Figure 2. This observation may lead, for example, to the
early localization of the fault in the program of Figure 1. In our tool, the user can select the
Analysis|Influencing Variables option from the menu to display influencing variables at any
execution position. The influencing variables are listed in a separate window. In Figure 7
influencing variables are listed for the current execution position at "s:=s+a[i]" statement.
Contributing nodes
Certain parts of the execution do not contribute to the computation of the incorrect output for
which a dynamic slice was computed. In many situations a programmer may be interested in
stepping only through the program execution (or dynamic slice execution) that contributes to the
computation of the incorrect output. It is possible that an action of node X contributes to the
computation of the incorrect output but a different action of the same node X in the same
execution trace does not contribute to the computation of this output. It is almost impossible for a
programmer to distinguish contributing and non-contributing actions in the execution trace.
Therefore, we have developed a simple technique which may help programmers to better
understand the contributing computations. Since during dynamic slice computation contributing
and non-contributing actions are identified, they are used to indicate to the programmer the
executions that contribute to the incorrect output and to skip the executions that do not contribute
to the incorrect output. The tool offers two different options to indicate the contributing nodes. In
the first option a contributing node is highlighted in green, whereas non-contributing node is
displayed in yellow (a regular displaying of the current execution position). The programmer may
step through the program execution using a step-wise execution mode, and each execution
position is displayed in green or yellow color to indicate the contributing/non-contributing parts
of program execution. In the second option, the tool opens a dialog box with a message
indicating whether the node is contributing or not to the computation of a variable of interest.
These options can be selected from the Analysis menu. Figure 8 shows that the statement
"i:=k+1" contributes to the computation of variable s at the writeln-statement.
Partial Dynamic Slicing
Executable dynamic slices allow for the support of the notion of "partial dynamic slicing," i.e.,
dynamic slices determined on the execution subtrace rather than the whole execution trace. A
partial dynamic slice is this part of a dynamic slice (computed for the slicing criterion C=(x,yq))
that affects the computation of the value of variable y at position q on the selected subtrace. This
may be very useful when analyzing the execution of loops and procedures. Programmers may be
interested in these loop iterations that affected the computation of y at q or this part of a
procedure that affected the value of y at q during the current procedure call. For instance, after a
dynamic slice for variable s at node 23 was computed, two partial dynamic slices may be derived
that are shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows statements (a partial dynamic slice) that contributed
to the computation of variable s at node 23 during the first iteration of the while-loop, whereas
Figure 5b shows the statements that contributed to the computation of variable s during the
second iteration of the while loop.
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71
82
93
104
115
126
107
118
129
1010
1111
1212
1013
1314
1415
1516
1617
1718
1819
1920
121
222
323
2024
425
526
2127
2228
1729
1830
2231
1732
2333

Influencing variables before execution of each action
readln (n)
readln (k)
n
i := 1
k, n
i <= n
k, n, i
readln (a[i])
k, n, i
i := i + 1
a[1], k, n, i
i <= n
a[1], k, n, i
readln (a[i])
a[1], k, n, i
i := i + 1
a[1], a[2], k, n, i
i <= n
a[1], a[2], k, n, i
readln (a[i])
a[1], a[2], k, n, i
i := i + 1
a[1], a[2], a[3], k, n, i
i <= n
a[1], a[2], a[3], k, n, i
max := a[1]
a[1], a[2], a[3], k, n
min := a[1]
a[2], a[3], k, n, max
s := a[1]
a[2], a[3], k, n, max
i := k+1
a[2], a[3], k, n, max
i≤n
a[2], a[3], k, n, i, max
a[i]>0
a[2], a[3], k, n, i, max
Find_max(a[i],max);
a[2], a[3], k, n, i, max
procedure Find_max (s1: integer; var s2: integer);
a[2], a[3], s2, k, n, i, max
s1>s2
a[2], a[3], s2, s1, k, n, i, max
s:=s1;
a[2], a[3], s1, k, n, i
Find_min(a[i],min);
a[2], a[3], k, n, i, s
procedure Find_min(x: integer; var y: integer);
a[2], a[3], k, n, i, s
x<y
a[2], a[3], k, n, i, s
s := s + a[i]
a[2], a[3], k, n, i, s
i := i + k
a[3], k, n, i
i≤n
a[3], k, n, i
a[i]>0
a[3], k, n, i
i := i + k
k, n, i
i≤n
n, i
write(max,’ ‘,min,’ ‘,s)

Contributing actions are shown in bold.

Figure 4. An execution trace of Figure 2 with contributing actions for the dynamic slice of
Figure 3a and the influencing variables for s33 at node 23.
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Partial dynamic slicing allows to observe the "dynamics" of program execution in a textual form
that may significantly aid in debugging and understanding of program behavior. For example,
after analyzing the partial slice of Figure 5a, a programmer may realize that procedure Find_max
influences the sum of array elements (represented by s) on the first iteration of the loop; however,
this procedure should not have any influence on the final value of s. Based on this observation,
the programmer may then analyze this procedure on the first iteration of the loop and localize the
fault in this procedure.
In order to compute a partial dynamic slice the user has to indicate the beginning and the end of
the subtrace of interest. Typically these subtraces relate to one or more loop iterations or a
subtrace of a procedure call. In order to indicate the beginning of the subtrace, the user has to
move the execution to the desired position (either by setting a breakpoint or by step-wise
execution). When the program reaches the desired position, the user selects the Partial
Slice|Begin of Partial Slice option from the menu. This indicates the beginning of the subtrace.
The user then continues the execution to the desired execution position and selects the Partial
Slice|End of Partial Slice option to indicate the end of the subtrace. The tool then automatically
displays the partial slice by highlighting the corresponding statements. Figure 9 shows a partial
slice for the first while-loop iteration and Figure 10 shows a partial slice for the second whileloop iteration for variable s.

1 procedure Find_max(s1:integer; var s2:integer);
begin
2,3
if s1>s2 then s:=s1;
end;
17
18
19
21

while i <= n do begin
if a[i]>0 then begin
Find_max(a[i],max);
s := s + a[i] ;
end;
22
i := i + k ;
end ;

17
18
22

while i <= n do begin
if a[i]>0 then begin
end;
i := i + k ;
end ;

b. Partial dynamic slice for the second
iteration of the while-loop.

a. Partial dynamic slice for the first iteration
of the while-loop.

Figure 5. Partial dynamic program slices with respect to variables s at node 23.
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Figure 6. Setting a breakpoint.

Figure 8. Displaying a contributing node.

Figure 7. Displaying influencing variables.

Figure 9. Partial slice for the first loop
iteration.
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a. Highlighting a slice.

Figure 10. Partial slice for the second iteration.

b. A slice with removed
statements.

Figure 11. Displaying dynamic slices

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented novel dynamic slicing features that are used to guide
programmers in the process of debugging. The following features have been proposed:
executable dynamic slices, partial dynamic slicing, influencing variables, and contributing nodes.
These dynamic slicing related features have evolved during experimentation with our dynamic
slicing tool. Our preliminary experience has shown that these features may be of a great help for
programmers during the process of program debugging. However, more research and
experimentation is needed in order to better understand the advantages and limitations of these
features. So far we have performed experiments with programs up to 2000 lines in size, but we
are planning to perform experiments on larger programs to determine the usability and scalability
of the presented features and their trade-offs. The dynamic slicing features presented in this paper
are not suitable for non-executable dynamic slices. Other methods of dynamic slice computation
are not appropriate for the purpose of program understanding of program behavior, e.g., [1, 9],
because some of these algorithms produce non-executable dynamic slices or the dynamic
information is not derived during dynamic slice computation.
For programs with very long executions the forward approach of dynamic slice computation has
been proposed in [15]. In the forward approach, a dynamic slice is computed during program
execution and an execution trace is not recorded. We plan to develop methods that will not
require major storing of the execution trace and will support the proposed dynamic slicing
features. We are also planning to develop additional dynamic slicing features that may be useful
in program debugging based on the experience with our dynamic slicing tool.
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Abstract
Program slicing consists of deleting statements from a program, creating a reduced program, a slice, that preserves
the original program's behaviour for a given set of variables
at a chosen point in the program.
However, some aspects of a program's semantics are not
captured by a set of variables, rendering slicing inapplicable to their analysis. These aspects of the program's state
shall, collectively, be termed the `implicit state'. For example, the input list supplied to a program is not denoted
by a variable, rather it is part of the implicit state. It will
be shown that this implicitness causes existing slicing algorithms to produce incorrect slices with respect to input.
In order to solve the problem the program to be sliced
will be transformed into an `explicit' version (in which all
aspects of its semantics are captured by variables). The
approach is also applied to a wider class of problems in
which slicing is inhibited by the lack of variables upon which
to form a suitable slicing criterion.
Because the approach can be expressed as a source{level
transformation, it has the attractive property that the slicing algorithm need not be altered.

1 Introduction
Many programmers spend a considerable amount of time
attempting to understand and manipulate computer programs. If the program is su ciently simple, it can be analysed manually, but such a task is too di cult to perform
for larger programs which contain much information which
is irrelevant to a particular line of analysis.
Program slicing consists of deleting statements from a
program whilst preserving some projection of its semantics,

1
2
3
4

z = 4
y = z + 1
x = 5 + z

1
2
3
4

z = 4
x = 5 + z

Original Program Slice w.r.t. (4, fxg)
Figure 1: Weiser's Static Slice
thereby removing such `irrelevant information'. Slicing has
been applied to algorithmic debugging 13], testing1, 8],
integration11], parallel execution22], maintenance6] and
measurement17, 15].
The concept of program slicing was rst introduced by
Weiser21, 22]. A wide variety of slicing paradigms have
been proposed, each based upon a formulation of the slicing criterion (which captures the semantic projection to be
preserved during the process of command deletion).
As introduced by Weiser22], the slicing criterion consists
of a line number, n, and a set of variables, S. Consider the
program fragment in Figure 1.
The selected variable was x and the slicing was performed
at (just before the execution of) line 4. The variable x does
not depend on y, hence the slice does not contain line 2. In
this simple example, slicing can be performed by hand. For
larger programs, tools such as Unravel 16] can be used to
automatically construct slices.
This paper is concerned with the kinds of slices constructed from programs which perform I/O, and, more generally with slices of programs which aect components of
the state for which there is no variable to capture the semantic projection of interest. In order to study this prob-
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lem the static slicing paradigm will be adopted for simplicity of exposition. However, the results apply equally well to
the dynamic 14], quasi{dynamic 20] and conditioned 3, 5]
paradigms.
The contribution of this paper can be summarised as follows:
 A minor problem concerning slicing in the presence of
input is identied.
 The problem is circumvented using an implicit state
removal transformation.
 The transformation is shown to be applicable to a
wider class of programs which contain few (or no) variables upon which to form slicing criteria.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2
contains some preliminary denitions, which are used in
sections 3 and 4 to provide a formal treatment of static
slicing in the presence of input statements. Section 5 introduces the implicit state removal transformation, used to
rectify a problem identied with slicing in the presence of
input, and section 6 shows how this approach can be applied
to the more general problem of slicing real{time system programs, which may contain few variables upon which to base
a suitable slicing criterion. Section 7 concludes with some
directions for future work.

Denition 4 (State Trajectory) A state trajectory of

2 Preliminary Denitions

where sjV is s restricted to domain V , and  is the empty
string. Proj is now extended to entire trajectories:

length k of a program P is a nite list of ordered pairs
< (n1  s1 ) (n2 s2) : : : (nk  sk ) >

where each n is a node of P and each s is a function
mapping the variables in V to their values. Each (n s)
gives the values of variables in V immediately before the
execution of n.

Denition 5 (Static Slicing Criterion) A static slicing criterion of a program P is a pair <i V >, where i is a

statement in P and V is a subset of the variables in P .

A static slicing criterion C = <i V > determines a projection function ProjC which throws out of the state trajectory
all ordered pairs except those starting with i, and from the
remaining pairs throws out all identiers not in V .

Denition 6 (Projection) Let T = (t1  t2 : : : tn) be a

state trajectory, n any node in N and s any function from
variable names to values. Then

(n sjV )

Proj<iV > ((n s)) =
0

if n 6= i
if n = i

0

This section introduces some denitions which will be used
in subsequent sections.

Proj<iV > (T ) = Proj<iV > (t1 ) .. .Proj<iV > (tn ).

DEF(n) denotes the set of variables dened at node n.
REF (n) denotes the set of variables referenced at node
n. For example, if n were the assignment statement
x = y + z we would have DEF(n) = fxg and REF (n)
= fy,zg.

A slice is dened, behaviourally, as any subset of a program which preserves a projection of its behaviour, determined by the slicing criterion.

Denition 2 (Head and Tail) The head of a sequence,

Denition 7 (Static Slicing) A slice S of a program P

0

0

Denition 1 (REF and DEF Variable Sets)

s, shall be denoted hd(s) and the remaining sequence shall
be denoted tl(s).
Denition 3 (Function Overriding) This is an operation that takes two functions and creates a new one by
overriding all the mappings in the rst function with those
in the second. We write the overriding of the function, f,
by the function g like this: f  g.
Denitions 4, 5, 6 and 7 which follow, are those introduced by Weiser 22].
A state trajectory of a program is a trace of its execution,
containing `snapshots' of all its variable values (its state)
just before the execution of each statement.

on a slicing criterion C = <i V > is any program with the
following two properties.
1. S can be obtained from P by deleting zero or more
statements from P.
2. Whenever P halts on an input I with state trajectory
T, then S also halts on input I with state trajectory T ,
and ProjC (T ) = ProjC (T ), where C = <succ(i),V >,
and succ(i) is the nearest successor to i in the original
program which is also in the slice, or i itself if i is in
the slice.
0

0
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0

0

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

x
z
q
y

=
=
=
=

4
2*x
x
z + q

Original program P

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

x = 4

1: scanf("%d",&x)
2: scanf("%d",&y)
3:

q = x

Slice P

Original Program, P

Slice on (3 fyg), P

0

Figure 3: Slicing Programs with Input Statements

0

Figure 2: Static Slicing on the Criterion (5, fqg)

1: scanf("%d",&x)
2: scanf("%d",&y)
3:

T =
<
(1, ),
(2,  f x] 7! 4g),
(3,  f x] 7! 4g),
(4,  f x] 7! 4,  q] 7! 4g),
(5,  f x] 7! 4,  q] 7! 4g)
>
Now Proj<5 q >(T ) = <(5, f q] 7! 4g)>, so
Proj<5 q >(T ) = Proj<5 q >(T ), and therefore P is a
slice of P according to denition 7.
0

3 The Formal Denition of a Slice
Suppose the initial state for program P in Figure 2 is .
The elements of the state trajectory are pairs, (n,) where
n is the next line to be executed. Therefore at line 1, the
pair will be (1,). The term `at line n' means `when the
next line to be executed is at line n'.
In order to dene the state trajectory produced by the
execution of a program, it will be necessary to formally
dene the state{to{state mapping1, MI  s]], denoted by an
assignment statement, s. This is dened in the standard
way 19], namely:
MI  i=e]] = :  fi 7! E  e]]g

where MI is a mapping from statements to state to state
mappings and where a state is a mapping from identiers
to the values they contain.
Using this semantic description, the state trajectory T,
for the example program P can be determined:
T=
<
(1, ),
(2,  f x] 7! 4g),
(3,  f x] 7! 4,  z] 7! 8g),
(4,  f x] 7! 4,  z] 7! 8,  q] 7! 4g),
(5,  f x] 7! 4,  z] 7! 8,  q] 7! 4,  y] 7! 12g)
>
Proj<nV > denotes the sequence obtained by removing
all pairs (x,y) such that x 6= n, and restricting the state, y,
of those which remain, to include only those mappings for
variables in V , so Proj<5 q >(T) = <(5, f q] 7! 4g)>
f g

The state trajectory T for the slice, P , when the initial
state is , is:
0

1 The reason we add the subscript I to
next two sections.

0

M will become clear in the

f g

0

f g

f g

0

0

4 The Input Problem
In the previous section, the state was described as a mapping, I ! V , where I is the set of all variable identiers
and V is the set of all possible values. This form of state
is known as an environment and V is known as the set of
denotable values 19].
In order to represent the semantics of input statements
we shall need to augment the environment with a sequence of values, seq(V ), to denote the input sequence,
thus the state will become (I ! V )  seq(V ). This augmentation of the state allows us to model the statement
scanf("%d",&x) as a state transformation from (, i) to
(  f x] 7! hd(i)g, tl(i)), enabling us to construct state
trajectories for programs which perform input.
Consider, for example the program P in Figure 3. Suppose the slicing criterion is (3, fyg). The state trajectory,
T, when the initial environment is  and the initial input
list is i is:
T=
<
(1, ( i)),
(2, ( f x] 7! hd(i)g, tl(i))),
(3, ( f x] 7! hd(i),  y] 7! hd(tl(i))g, tl(tl(i))))
>
Therefore Proj<3 y >(T) = <(3, (f y] 7! hd(tl(i))g,
tl(tl(i))))>.
f g

Let P be a slice of P constructed with respect to the
slicing criterion (3, fyg) according to denition 7, and let
the state trajectory produced by the execution of P in the
initial state (, i) be T . By denition 7, Proj<3 y >(T)
must be Proj<3 y >(T ), so Proj<3 y >(T ) will be <(3,
0

0

0

f g
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0

f g

f g

0

(f y] 7! hd(tl(i))g, tl(tl(i))))>.
Clearly therefore, any valid slice, P of P with respect
to (3, fyg) must aect the value of the variable y. Since
the only statement in P which does this is statement 2,
statement 2 must be included in the slice. Furthermore,
if the slice P were to contain only statement 2, then
Proj<3 y >(T ) would be <(3, (f y] 7! hd(i)g, tl(i)))>.
Therefore, in order to satisfy denition 7, statement 1 must
also be included in P . The only valid slice of P w.r.t. (3,
fyg) is therefore P itself. However, this is not the slice
produced by currently published static slicing algorithms
22, 12, 4], (all of which delete line 1).
Existing algorithms fail to produce the correct slice because, according to the standard denition of dened and
referenced variables (denition 1),

1: getint()
2: scanf("%d",&y)
3:

0

Original Program P

Slice P

0

Figure 4: An Incorrect Slice

0

f g

1:
2: scanf("%d",&y)
3:

0

0

DEFscanf("%d",&x)] = fxg
and
REFscanf("%d",&x)] = fg
This means that there will be no du{chain 2] between
nodes 1 and 2 in the program P in Figure 3. This is an
example of a more general problem concerning the `implicit
state' 7, 8, 10].
To see why traditional formulations of dened and referenced variables do not cater for input statements correctly,
we need to examine the state in more detail. It will be
shown that by making the implicit state explicit the problem can be overcome.

Denition 8 (The Explicit State)

The explicit state is (I ! V ), where I is the set of variable
identiers and V is the set of denotable values.

Denition 9 (The Implicit State)

The implicit state is any part of the state which is not
explicit. That is, the implicit state consists of those state
components which are not denoted by a variable identier.
Observe that, whilst the eect of a program has upon
the values stored in its variables is explicit, the eect it has
upon the input sequence is implicit.
Existing slicing algorithms will include a statement n in
a slice i:

explicit state). Changes to the implicit state do not lead
to dependencies as there is no variable to carry the dependence. In the most extreme case suppose a node s (other
than a predicate node), aects only the implicit state No
slicing criterion can be transitively control or data dependent upon s, and therefore, a slicing algorithm will be free
to delete s.
Consider, for example, the program2 in Figure 4. Suppose the slicing criterion is (3,fyg). The slicing algorithm
will be free to delete line 1 because the slicing criterion
is neither transitively control nor data dependent upon it.
Indeed, line 1 may be deleted in the construction of any
slice.
However, removal of line 1 clearly does aect the meaning
of line 2. That is, in the original program, line 2 reads the
second input into y, whereas, if line 1 is removed, it reads
the rst. Therefore, removing line 1 will produce a reduced
program which does not preserve the eect of the original
upon the nal value of y. Such a reduced program is not
a slice of the original according to Weiser's denition of a
slice (denition 7).
This discussion assumes that input statements read input
from a single input device. For some programs it may be
possible to view each input statement as reading data from
a separate device, in which case existing slicing algorithms
will produce correct slices.

5 Denoting the Input Sequence
The solution to the problem lies not in altering the slicing
algorithm, rather it requires a change to the value of dened
and referenced variable sets (upon which the algorithm depends). This is achieved by a reformulation of the implicit
state as an explicit state 7, 8, 10], rather than altering the
slicing algorithm, which constructs these slices.
Observe that, because

1. the slicing criterion is transitively data dependent on
n or,
2. the slicing criterion is transitively control dependent
on n.
Data dependence arises because of variable assignments
(or, more generally, because of statements which aect the

MI  scanf("%d",&x)] ( i) = (  f x] 7! hd(i)g tl(i))

it will be inferred that
DEFscanf("%d",&x)] = fxg
2 Where getint() has the sole purpose of consuming an integer
from the input.
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and

REFscanf("%d",&x)] = fg:
because the only variable which alters its value in  is x
and this change references (depends upon) the value of no
other mapping in . That is, although the input statement
aects the implicit state, it does not aect the explicit state.
Therefore the dened and referenced variable sets will not
capture the linkage between successive input statements
this linkage consists of `implicit du{chains'.
In order to remove the implicit state we need a new variable (and possibly a new denotable value 19] | the list),
to denote the implicit state component. In this case, the
pseudo-variable  shall be used to denote the input list.
Let ME describe the meaning of a statement in terms of
the explicit state.
ME  scanf("%d",&x)]  =
  f x] 7! hd(]])  ]] 7! tl(]])g
from which it will be inferred that
DEFscanf("%d",&x)] = fx g
and
REFscanf("%d",&x)] = fg:
The function , takes an implicit state and transforms
into an equivalent explicit state:
 : (I ! V )  seq(V ) ;! (I ! V )
( i) =   f ]] 7! ig
The connection between MI and ME is
8s:MI (s)  =  ME (s)
The relationship between ME , MI and  is represented
in the commutative diagram below:
I (s )
(I ! V )  seq(V ) ;!
(I ! V )  seq(V )
?
??
?y
y
M

E (s )
(I ! V )
;!
(I ! V )
Observe that this reformulation of the implicit state as
an explicit state could have been achieved by re{writing
the program, introducing assignments to the new pseudo{
variable . The transformation, T , takes a statement s,
and produces a statement s , where s neither depends upon
nor aects implicit state. The transformation T for our
simple while loop language is dened in Figure 5.
Observe that MI T = ME , thus T is guaranteed to
remove the implicit state by source{to{source transformation. This could be established more formally by a simple
structural induction on the structure of the language.
M

0

0

1
2
3
4
5
6

reset()
while (inoperation()) f
if (gettemp())
switchoff()
else switchon()
userchoice()

g

Figure 6: A Simple Thermostat Program

6 A Thermostat Program
Often, in real{time systems, there will be a set of primitive
commands for controlling input and output using devices
such as sensors and actuators. These primitive commands
will form part of a control language. Such programs may be
hard to slice in any meaningful way, because we shall not
be able to identify the interesting properties of the system
in slicing criteria | they will all be implicit.
Consider, the (highly idealised) thermostat control program in Figure 6. As it stands this program is completely
unslicable, as it mentions no variables.
If we model the implicit state using pseudo variables,
we shall be able to transform programs such as the thermostat program into longer, but slicable, explicit versions.
This corresponds to modelling the unavailable bodies of
the primitive functions of the control language. In order to
perform this transformation for the thermostat program we
will need a specication of the eect of each of the primitives. In this case, the device language primitives control
and depend upon a thermometer and a heater. Figure 7
informally species the meaning of each primitive of the
control language.
Figure 8 describes the implicit state value denoted by
each pseudo variable we shall introduce.
Notice that we could, for all such problems, use a single variable to capture the entire implicit state 18]. This
would require us to model the implicit state as a large data
structure, denoted be a single variable. Using a single variable, primitive commands which depend upon or aect the
implicit state would be transformed into commands which
select and update parts of this data structure. Whilst this
approach is theoretically acceptable, it is impractical, as it
will dramatically reduce the precision of any slicing algorithm which depends upon it.
Figure 9 describes the transformation function for removing the implicit state. For the userchoice() primitive, the
enumeration type fup down manualg is used to model the
user's input. In this case, the input comes from a control
device, which only oers three `switch' buttons | up, down
and manual. It will therefore, not be possible for the user
to enter an invalid input.
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T  scanf(s &i1  : : : &in ) ]
T  while(e)c]]
T  fc1 : : :cn g]
T  if(e)c]]
T  getint()]]
T  i=e]]
I  i]]

=
=
=
=
=
=

I  i1] : : : I  in]
 while(e)fT  c]]g]
 fT  c1] : : : T  cn] g]
 if(e)fT  c]]g]

 =tl()]]
 i=e]]

=  i = hd()  = tl() ]

Figure 5: Removing the Implicit State from a Language with Input Statements

reset()
inoperation()
gettemp()
switchoff()
switchon()
userchoice()

Initialises the ideal temperature setting
True i the user has not switched to manual control
True i the current temperature is ideal ( 2 degrees Fahrenheit)
Switches the heater o
Switches the heater on
Allows the user to make one of three decisions:
a) to switch to manual control
b) to increment the ideal temperature
c) to decrement the ideal temperature

Figure 7: Informal Semantics for the Thermostat Language Primitives

Pseudo Variable Type
ideal
int
IsManual
boolean
temp
int
IsHeaterOff
boolean

list(choice)

Description of Implicit State Modelled
The ideal temperature
True i the system is in manual mode
Current temperature reading on the thermometer
True i the heater is o
The User's list of inputs

Figure 8: Pseudo{Variables and the Implicit State Components they Denote
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T  while(e)c]]
T  fc1 : : :cn g]
T  if(e)c]]
T  i=e]]
T  reset()]]

=
=
=
=
=
T  switchoff()]] =
T  switchon()]] =
T  userchoice()]] =

E  inoperation()]]
E  gettemp()]]
E  e1 b e2 ]

 while(E  e]])fT  c]]g]
 fT  c1] : : : T  cn] g]
 if(E  e]])fT  c]]g]
 i=E  e]]]]
 IsManual = F alse ideal = Default ]
 IsHeaterOff = T rue]]
 IsHeaterOff = F alse]]
 if(hd() == up)ideal = ideal + 1
else if(hd() == down)ideal = ideal ; 1
else if(hd() == manual)IsManual = True
 = tl() ]

=  !IsManual]
=  ((temp >= ideal ; 2:0)&&(temp <= ideal + 2:0))]]
= E  e1] b E  e2]

Figure 9: Removing the Implicit State from the Thermostat Control Language
The application of transformation rules from Figure 9 to
the program in Figure 6 is depicted Figure 10.
We have adopted a decimal point numbering system to
allow us to relate elements of the transformed program to
those of the original (via their integral values).
Slicing with respect to (6, fidealg) yields the slice depicted in Figure 11.
Converting this slice back to the original program notation we take the integral part of each statement as the
members of the slice, thereby including a statement from
the original if any of its transformed counterparts are in the
slice of the explicit version.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
The implicit{state{removal transformation technique can
be applied to any problem where we want to slice a program
upon some value which is implicit, namely, where there is
no variable to denote the state components of interest. The
approach is easy to integrate into existing slicing algorithms
and tools, as only the dened and referenced variables need
change. Furthermore, a suitable change in dened and referenced variables is obtained by pre{transforming the program to be sliced to remove the implicit state. Thus the
slicing algorithm can be viewed as an unaected `black box
process'.
The approach was used to correct a minor deviation of
existing slicing approaches concerning the deletion or otherwise of input statements in slice construction. More importantly, it is argued that the approach could be applied
to real{time systems, where slicing may be inhibited by a
want of variable to slice upon.
It would be interesting to apply the approach introduced

here to other implicit state components. For example, le
systems and dynamic memory allocation and deallocation.
Such analysis might prove fruitful in producing more precise slices of programs which aect and depend upon the
heap store, and may allow us to address problems associated with programs which perform I/O through le access.
This work could also allow previously implicit computation
to be analysed using slicing. For example, the potential of
a program to leak dynamic memory could be analysed by
making the implicit top of heap explicit. This could prove
particularly eective if amorphous slicing 9] were used to
construct slices for the implicit top of heap. As an amorphous slice is constructed using any transformation, no simply node{deletion, the amorphous slice for the top of heap
will often be considerably smaller than the original program, allowing the dynamic memory prole of a program
to be isolated from the rest of its computation.
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1

reset()

2
3
4
5
6

while (inoperation()) f
if (gettemp())
switchoff()
else switchon()
userchoice()

g

Original program

1.1
1.2
2
3
4
5
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7

= False
= Default

IsManual
ideal
while (!IsManual) f
if temp
ideal
IsHeaterOff
else IsHeaterOff
if (
ideal = ideal + 1
else if
ideal = ideal - 1
else if
IsManual

((

>=

- 2.0) && (temp <= ideal + 2.0))
= True
= False
hd() == up)
(hd() == down)

g

 = tl()

(hd() == manual)
= True

Transformed program
Figure 10: Original and Transformed Thermostat Program

1.1
1.2
2
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7

IsManual = False
ideal
while (!IsManual) f
if (
ideal = ideal + 1
else if
ideal = ideal - 1
else if
IsManual

= Default

hd() == up)

1

reset()

2
6

while (inoperation())
userchoice()

(hd() == down)

g

 = tl()

(hd() == manual)
= True

Sliced Transformed Program

Corresponding Sliced Original Program

Figure 11: Slicing the Thermostat Program Using its Explicit Counterpart
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Abstract

Unit testing of software requires the construction of large amounts
of supporting software. Test drivers and stubs are needed to isolate the
unit under test from other units, and test cases specications need to be
translated into compilable code. Constructing test software is as timeconsuming and as fault-prone as any other software, and sometimes more
so. To support testers there are tools that can automatically generate
test code from test case specications that are similar to the test case
specication. These tools include a test case denition language, in which
the test cases are stated, and a test script generator, that generates compilable code from the test case denitions. Even so, testers often have to
resort to writing source code for test cases requiring features unavailable
in the test case denition language. To learn more about how a better
test case denition language could be constructed, we have designed and
implemented a test script generator and a test case denition language.
This paper gives an overview of some of our experiences and some of our
ideas for future work.

1

Introduction

Software testing, particularly unit testing, requires the construction of signicant amounts of test scaolding software: drivers for executing functions under
test and checking results and stubs for simulating code that is not yet in place.
Such scaolding software has a number of properties that are undesirable in
testing.
Test scaolding software may be as large and as complex as the unit under
test. Since the eort spent developing such software may not signicantly impact
the quality or reliability of the software under test and since testing and test
software development is often done under severe time pressure, there is little
incentive to produce anything other than a \quick and dirty" solution. If the
test scaolding software if faulty it may classify faulty software as correct or
correct software as faulty. The latter type of misclassication is not so serious,
but the former can be extremely expensive if the faults are not discovered until
late in the testing process or even after delivery. Re-use of test-cases is an
important factor in regression testing. Test cases embedded in program code
are seldom easy to re-use.
Instead of writing test scaolding code manually, test cases can be dened
using a specialized language, a test case denition language. The test scaolding
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code is then generated from the unit under test and the test case denitions by a
test script generator (see gure 1. This arrangement relieves the tester of much
of the work not directly related to testing and can hopefully prevent faults in
test code.
TCD

Test case definitions

Function declarations
Type information
UUT

Test Script
Generator

Executable test script

Figure 1: System structure
Test script generators exist as commercial tools, but very little has been
published on the design of test case denition languages or the principles of
how such tools could work. We have designed and implemented a test case denition language based on similar principles as the Cantata Test Case Denition
language 2] and ideas from the work done on TSL 3, 1]. In this paper we
present some of our experiences with designing the language and implementing
a test script generator for it.

2

Design Issues

The exact requirements of a test case denition language depends on the environment in which it is used. The implementation language used in the software
under test impacts what type of features can be tested, and the type of application impacts what properties of the software need to be tested.
In a procedural language such as C, the test case denition language should
support calling procedures and functions, examining return values and contents
of output parameters, setting and examining global variables, and the denition
of stubs. In an object-oriented language such as C++, the language should also
support creation of objects, calling methods, setting and examining instance
variables, calling of overloaded function and perhaps scaolding not only of
code but of classes.
When testing real-time software the test-case denition language should support checking real-time aspects such as maximum response time or that response
time does not exceed some threshold more than a certain amount of the time.
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In safety-critical systems the test case denition language should be able to determine if the system ever arrives in an unsafe state. In state machines the test
case denition language should be able to check that the test case traverses the
state graph in the correct manner. The list goes on and on.
We have decided to start by dening a test-case denition language suitable
for testing application software written in C or C++. Our goal was to design
a readable language that is fairly complete with respect to features in the C
and C++ languages so that testers would not be forced to resort to source
code insertions. We have not examined the problems associated with objectorientation in great detail, but can demonstrate aspects of object-orientation
that need special consideration in the design and implementation of the test
case denition language.
2.1 The Structure of a Test Case
The basic structure of every test case in our language is shown in gure 2. The
test case starts out with a descriptive section which can be used to identify a
certain test case. That section is followed by a number of function calls, each
of which has its own internal structure.
Test Case
Descriptive information
Function call
Function name
Stub actions
Inputs
Outputs
Exceptions
Function call

Figure 2: Test case structure
Each function call specication contains directions that determine the behavior of stubs, if any the inputs to the function, the function itself and the
expected outputs. There may also be code that checks which, if any, exceptions
are thrown by the function.
To support object-oriented software, C++ in particular, the test case may
contain directions for creating instances of classes, calling methods in specic
instances, checking instance variables and calling overloaded functions.
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There are a number of specic points which we found require careful attention when designing a test case denition language and a test script generator.
2.2 Function Calls
The simplest type of test case is a single function call. The test case needs to
specify which function to call, which inputs to call it with, and which outputs
are expected. Figure 3 shows an example of how a function can be called.
CALL
FUNCTION integrate
INPUTS
function
"x^2"
a
0
b
5
h
1
OUTPUTS
result
41.25
MAP rt
0.208333
ENDCALL

Figure 3: A simple function call
2.2.1 Specifying Inputs

For most function, specifying inputs is not a problem. The way our test case
denition language is designed, test cases are specied with no regard to the
order between parameters. This property is useful in languages where a caller
may use named parameters. By naming all parameters, the test case designer
does not have to memorize their order and the test cases become more readable.
Some languages, such as C, allow functions with a variable number of parameters. This can be handled by a special name in the input list that represents
additional parameters, but one problem remains. Our approach to function calls
is to create variables that correspond to all input parameters, rather than supply
values directly. To do so the test script generator must know the type of all input parameters. Normally it infers the type by examining the declaration of the
function being called, but this is not possible for arguments beyond the formal
parameter list. We overcome this problem by requiring the test case designer to
specify the type of all additional parameters, as is shown in gure 4. Another
possibility would be to attempt to infer the type from the value specied for the
parameter.
2.2.2 Checking outputs

For most calls it is a simple matter to check that results are as expected, but
there are a few exceptions.
In many systems there are functions that return user-dened types. Initially
the test script generator knows nothing about these types, which prevents it
from generating code to compare values of user-dened types. If user-dened
types are to be checked, the tool needs to be told how to compare them. In our
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CALL
FUNCTION printf
INPUTS
fmt
"%s: result = %.2f"
ARG1
string
"Warning"
ARG2
double
24.67
ENDCALL

Figure 4: Calling a function with a variable number of arguments
tool the user can specify a comparison function for user-dened types, and the
test script generator will generate calls to this function when required. A better
solution would be to have the test script generator automatically infer how to
compare user-dened types whenever it could.
Functions that return oating-point numbers pose another problem. Numerical calculations using oating point numbers are notoriously imprecise, and
it is often the case that a small imprecision in the result is acceptable. For this
type of function the user needs a way to specify how much imprecision is allowed
before failing the test case.
2.3 Pointers
When a function in C or C++ has a pointer argument the test script generator
must allocate space for the function to write in through the pointer. For instance, the standard function fread reads data from a le to a buer allocated
by the caller and indicated by a pointer argument. The test case denition
language must also provide facilities for specifying the value a pointer points to
before a call and the value it is expected to point to after a call.
2.4 Stubs
Stubs are used to isolate a unit under test from other units it depends on,
by replacing functions in other units. A stub normally normally implements a
subset of the full functionality of the function it replaces. Nevertheless, creating
stubs can be a tedious and time-consuming exercise since they must closely
simulate the true behavior of the stubbed function. We feel that a test case
denition language should provide facilities for rapid development of stubs and
for checking that the stubs are called in the manner expected in the test case.
There are several ways to facilitate writing stubs. A simple method, which is
used by Cantata, a commercial testing tool, is to hard-code a number of actions
into a stub and with each test case specify which action is to be taken on each
invocation of the stub. Figure 5 shows a stub with two actions. The rst action
consists of checking that the input to the stub from the unit under test is the
string "Alyssa P. Hacker" and then returns 45250. The second action is to
check that the input to the stub is the string "Ben Bitdiddle", in which case
it is to return 32500.
Test cases in which the tested function calls stubs must contain a specication of which action is to be taken on each invocation of the stub. The
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STUB get_salary
ACTION 1
INPUTS
name
OUTPUTS
result
ENDACTION
ACTION 2
INPUTS
name
OUTPUTS
result
ENDACTION
ENDSTUB

"Alyssa P. Hacker"
45250

"Ben Bitdiddle"
32500

Figure 5: A simple stub
example in gure 6 shows how the actions in get_salary are used. The rst
time salary_difference calls get_salary, action two is taken. The second
time it is called, action one is taken.
CASE 1
STUBS
get_salary#2,get_salary#1
END STUBS
CALL
FUNCTION salary_difference
INPUTS
name_1
"Alyssa P Hacker"
name_2
"Ben Bitdiddle"
OUTPUTS
result 12750
ENDCALL
ENDCASE

Figure 6: A test case specifying how a stub is called
A dierent approach to stub denition that might be appropriate under
certain circumstances would be to declare a partial mapping between inputs
and outputs. Figure 7 shows how the get_salary could be declared.
We think that it would be worthwhile to explore the use of stubs in the
software industry and to develop better methods of dening stubs.
2.5 Source Code Insertion
No matter how much thought goes in to designing a test case denition language,
there will be test cases that cannot be expressed in the language. Therefore it
is necessary to allow testers to insert arbitrary source code in the test case
denitions. Our language allows source code to be inserted at various points,
such as before all test cases, at the beginning of a given test case and as an
initializer for an input variable.
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STUB get_salary
"Alyssa P. Hacker" = 45250
"Ben Bitdiddle"
= 32500
*
= FAIL
ENDSTUB

Figure 7: Declarative denition of stubs
2.6 Data abstraction
One of the much-touted features of modern programming languages is the ability
to hide data and code from other software units. This abstraction is a desirable
feature in software development. Testing on the other hand does not benet
from abstraction.
It is possible to test a software unit merely by calling its published interface,
but this can impact negatively on the eciency of testing. The ability to set
local variables, call internal routines and check the value of hidden data can
make testing much more ecient and accurate.
In languages such as Ada where the wall between units is impenetrable a test
script generator should be able to generate code that bypasses the limitations
of the language. This might even mean modifying the unit under test.
We have not addressed this issue in our tool, but recognize that it must be
examined and dealt with more carefully.
2.7 Isolating Classes
Most object-oriented languages feature inheritance. A class inherits some methods from one or more other classes, overrides some and denes a few of its own.
If classes are viewed as single units, then it is necessary to isolate classes not
only from code that use methods in the classes, but from the entire class hierarchy. The situation is similar to, but somewhat more complex than, stubbing
in procedural languages.
We have not examined this issue at all.

3

Related Work

We have been unable to nd much work in the area of test case specication
languages. Of the few commercially available languages, we have examined
the language used by Cantata, a testing tool available from IPL Information
Processing Ltd. Our language is similar to Cantata's in many ways, but we
have given much thought to avoiding some of the diculties encountered using
Cantata, in particular the frequent need to write C or C++ code in test cases.
Our model of stubs is nearly identical to that of Cantata.
In the research community, we have found very little published. Tom Ostrand and colleagues 3, 1] have presented a language for formal test specications, TSL, that supports the category-partition method for generating test
cases 3].
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The category-partition method is based on the idea of classifying inputs to
a program in categories, and then testing one instance of each category. With
several inputs, all legal combinations of categories are tested. TSL supports
generating test cases using the category-partition method by allowing the tester
to specify which categories are available and how they may be combined. The
test script generator then generates test cases corresponding to all legal combinations of categories.
A somewhat dierent approach is taken by Sun Microsystems' ADL 4] (Assertion Denition Language) and TDD (Test Data Description) languages. ADL
is a formal grammar for specifying the interfaces and semantics of functions.
TDD is a structured way of describing test data. Together, ADL and TDD
allows automatic generation of complete test scripts. This is by no means a
complete overview of the capabilities of ADL ADL also has applications outside the area of testing.
There are a number of dierences between the approach taken by ADL and
our approach. Most of these dierences stem from dierences in the goals of the
two languages. ADL tries to address a much wider spectrum of testing-related
problems than we do, and this is reected in the design of the language and
the tools. The most important dierence between the two languages is that in
ADL the semantics of a function are specied separately from the test data,
whereas our approach requires the tester to specify the expected output from
a function explicitly for each test case. Both approaches have merits. The
ADL approach is very exible and allows for a high degree of reusability and
test automation, at the cost of added complexity. Our approach is very easy
to understand and to learn, at the cost of exibility. Another dierence is our
mechanism for specifying stubs. ADL appears to have no provision for this at
all.

4

Conclusions

A good test case denition language has the potential of automating much
of the work that is currently done manually by testers. Such a language can
also support automatic testing in maintenance through the use of databases of
test case denitions and automatic generation of test code. The commercial
test-case denition languages currently available support some of this but still
require manual coding for complex test cases. Our attempt at dening a test
case denition language that supports the features of several dierent languages
show that there are many areas where research has an opportunity to provide
better solutions, which in turn could help testers in a very tangible way.
Some of the points we have identied are
The test case denition language could provide better support for dening
stubs. Our model is useful but too primitive in many cases.
Handling of user-dened types could be improved through more sophisticated code analysis.
Testing in an object-oriented environment gives rise to certain problems
that are absent in traditional programming languages, such as scaolding
of data types in addition to code. These issues require further research.
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Data abstraction is troublesome in test script generation. The test script
generator needs to be able to bypass the restrictions imposed by the language used in the unit under test.
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Abstract

Currently, few tools are available for assisting developers with debugging intelligent systems. Because these systems rely heavily on context dependent
knowledge and sometimes stochastic decision making, replicating problematic
performance may be dicult. Consequently, we adopt a statistical approach
to modeling behavior as the basis for identifying potential causes of failure.
This paper describes an algorithm for constructing state transition models of
system behavior from execution traces. The algorithm is the latest in a family of statistics based algorithms for modelling system execution called Dependency Detection. We present preliminary accuracy results for the algorithm on
synthetically generated data and an example of its use in debugging a neural
network controller for a race car simulator.

1 Introduction
Traditional approaches to debugging may be inadequate or inappropriate for AI
systems. The applications tend to be poorly understood. The base technology
(often languages or software architectures built on top of other languages) may be
experimental or at least relatively new. The systems themselves rely on heuristics
or approximations. The expected performance (e.g., the best answer or the right
action to take) may not be known and is likely to be context dependent. The system
may comprise many integrated components. Thus, bugs are often intermittent, are
manifest over long periods of activity, and are due to detrimental interactions.
At a symposium on Integrated Planning Applications, developers agreed that
the primary barriers to successful deployment were user acceptance (i.e., ensuring
that the system does what the users need) and acquiring and debugging domain
knowledge8]. Plan debugging has been a topic of some interest as a method for
plan construction (e.g., 6, 15]), but planner and system debugging has received
less attention. Chien at JPL has developed two methods for analyzing a planner's
knowledge base: static and completion analysis 3, 4] these methods identify certain
classes of syntactic errors and gaps in knowledge that prevent complete plans from
being generated. Some planning systems include a mechanism for incrementally
This research was supported in part by by NSF Career Award IRI-9624058 and by DARPAAFOSR contract F30602-93-C-0100 and F30602-95-0257. We also wish to thank Larry Pyeatt for
his contributions on the previous version of the algorithm and for collecting the RARS data.
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stepping through plan generation and viewing the plan being developed (e.g.,18,
5]). Both of these approaches emphasize the plan generation phase, assuming that
execution should proceed as planned.
Execution was the focus of Failure Recovery Analysis (FRA) 7, 11]. FRA is
a methodology for debugging some canonical bug types in the Phoenix planner by
statistically analyzing traces of failure recovery. We focused on statistical analysis
because the subtle dierences in context, the reliance on occasional stochastic decision making and the time periods in which the system operated (often for hours or
days) made it nearly impossible to debug by replicating the failure. Unfortunately,
FRA was developed primarily for the Phoenix planner and relied on simple models
of subsets of execution traces.
In the past few years, we have been generalizing the statistical analyses underlying FRA to support modeling and debugging of intelligent systems. The resulting
family of techniques, called Dependency Detection, discover unusually frequently reoccurring patterns of events in execution traces using contingency table analysis.
These techniques divide into two types: \snapshots" and \overviews". The snapshot models, called \dependencies", collect frequently co-occurring linear sequences
of events 10, 9].
The overview models relate a set of statistically signicant patterns as a single
model that includes interconnections between events. Our rst overview modeling
algorithm constructs complete, Semi-Markov models of the execution traces 12].
However, many systems are not Markov in their execution. Additionally, these
models include all sequences, including those due to noise, and grow rather large,
making them dicult to understand and use for debugging. This paper presents a
new overview modeling technique that produces state transition models of system
execution that are adjustable in their complexity. We present the modeling algorithm
and preliminary results of its accuracy and usage in debugging.

2 Building Transition Models of System Execution
The transition diagram construction algorithm extends snapshot Dependency Detection (DD) by heuristically combining its results. DD is designed to nd short
signicant sequences. By iteratively combining the dependencies detected, we can
build a transition diagram that captures the most signicant patterns.

2.1 Snapshot Dependency Detection

DD nds sequences that uncommonly frequently precede some event (dependencies).
These sequences may indicate causes of a down stream failure, early symptoms of it,
related problems or even just noise (random occurrence). Dependencies are found
by analyzing execution traces. An execution trace is a sequence of observed events.
Some of the events are designated as inuences (called precursors in DD) and others
as the events of interest (called target events). One event, Tt , is said to be dependent
on another, Pa , if Tt is observed to occur more often following Pa than following any
other event.
The basic idea is to see whether particular sequences stand out from the whole,
based on a statistical analysis. First, the execution traces are scanned to nd and
count all sequences of a length specied by the user. Then, sequences of inuencing
events are rst tested for whether they are more or less likely to be followed by each
of the target events. The output of the process is a list of sequences (e.g., AB ! C
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Tt Tt
Pa 15 10
Pa 30 50
Table 1: Contingency table for determining sequence signicance
which represents that event C depends on the sequence of events AB ) and their
\strength" as indicated by the probability that the observed predictor appears as
often as other predecessors.
The core of DD is contingency table analysis to determine whether a particular
target event (e.g., Tt ) is more likely after a particular precursor (e.g., Pa ). We
count four types of sequences in the execution traces: 1) instances of Tt that follow
instances of Pa , 2) instances of Tt that follow instances of all precursors other than
Pa (abbreviated Pa ), 3) target events other than Tt (abbreviated Tt) that follow Pa
and 4) target events Tt that follow Pa . From these frequencies, we construct a two
by two contingency table, as in Table 1.
Based on this table, Pa seems to be a good predictor of Tt . A statistical test, the
G-test, indicates whether the two events are likely to be dependent 16] in this case,
G = 5:174 p < :023, which means that the two events are unlikely to be independent
and conclude that Tt depends on Pa . A dependency is added to the list if p falls
below a pre-determined threshold. Due to the statistics, dependencies include both
uncommonly frequently and uncommonly infrequently co-occurring sequences we
call the latter type negative dependencies.
DD has been extended to nd more complex patterns10, 9]. One version collects dependencies up to some length pruning overlapping dependencies based on
an analysis of which is the best descriptor. Another detects partial order sequences,
which is robust to the introduction of intervening events. At present, we use only
the simplest form for constructing transition diagrams.

2.2 State Transition Generation Algorithm

State transition models are built by gradually incorporating signicant sequences.
The resulting model is not guaranteed to be complete, but because it incorporates
only signicant dependencies, it is unlikely to include spurious sequences and its
complexity (number of nodes) is adjustable by changing the threshold on signicance.
At present, the user provides execution traces and designates a dependency
length and signicance threshold. The basic algorithm, which appears in Figure 1,
iteratively connects together the dependencies, merging states where possible. The
resulting diagram often has states composed of sequences of events. We display the
diagram using a publicly available graphing package, called Dot13].
The rules for when to link, merge or create new states are based on the information available from dependency detection. This part is the most complex in the
algorithm because it requires generating all sequences from the state and its existing
predecessors and successors in the state transition diagram.
To show how the algorithm works, we generated data from the diagram in the
left side of Figure 2 with a small amount of noise in the traces (0:05). First, we
collected dependencies, as shown in Table 2, and clustered them. The cluster with
the most data was CD ! A _ B . On the rst pass through the loop, CD was
87
linked to two new states, A and B , with transition probabilities 87+75
= :537 and
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1. Collect and organize dependencies of the specied length,
(a) Run DD,
(b) Prune out negative dependencies,
(c) Sort the dependencies in descending order of precursor frequency, clustering all the targets (successor states) that may follow it.
2. Create a state from precursor of rst dependency and push it on resolution
list,
3. Repeat until no states are yet to be resolved and no dependencies left to be
included:
(a) Find successor states from the dependency list,
(b) Add successors to the model by:
 Link to existing state if all the sequences that result are consistent
with all known dependencies,
 Merge current state with successor if only one successor and the
merge is consistent with dependencies,
 Otherwise create new state as successor.
(c) Calculate transition probabilities from counts in the contingency table
for the dependencies,
(d) Add new and merged states to resolution list.
Figure 1: Algorithm for constructing state transition diagrams
= :463, respectively. On the second pass, B is merged with E by nding
the dependency DBE and noting that it matches the existing transition D ! B .
On the third pass, state A matches the dependency DAB  we cannot link to state
BE because we can nd no BBE dependency so state A is extended to AB . By
continuing to add in states from the dependencies, the diagram on the right side of
Figure 2 resulted. This diagram collapses the four states into two, making it more
compact, but also removing one possible transition (AB ! CD).
75
87+75

CD

0.5

0.2

ABBC
1

1.0

0.5
AB

1.0

BE

0.8

.537

BECD
2

1.0

.463

BC

Figure 2: An idealized ve token model (on left) and transition diagram constructed
from execution data (on right)
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(E C D)
(D A B)
(A B B)
(C B E)
(C D B)

(155 1 19 823)
(86 2 235 675)
(74 18 247 659)
(74 1 87 836)
(75 93 246 584)

(B E C)
(D B E)
(B B C)
(C D A)
(B C B)

(153 4 95 746)
(78 1 83 836)
(74 1 174 749)
(87 81 7 823)
(74 14 247 663)

Table 2: Length 3 dependencies (sequence with contingency table) collected for
synthetic ve token model

3 What We Have Learned So Far
Snapshot dependencies have been used to support debugging failure recovery in the
Phoenix planner 11] and to identify search control problems in UCPOP17]. However, the dependencies were rather limited in their temporal scope and complexity
in some cases, especially with Phoenix, the short sequences led us to make changes
that caused other problems, changes that would have been dierent had we known
of other interactions. We expect that overview models should avoid this problem
because it helps identify many possible contributors to undesirable state transitions,
clarify shared downstream inuences and discover cycles in behavior.
We demonstrate the utility of the transition diagram generation method in two
ways. First, we tested its accuracy on synthetic data because we can control their
underlying complexity. Second, we provide an example of its use on real data.

Accuracy on Synthetic Data Testing accuracy is a four step process. First,

we developed three synthetic models in which we varied the number of events (513), the number of states (3-6) and the maximum number of events per state (2-7)
Figure 2 shows one model with ve events, four states and two events per state
(abbreviated as M5-4-2). Second, we generated execution traces of length 10,000 by
simulating the models and introducing noise (events randomly selected from the set
with probability of 0:1). Third, we constructed state transition diagrams from half
of the data. Finally, we determined accuracy by comparing the sequences that can
be produced by the resulting diagrams to those in the other half of the data.
We measure accuracy as hits, false negatives and false positives. Hits are the
number of sequences that both appear in the data and can be produced by the
diagram. False negatives are the number of sequences in the data that cannot be
produced by the diagram false negatives equal total sequences minus hits. False
positives are the number of distinct sequences that can be produced with the diagram
that do not appear in the data. We generated diagrams of three lengths (2-4) and
probability thresholds of :01 and :05 we report the results for length four and
threshold of :05 as these appeared to give the best trade-o of hits to false positives
overall.
Table 3 shows the resulting measures for the four synthetic models summed
across sequence lengths of 2-6 (24980 possible sequences from the data). Hit-rate
is percentage of hits in the data sequences. The results show that the hit-rate is
fairly high and the false positive numbers are low. Thus, the diagrams appear to be
capturing most of the dynamics represented by the execution traces. The results also
suggest some variability in the performance on dierent types of models: more states
led to less accuracy, but the method appears relatively insenstive to the number of
events or maximum number of events per state.
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Hits
Hit-rate
False Positives

M5-4-2 M6-6-3 M13-3-7 Total/Avg.
20,937 21,116 23,774
65,827
.838
.845
.952
.878
27 2,517
604
3,148

Table 3: Accuracy of transition diagram generation on synthetic models

Debugging Example from RARS Reinforcement Learning Controller We

have been building a reinforcement learning controller for RARS (Robot Automobile
Racing Simulator) 14]. The controller must regulate the acceleration and steering
of a race car on simulated tracks, which requires that it negotiate the track, avoid
crashing into the walls, pass cars and go in for pit stops. As we develop the system,
we are incrementally adding behaviors.
We use the transition diagram generation to describe and debug the behaviors
learned by the reinforcement learning system. We would like to avoid failures: when
the controller loses control of the car and runs o of the track (crashed event).
Figure 3 shows a fragment of the transition diagram1 generated from execution
data from RARS. At this point, the controller has been partially trained to negotiate
the track, but is still crashing occasionally. The events describe sensor readings:
track position and speed relative to a wall. Each were prexed with a letter (P and
X, respectively) and quantized into discrete intervals (ve for P and six for X). For
example, P0 indicates a position next to the inner wall, and P4 indicates a position
next to the outer wall. X0 is headed fast toward the outer wall, and X5 is fast towards
the inner wall.
(P2X2)
0

.242

.825

(P2X1)
2

.007

.018

.018

.064

(P2X0 P3X0 CRASHED P3X5)
10

(P2X0 P3X0 P3X1 CRASHED P3X4 P3X5)
12

1.0

1.0

0.01

.022

(P3X1 P3X2 P3X3 P3X4 P3X5)
18

(P3X1 P3X2 P3X3 P3X4)
19

(P2X0 P3X0 P3X1 P3X2 P3X3 P3X4 P3X5)
16

(P2X0 P3X0 CRASHED P3X4 P3X5)
15

.691

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.75

(P2X4)
6

1.0

.362

.979

(P2X5)
22

.142

.718

.497

.216

(P1X4)
21

.021

.019

(P1X5)
23

1.0

1.0

(P2X3)
3

.981

.086

(P1X3 P1X2 P1X1)
5

.282

(P1X2)
24

Figure 3: Portion of transition diagram for RARS reinforcement learning controller
From Figure 3, we can identify several problems in the current execution. First,
we observe bottlenecks (shared states) immediately before and after all states containing the crashed event (highlighted states 10, 12, and 15, plus some states removed
The full diagram had 24 states and so would not be readable in this format. We removed low
probability transitions (< :007) from the diagram to make it t.
1
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for display purposes). These bottlenecks are critical events indicating cases in which
training and reinforcement should be focused. Better control from state 2 (the before state) could prevent crashes. Second, the network may have been overtrained
for the straightaway, which constitutes roughly 80% of the track. The transition
from the bottleneck state away from states containing \crashed" occurs 82% of the
time. Thus, we need to tune the reinforcement schedule to prevent overtting to the
common, straight part of the track.

3.1 Extensions and Conclusions

The algorithm requires two parameters: dependency length and probability threshold. We are currently exploring principled methods of setting these. One option is to
use CHAID based analysis to determine dependency length. CHAID constructs an
n-step transition matrix, which indicates what earlier point in the execution traces
was most predictive of the occurrence of each type of events2]. The CHAID-based
analysis is part of the Chitra family of systems (Chitra 92-96), which were developed to support the modeling and visualization of execution data from parallel and
distributed systems 1].
The probability threshold is the primary mechanism for adjusting the ocmplexity of the model. Lower probabilities result in less complex models because fewer
transitions are recognized as signicant. One option for determining how to set the
probability threshold is to model its eect. We have started to extensively evaluate
the accuracy and utility of the algorithm with dierent parameter settings using a
larger collection of synthetic and real data.
We have found the dependency based models extremely useful for debugging
three intelligent systems: Phoenix, UCPOP and RARS. Currently, few tools are
available for assisting developers with debugging intelligent systems. The algorithm
described here is a start toward addressing this gap in developing intelligent systems.
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Abstract

The power of deductive systems in general is that programs express what
should be done and not how it should be done. Nevertheless, deductive
systems need debugging and explanation facilities. Indeed, their operational
semantics is less abstract than the declarative semantics of the programs. If
users have to understand all the low level details of the operational semantics
much of the benets of using a deductive system is lost.
Existing explanation systems for deductive databases produce proof trees
to be shown to users. Although useful, proof trees give a fragmented view
of query evaluations, and users face a, most of the time large, forest of proof
trees.
We propose a new data structure, called the DDB tree, which merges the
information of a proof tree forest into one concise tree. A DDB tree gives a
global picture of a query evaluation in a dramatically reduced structure with
no loss of information. DDB trees can be shown to users or can be analyzed
further by an explanation system.

1 Introduction
Deductive databases are based on a logical data model, in contrast with
relational data models of more classical databases. Roughly speaking, a
deductive database can be seen as a relational database (referred to as the
database in the rest of the introduction) which contains facts, together with
a deductive engine which can deduce new facts from the actual ones and
a set of rules. A signicant advantage of deductive databases is that they
allow the full power of recursivity to be enacted 9].
The advantage of deductive systems in general is that programs express
what should be done and not how it should be done. Hence people face
more abstract programs and can better concentrate on the essential features of their applications. Nevertheless, deductive systems need debugging
and explanation facilities. Indeed, the deductive engine works with an opera-
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tional semantics less abstract than the declarative semantics of the programs.
If users of deductive systems have to understand all the low level details of
the operational semantics much of the benets of using a deductive system
is lost.
The existing explanation systems for deductive databases, proposed by
Wieland 15], Specht12] and Arora and al.1], produce proof trees to be
shown to users. A proof tree recapitulates the steps which enabled to deduce
a given fact, showing the rules and the database facts used in the process.
To our point of view, proof trees provide useful information, but they are
not quite accurate. First of all, they give a fragmented view of the accesses
to the database, pretending that data is retrieved from the database one
piece at a time. Furthermore, for each deduced fact a proof tree has to
be shown, whereas much of the deduction can be common between several
deduced facts. Thus people face a forest of proof trees, which can be very
large and not easy to analyze.
Moreover, the already cited systems present proof trees as the end result
of an explanation system. To our point of view there is much more analysis
to be done by a system before showing information to users.
Our ultimate aim is to build a \trace" analyzer for deductive database
systems based on the same principles as Opium, a trace analyzer for Prolog
3]. In Opium, a trace models a Prolog execution and is a representation of
an SLD tree.
For deductive databases, as discussed earlier, proof trees are not satisfactory to model query evaluations. Hence we dened a new data structure,
called the DDB tree. A DDB tree is similar to an SLD tree, where all
branches lead to a success (there is no backtracking in deductive database
evaluations) and substitution sets represent the accesses to the database.
The main advantage of DDB trees over proof trees is that they avoid the
forest of trees, merging the common deduction steps with no loss of information. As will be shown on the examples, the size of the resulting information
is dramatically reduced with no loss of information. Furthermore, as the image of the database accesses are more faithful to the reality, the information
should be more helpful to users.
In a rst part, we briey present the context of deductive databases. We,
then, describe the existing explanation systems. In the last part we introduce
the denition of substitution sets, DDB derivations and DDB trees.

2 The context of deductive databases
In this section, we briey describe Datalog, the main language of deductive
databases. Finally we introduce the notion of proof tree, a data structure
used in explanation systems.
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2.1

Datalog

A deductive database is composed of three parts: a logic program, a database
of facts and a set of constraints. The predicates dened in the logic program
make up the intentional database, those dened in the database make up
the extensional database. The implementation of the database part is not
detailed in what follows we will suppose that facts of the database are totally
instantiated.
The languages used in deductive databases are very often extensions of
Datalog. A Datalog program is a set of clauses of the form :

L : ;L1  : : :  Ln:
L is the head of the clause, the Li compose the body. In pure Datalog, Li is a
positive literal of the form P (t1  : : :  tn ) where P is a predicate symbol and the
ti, called terms, are constants or variables. By convention, terms beginning
with an upper case letter are variables. Goals of the form :- B1  : : :  Bn :
are used to query the program. Note that in pure Datalog there are no
functors but they have been introduced as extensions. A precise description
of Datalog and its extensions can be found in Ullman's book 13].
Program (intentional database)
(r1)

trip(begin(X), end(Y), cost(P)) :transit(X,Y,P).

(r2)

transit(X, Y, P) :direct(X,Y,P),
ok(P).

(r3)

transit(X, Y, P) :direct(X,Z,PA),
ok(PA),
transit(Z, Y, PB),
P is PA + PB.

(r4)

ok(P) :P < 15.

Database (extensional database)
direct(a,b,6).
direct(f,b,3).

direct(b,c,3). direct(e,f,2).
direct(b,l,7).
direct(b,k,18).

Figure 1: An example of extended Datalog program (with functors)
Figure 1 shows an example of a deductive program and its associate
database. There exists a trip with a cost P from a begin point X to an end
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point Y, if a transit between these two points is possible that is to say either
the trip is direct and the cost of the trip is ok, that is to say that the cost
is lower than 15, either there exists an intermediate point with a cost to go
there ok. The total cost P is the sum of cost of each stage.
With respect to Datalog terminology, this program contains four clauses
which dene three predicates. The rst clause denes trip/3. The next
two clauses dene transit/3. The last clause denes ok/1. The extensional
database is composed of one predicate direct/3 dened by six tuples. The
evaluation of extensional predicates leads to database accesses.
If the query trip(D,F,C) is asked, the system produces the set of facts:
trip(begin(a), end(b), cost(6)), trip(begin(b), end(c), cost(3)),
trip(begin(b), end(l), cost(7) ), trip(begin(e), end(f), cost(2)),
trip(begin(f), end(b), cost(3))), trip(begin(a), end(c), cost(9)),
trip(begin(a), end(l), cost(13)), trip(begin(e), end(b), cost(5)),
trip(begin(f), end(l), cost(10)), trip(begin(f), end(c), cost(6)),
trip(begin(e), end(c), cost(8)), trip(begin(e), end(l), cost(12)).
2.2

Proof trees

There exists dierent deductive database evaluation methods (cf Ullman
14]). Independently from these methods, proofs that a fact can be deduced
from the program and data can be represented by proof trees. The nodes of
a proof tree are goals used during query evaluation. The sons of a node are
connected by an AND relation. To be proven, a goal needs to have all his
sons proven. The leaves are, in the case of deductive databases, tuples of the
database, facts of the program or built-in predicates. Figure 2 represents
the proof tree related to the fact trip(begin(a),end(b),cost(6)).
trip(begin(a),end(b),cost(6))

transit(a,b,6)

direct(a,b,6)

ok(6)

6 < 15

Figure 2: Proof tree related to the fact trip(begin(a),end(b),cost(6))
In this tree, transit(a,b,6) is deduced from the conjunction of direct(a,b,6)
and ok(6), thanks to the second rule of the program of Figure 1.
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3 Explanations and deductive databases
One of the rst debugging systems for deductive databases has been proposed
by Shmueli and Tsur 10]. They describe a diagnosis system for the deductive
database LDL 7]. The principle of this system is to consider the user as an
oracle who has an intended interpretation of the deductive program. By
querying the user, the system will determine why a fact is missing or why it
is wrong. In the case of a wrong fact, the system uses proof trees to direct
the diagnosis.
Other explanation systems for deductive databases have a dierent point
of view: they construct a trace of the query evaluation that the user can
consult.
The rst system has been developed for Dedex 6] by Wieland 15]. The
proposed explanations are based on proof trees that can be visualized totally
or partially. The implementation consists of a dedicated execution mode
of Dedex that produces explanations. It decomposes the query evaluation
according to the choice of the user.
The Explain system of Arora and al. 1] has been developed for CORAL
8]. As the previous system, the chosen structure is a proof tree. Explain
proposes visualization with zooming possibilities on the dierent proof trees.
Explain system consists of adding in CORAL a program which stores information on derivations during query evaluation.
The third system, proposed by Specht 11] for LOLA 4], also uses proof
trees as explanations. The implementation principle is a transformation of
the user program to insert trace generation as opposed to the other systems
which modify deductive engine. The transformed program is queried as usual
with the deductive database.
Most of the mixed evaluation and optimization methods, are implemented by program transformations. The queried program is then the optimized one. Sometimes it can be interesting to have explanations on the
transformed program, to understand, for example, the applied transformations. But, most of the time, users prefer seeing a trace of their initial
program. The system Explain allows only to construct the trace of the
transformed program. Wieland's and Specht's system show a trace in terms
of the original program, more interesting for users.
The implementations of Explain and Wieland's system modify the deductive database evaluation system. They are not portable. Specht's system
transforms the program before optimizations take place. It is therefore independent of the implementation of the deductive database system, and more
portable. There are, on the other hand , no information on performance.
A common feature of the three explanation systems is the structure of
the traces (or explanations): they all use a forest of proof trees. For each
produced fact, there are one or several associated proof trees. Figure 3 shows
the forest of the query trip(D,F,C).
The whole presented information is interesting but, this form is hardly
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Figure 3: Forest of proof trees for the query trip(D,F,C) grouped by proof
structure
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7 < 15

ok(7)

6 is 3 + 3

3 < 15

3 < 15 direct(b,l,7)

7 < 15

ok(7)

10 is 3 + 7

12 is 2 + 10

7 < 15

ok(7)

transit(b,l,7)

transit(b,l,7)

transit(f,l,10)

2 < 15 direct(f,b,3) ok(3)

8 is 2 + 6 direct(e,f,2) ok(2)

ok(3)

transit(b,c,3)

3 < 15 direct(b,c,3)

2 < 15 direct(f,b,3) ok(3)

transit(f,c,6)

transit(e,l,12)

3 < 15

ok(3)

10 is 7 + 3

3 < 15

ok(3)

transit(f,b,3)

2 < 15 direct(f,b,3)

ok(2)

3 < 15 direct(b,l,7)

ok(3)

transit(e,c,8)

direct(f,b,3)

trip(begin(e),end(l),cost(12))

3 < 15

ok(3)

transit(b,c,3)

3 < 15 direct(b,c,3)

ok(3)

trip(begin(e),end(c),cost(8))

direct(f,b,3)

6 is 3 + 3

13 is 6 + 7 direct(e,f,2)

transit(f,l,10)

7 < 15

ok(7)

transit(b,l,7)

6 < 15 direct(b,l,7)

ok(6)

transit(e,b,5)

transit(f,c,6)

direct(a,b,6)

direct(f,b,3)

trip(begin(e),end(b),cost(5))

2 < 15

ok(2)

trip(begin(f),end(l),cost(10))

9 is 6 + 3

direct(e,f,2)

transit(f,b,3)

5 is 2 + 3

trip(begin(f),end(b),cost(3))

3 < 15
trip(begin(f),end(c),cost(6))

ok(3)

transit(b,c,3)

6 < 15 direct(b,c,3)

ok(6)

direct(e,f,2) ok(2)

direct(a,b,6)

transit(a,l,13)

direct(b,l,7)

transit(a,c,9)

3 < 15

ok(3)

transit(e,f,2)

transit(b,l,7)

trip(begin(a),end(l),cost(13))

direct(b,c,3)

trip(begin(e),end(f),cost(2))

trip(begin(b),end(l),cost(7))

trip(begin(a),end(c),cost(9))

6 < 15

ok(6)

transit(b,c,3)

transit(a,b,6)

direct(a,b,6)

trip(begin(b),end(c),cost(3))

trip(begin(a),end(b),cost(6))

readable in its entirety. On Figure 3, the rst ve trees represent the same
proof structure for dierent constant values and it is the same thing for the
next ve trees and the last two.

4 The DDB tree
In order to suppress redundancies and to augment readability, we propose a
new structure: the DDB tree.
In the following we rst recall the denitions of substitution and most
general unier. We then extend the notion of substitution to substitution
sets. With this denition, we dene a DDB unication. The next part
denes a DDB derivation step and a DDB derivation. Finally, we introduce
the DDB tree.
4.1

SLD derivation

DDB trees are related to SLD trees, a well-known structure in logic programming. An SLD tree is an OR tree. Each branch represents one answer to
the query and each node is labeled with a pair composed of a conjunction of
subgoals and a substitution. The notion of substitution is dened as follows
by Lloyd 5] :

Denition 1 (Substitution) A substitution  is a nite set of the form

v1 =t1  : : :  vn =tn , where each vi is a variable, each ti is a term distinct from
vi and the variables v1  : : :  vn are distinct. Each vi =ti is called a binding for
vi .
Substitutions are used to construct transitions in SLD trees. A substitution is a unier of two terms A and B if A = B. Such a unier  is called
the most general unier (mgu for short) for two terms if for all other uniers
, for some , we have  = . SLD trees come from SLD resolution. Let
<  A1 , . . . , Am , . . . , Ak ,  > (k1) be a node n of the SLD tree and ci a
clause of the form A  B1 ,. . . ,Bq , q  0, if Am is the selected atom and if A
and Am are uniable with the mgu  then there exists a transition between
n and the node n' labeled with

< (A1  : : :  Am;1  B1  : : :  Bq  Am+1  : : :  Ak )  >
For precisions on SLD resolution and SLD tree, see, for example, Deransart
and Maluszynski's book 2].
4.2

Substitution sets

Substitution is a notion associated with intentional predicates. We dene a
new structure associated with extensional predicates.
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Denition 2 (Substitution set)

A substitution set v1 :::vn relative to a variable set fv1  : : :  vn g is a nite set
of the form ffv1 =t11  : : :  vn =tn1 g : : :  fv1 =t1m  : : :  vn =tnm gg m  1, where
the tij are totally instantiated terms.
Another way to dene a substitution set is to say that it is a relation,
subset of T1  : : :  Tn where Ti are term sets, with fv1  : : :  vn g as attribute
set and (t1i  : : :  tni ) as tuples.
The following notation will be, preferably, used in the following
fv1  : : :  vn g in f(t11  : : :  tn1 ) : : :  (t1m  : : :  tnm )g
where in has the signicance \takes one value in".
The denition derives from the substitution denition. The other form
comes from the notion of relation in relational algebra.
To denote possible values of one variable vi of a substitution set v1 :::vn ,
we use v1 :::vn :vi .
An operator is dened on substitution sets: the join (1) of two substitution sets.

Denition 3 (Join)

Let u1 :::uk a1 :::am and u1 :::uk b1 :::bn be two substitution sets, their join,
u1 :::uk a1 :::am 1 u1 :::uk b1 :::bn , is a substitution set u1 :::uk a1 :::am b1 :::bn ,
such that its tuples merge one tuple of u1 :::uk a1 :::am and one tuple of
u1 :::uk b1 :::bn such that u1 :::uk a1 :::am :ui = u1 :::uk b1 :::bn :ui , for all i.
For example, let UV = (U V ) in f(1 2) (3 4) (5 2) (6 1) (1 4)g and
0VW = (V W ) in f(2 7) (1 3) (6 8)g be two substitution sets, their join
gives
00UVW = UV 1 0VW = (U V W ) in f(1 2 7) (5 2 7) (6 1 3)g
The join of UV and 0VW restricts the possible values of (U,V) and
(V,W) thanks to the equality between UV :V and 0VW :V .
4.3

DDB unication

After a database access, the variables that have been instantiated and whose
values are in the substitution set are replaced by what we call a choice
constant.

Denition 4 (Choice constant)

A choice constant X  is a term whose value domain is dened by a substitution set X .
The unication of one term containing choice constants with an other
term can restrict their value domain. We dene the DDB unication that
formalizes the unication of two terms when the rst one contains choice
constants and the second one does not. This is characteristic of unication
with clause head, which does not contain choice constant.
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Denition 5 (DDB unication)

Let A and B be two terms where A contains the choice constants C1  : : :  Cm
with C1 :::Cm as value domain, and where B does not contain choice constants  A and B DDB unify if there exists one mgu  for A and B and a
substitution set 0C1 :::Cm which is a restriction of C1 :::Cm to the values of
C1  : : :  Cm which unify with B.

The unication of p(U  ,V  ) with p(1,Z), if the value domain of (U  ,V  ) is
UV = (U V ) in f(1 2) (3 4) (5 2) (6 1) (1 4)g gives the mgu  = fZ/V  g
and the substitution set UV = (U V ) in f(1 2) (1 4)g.
4.4

Built-in predicates

Built-in predicates are often implemented in low-level languages. Furthermore, they are supposed to be bug free and users are seldomly interested in
the details of their executions. In DDB trees we therefore represent the result of their evaluation (and not unication steps), in terms of the resulting
substitution and substitution set.
Due to choice constants the resulting substitutions are not straightforward. For example, the goal to evaluate can be P is PA + PB  , where
P is unbound, and PA and PB  are choice constants with substitution
set (PA PB ) in f(6 3) (6 7) (2 3) (3 3) (3 7)g. Whereas in pure Prolog,
there is at most one result and it is su cient to add a binding to the substitution, here P can take several values, namely one of f9 13 5 6 10g.
Therefore P becomes a choice constant.
As for unication, the substitution set of the choice constants can be restricted after the evaluation of a built-in predicate. For example, the goal to
evaluate can be PB  < 15 where PB  is a choice constant with substitution
set PB in f3 7 18g. The resulting substitution set is PB in f3 7g.
In summary, the resulting substitution is \as usual" except for the variables which have become choice constants. The substitution set is augmented
with the values of the new choice constants and restricted to the values which
make the goal succeed.
4.5

DDB derivation

As already mentioned, in SLD trees there exists only one type of transition
labeled with a clause. In the case of deductive databases some transitions do
not use clauses: when the subgoal is an extensional predicate or a built-in
predicate. These three types of transition appear in the DDB derivation step
dened as follows.

Denition 6 (DDB derivation step) Let P be a program, a DDB derivation step is of the form:
such that :

si  a sj
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 each sk , called a state of DDB derivation, is labeled with < g   >
where g is a goal,  a substitution and  a substitution set.

 a is an edge labeled with < c > where c is either a clause or the

\builtin" constant or the \database" constant.
 let g be the goal  A1  : : :  Am  : : :  Ak and Am be the selected atom,
< g   > <c> < g0  0  0 > is a transition where g',',' are
obtained as follows:
{ If Am is an extensional predicate, and if Am is the substitution
set representing the answer to the query Am on the database:
 c = \database"
 0 = 
 0 =  1 Am
 g' =  A1  : : :  Am;1  Am+1  : : :  Ak
{ If Am is an intentional predicate and c a clause A  B1  : : :  Bq  q 
0 such that Am and A DDB unify with  as mgu and 00 as substitution set:
 c = clause identier
 0 = 
 0 =  1 00
 g' =  (A1  : : :  Am;1  B1  : : :  Bq  Am+1  : : :  Ak )
{ If Am is a built-in predicate, then  is the resulting substitution of
the evaluation of the built-in predicate after the DDB unication
and 00 is the resulting substitution set:
 c = \builtin"
 0 = 
 0 =  1 00
 g' =  (A1  : : :  Am;1  Am+1  : : :  Ak )
We, now, dene the DDB derivation which is a sequence of DDB derivation steps that ends successfully, i.e. with the empty goal.

Denition 7 (DDB derivation) Let P be a program and g0 a goal, a DDB
derivation for P and g0 is a nite sequence of the form
s0  a0  s1  : : :  an;1 sn
such that :
 s0 is < g0 fg fg >

 sn is < 2 n n > where 2 denotes the empty goal and n and n
are the resulting substitution and substitution set.
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Substitution

Substitution set

{}

{}

{D/begin(X),F/end(Y),C/cost(P)}

{}

{D/begin(X),F/end(Y),C/cost(P),
X/X_1, Y/Y_1, P/P_1}

{}

{D/begin(X),F/end(Y),C/cost(P),
X/X_1, Y/Y_1, P/P_1}

(X_1,Z,PA) in {(a,b,6),(e,f,2),(f,b,3)
(b,c,3),(b,l,7),(b,k,18)}

{D/begin(X),F/end(Y),C/cost(P),
X/X_1, Y/Y_1, P/P_1, P_2/PA}

(X_1,Z,PA) in {(a,b,6),(e,f,2),(f,b,3)
(b,c,3),(b,l,7),(b,k,18)}

{D/begin(X),F/end(Y),C/cost(P),
transit(Z*,Y_1,PB),P_1 is PA* + PB X/X_1, Y/Y_1, P/P_1, P_2/PA}

(X_1,Z,PA) in {(a,b,6),(e,f,2),(f,b,3)
(b,c,3),(b,l,7)}

trip(D,F,C)
r1

transit(X,Y,P)
r3

direct(X_1,Z,PA),ok(PA),
transit(Z,Y_1,PB),P_1 is PA + PB
database

ok(PA*), transit(Z*,Y_1,PB),
P_1 is PA* + PB
r4

PA* < 15,transit(Z*,Y_1,PB),
P_1 is PA* + PB
builtin
6

r2
7 direct(Z*,Y_3,P_3), ok(P_3),

P_1 is PA* + P_3
database
8

{D/begin(X),F/end(Y),C/cost(P),
X/X_1, Y/Y_1, P/P_1, P_2/PA}
Z/X_3, Y_1/Y_3, P_3/PB}
{D/begin(X),F/end(Y),C/cost(P),
X/X_1, Y/Y_1, P/P_1, P_2/PA}
Z/X_3, Y_1/Y_3, P_3/PB}

(X_1,Z,Y_3,PA,P_3) in {(a,b,c,6,3),(a,b,l,6,7),
(e,f,b,2,3),(f,b,c,3,3),(f,b,l,3,7),
(a,b,k,6,18),(f,b,k,3,18)}

{D/begin(X),F/end(Y),C/cost(P),
P_3* < 15, P_1 is PA* + P_3* X/X_1, Y/Y_1, P/P_1, P_2/PA}
Z/X_3, Y_1/Y_3, P_3/PB, P_4/P_3}
builtin

(X_1,Z,Y_3,PA,P_3) in {(a,b,c,6,3),(a,b,l,6,7),
(e,f,b,2,3),(f,b,c,3,3),(f,b,l,3,7),
(a,b,k,6,18),(f,b,k,3,18)}

{D/begin(X),F/end(Y),C/cost(P),
X/X_1, Y/Y_1, P/P_1, P_2/PA}
Z/X_3, Y_1/Y_3, P_3/PB, P_4/P_3}

(X_1,Z,Y_3,PA,P_3) in {(a,b,c,6,3),(a,b,l,6,7),
(e,f,b,2,3),(f,b,c,3,3),(f,b,l,3,7)}

ok(P_3*),P_1 is PA* + P_3*
r4

9

(X_1,Z,PA) in {(a,b,6),(e,f,2),(f,b,3)
(b,c,3),(b,l,7)}

10

P_1 is PA* + P_3*
builtin
11

{D/begin(X),F/end(Y),C/cost(P), (X_1,Z,Y_3,PA,P_3,P_1) in {(a,b,c,6,3,9),(a,b,l,6,7,13),
X/X_1, Y/Y_1, P/P_1, P_2/PA}
(e,f,b,2,3,5),(f,b,c,3,3,6),(f,b,l,3,7,10)}
Z/X_3, Y_1/Y_3, P_3/PB, P_4/P_3}

Figure 4: A DDB derivation of the query trip(D,F,C)
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 each si ai si+1 is a DDB derivation step
Figure 4 shows a DDB derivation of the query trip(D,F,C).
The rst transition type is a transition with a clause. The transition between state 6 and state 7 uses the clause r2, the substitutions of states 6 and
7 are dierent but they have the same substitution sets since the database
has not been accessed and no restriction has been entailed by unication.
The transition between state 7 and state 8 illustrates a transition by database access. The substitution set of 8, (X 1,Z,Y 3,PA,P 3) in f(a,b,c,6,3),
(a,b,l,6,7), (e,f,b,2,3), (f,b,c,3,3), (f,b,l,3,7), (a,b,k,6,18), (f,b,k,3,18)g has
been constructed by the join between (Z,Y 3,P 3) in f(a,b,6), (b,c,3), (b,l,7),
(e,f,2), (f,b,3), (b,k,18)g, result of the database query direct(Z*,Y 3,P 3),
and 7 = (X 1,Z,PA) in f(a,b,6), (b,c,3), (b,l,7), (e,f,2), (f,b,3)g. In direct(Z*,Y 3,P 3), Z* is a choice constant, it has been instantiated.
The transition between state 9 and state 10 illustrates the value domain
restriction of choice constants appearing in a predicate. The predicate P 3
< 15 is evaluated with value domain P 3 (P 3) in f3,7,18g. The evaluation
restricts the value domain of P 3 to (P 3) in f3,7g. Finally, the substitution
set of 10 is the result of the join between the substitution set of 9 and the
resulting substitution set.
In state 10, we nd the built-in predicate is. Its evaluation add P 1 in
the substitution set. The dierent values of P 1 have been computed by the
sum of the values of PA and P 3.
This derivation corresponds to ve proof trees of Figure 3 with same
structure.

Computation of the solution

The solution of the query g0 along a DDB derivation is computed, by instantiating the variables of g0 , rstly according to the nal substitution 
as far as possible  secondly, according to the nal substitution set . The
result is, in general, a set of solutions.
For each binding X/t in , each occurrence of X in the right part of a
binding is replaced by t. When no more binding is applicable, only bindings
with variables of g0 in their left part are kept.
On the example of Figure 4, the nal substitution is  = fD/begin(X),
F/end(Y), C/cost(P), X/X1 , Y/Y1 , P/P1 , P2 /PA, Z/X3 , Y1 /Y3 P3 /PB,
P4 /P3 g and the variables of trip(D,F,C) are D F C . The obtained substitution after restriction to D F C is fD/begin(X1 ),
F/end(Y3 ), C/cost(P1 )g.
The substitution set X1 :::Xn is then applied to the restricted substitution. For each tuple of X1 :::Xn , a substitution is created by replacing in ,
X1 , . . . , Xn by their value in the tuple. Each substitution is a solution.
The substitution set obtained on the example is
 = (X1 ,Z,Y3 ,PA,P3,P1 ) in f(a,b,c,6,3,9), (a,b,l,6,7,13), (e,f,b,2,3,5),
(f,b,c,3,3,6), (f,b,l,3,7,10)g.
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The ve solutions are fD/begin(a)), F/end(c), C/cost(9)g,
fD/begin(a)), F/end(l), C/cost(13)g, fD/begin(e)), F/end(b), C/cost(5)g,
fD/begin(f)), F/end(c), C/cost(6)g, fD/begin(f)), F/end(l), C/cost(10)g .
4.6

DDB tree

Finally, here is the DDB tree denition. A DDB derivation is a branch of a
DDB tree.

Denition 8 (DDB tree) A DDB tree for a program P and a goal g0 is a
tree with labeled nodes and arcs dened as follows:

 The label of each node is a state of DDB derivation of P and g0.
 The label of each arc is a clause of P or the \builtin" constant or the

\database" constant.
 The root node is labeled by the initial state < g0 fg fg >.
 A node n labeled by a state s is connected by an arc labeled c with a
node n' labeled s' if, s,c,s' is a DDB derivation step.
 Each branch is a DDB derivation

Figure 5 presents a DDB tree of the query trip(D,F,C), where substitutions () are omitted.
The tree is equivalent to the forest of proof trees given Figure 3. The
rst branch to the left represents the rst 5 proof trees. The second branch
represents the next 5 proof trees and the last branch represents the last 2
trees.
Note that the forest of proof trees gathers 105 nodes whereas the DDB
tree consists of only 25.
Note also that the substitutions and substitution sets may be ignored in
a rst stage, if the user is mainly interested in the structure of the evaluation.
If the user is only interested in a single fact, the corresponding proof tree is
of course better suited and can be reconstructed from the DDB tree.
Note however that our aim is to build a general explanation system which
is able to answer general queries about the whole evaluation. The DDB tree
presents information which will be abstracted by analyses in order to propose
to the user more interesting explanations.

5 Conclusion
In existing explanation systems for deductive databases, explanations were
represented by forests of proof trees. With this form, trace information is
fragmented. Furthermore, for each deduced fact a proof tree has to be shown,
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Figure 5: DDB tree of the query trip(D,F,C)(substitutions omitted)
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database

direct(X, Y, P), ok(P)

(X,Z,PA) in {(a,b,6),
(b,c,3),(b,l,7),(e,f,2),
(f,b,3)}

1

database

direct(Z*, Y, PB), ok(PB),
P is PA* + PB

r2

r4

(X,Z,Y,PA,PB,P) in {(a,b,c,6,3,9),(a,b,l,6,7,10),(e,f,b,2,3,5),
(f,b,c,3,3,6),(f,b,l,3,7,10)}

2

builtin

(X,Z,Y,PA,PB) in {(a,b,c,6,3),(a,b,l,6,7),(e,f,b,2,3),
P is PA* + PB*
(f,b,c,3,3),(f,b,l,3,7)}

builtin

(X,Z,Y,PA,PB) in {(a,b,c,6,3),(a,b,l,6,7),(e,f,b,2,3),
P is PA* + PB*
(f,b,c,3,3),(f,b,l,3,7),(a,b,k,6,18),(f,b,k,3,18)} PB* < 15,

(X,Z,PA) in {(a,b,6),(b,c,3),(b,l,7),(e,f,2),(f,b,3)}

(X,Z,Z_1,PA,PA_1) in {(a,b,c,6,3),(a,b,l,6,7),(e,f,b,2,3),
(f,b,c,3,3),(f,b,l,3,7)}

3

(X,Z,Z_1,Y,PA,PA_1,PB_1,PB) in {(e,f,b,c,2,3,3,6),(e,f,b,l,2,3,7,10)}

(X,Z,Z_1,Y,PA,PA_1,PB_1,PB,P) in {(e,f,b,c,2,3,3,6,8),(e,f,b,l,2,3,7,10,12)}

builtin

P is PA* + PB*

builtin

PB is PA_1* + PB_1*,P is PA* + PB (X,Z,Z_1,Y,PA,PA_1,PB_1) in {(e,f,b,c,2,3,3),(e,f,b,l,2,3,7)}

builtin

PB_1* < 15, PB is PA_1* + PB_1*, (X,Z,Z_1,Y,PA,PA_1,PB_1) in {(e,f,b,c,2,3,3),(e,f,b,l,2,3,7),
(e,f,b,k,2,3,18)}
P is PA* + PB

r4

ok(PB_1*), PB is PA_1* + PB_1*, (X,Z,Z_1,Y,PA,PA_1,PB_1) in {(e,f,b,c,2,3,3),(e,f,b,l,2,3,7),
P is PA* + PB
(e,f,b,k,2,3,18)}

database

direct(Z_1*, Y, PB_1), ok(PB_1), (X,Z,Z_1,PA,PA_1) in {(a,b,c,6,3),(a,b,l,6,7),(e,f,b,2,3),
(f,b,c,3,3),(f,b,l,3,7)}
PB is PA_1* + PB_1, P is PA* + PB

r2

transit(Z_1*, Y, PB_1),
PB is PA_1* + PB_1,P is PA* + PB

builtin

PA_1* < 15, transit(Z_1*, Y, PB_1), (X,Z,Z_1,PA,PA_1) in {(a,b,c,6,3),(a,b,l,6,7),(e,f,b,2,3),
PB is PA_1* + PB_1,P is PA* + PB
(f,b,c,3,3),(f,b,l,3,7),(a,b,k,6,18),(f,b,k,3,18)}

r4

ok(PA_1*), transit(Z_1*, Y, PB_1), (X,Z,Z_1,PA,PA_1) in {(a,b,c,6,3),(a,b,l,6,7),(e,f,b,2,3),
(f,b,c,3,3),(f,b,l,3,7),(a,b,k,6,18),(f,b,k,3,18)}
PB is PA_1* + PB_1, P is PA* + PB

database

direct(Z*, W, PA_1), ok(PA_1), transit(Z_1, Y, PB_1), (X,Z,PA) in {(a,b,6),(b,c,3),(b,l,7),(e,f,2),
(f,b,3)}
PB is PA_1 + PB_1, P is PA* + PB

r3

transit(Z*, Y, PB),P is PA* + PB

builtin

PA* < 15,transit(Z*, Y, PB),P is PA* + PB (X,Z,PA) in {(a,b,6),(b,c,3),(b,l,7),(e,f,2),
(f,b,3),(b,k,18)}

r4

ok(PA*),transit(Z*, Y, PB),P is PA* + PB (X,Z,PA) in {(a,b,6),(b,c,3),(b,l,7),(e,f,2),
(f,b,3),(b,k,18)}

database

direct(X, Z, PA), ok(PA),
{}
transit(Z, Y, PB),P is PA + PB

r3

{}

(X,Z,Y,P1,P2) in {(a,b,c,6,3),(a,b,l,6,7),(e,f,b,2,3),ok(PB*),
P is PA* + PB*
(f,b,c,3,3),(f,b,l,3,7),(a,b,k,6,18),(f,b,k,3,18)}

(X,Y,P) in {(a,b,6),
(b,c,3),(b,l,7),(e,f,2),
(f,b,3)}

(X,Y,P) in {(a,b,6),
(b,c,3),(b,l,7),(e,f,2), P* < 15
builtin
(f,b,3),(b,k,18)}

(X,Y,P) in {(a,b,6),
(b,c,3),(b,l,7),(e,f,2), ok(P*)
(f,b,3),(b,k,18)}
r4

{}

r2

transit(X,Y,P) {}

r1

trip(D,F,C)

whereas much of the deduction can be common between several deduced
facts.
We have dened the DDB tree, a new structure based on SLD trees. This
tree merges the common deduction steps thanks to the notion of substitution
set. The DDB tree is much smaller and better structured than a plain forest
of proof trees.
DDB trees can be shown to users or can be analyzed further by an
explanation system.
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1. Introduction
Conventional programming techniques are not well suited for solving many highly combinatorial
industrial problems, like scheduling, decision making, resource allocation or planning. Constraint
Programming (CP), an emerging software technology, offers an original approach allowing for efficient and flexible solving of complex problems, through combined implementation of various
constraint solvers and expert heuristics. Its applications are increasingly elded in various industries.
One of the main features of CP is a new approach to software production: the same program is
progressively improved at each step of the development cycle, from the first prototype until the final product. This makes debugging the cornerstone of CP technology. Existing debugging tools reveal to be ineffective in most industrial situations and tools developed for imperative or functional
programming are not adapted to the context of CP. The main reasons are that the huge numbers of
variables and constraints makes the computation state difficult to understand, and that the non
deterministic execution increases drastically the number of computation states which must be
analysed. As recognised in [CFGG95] “constraint program are particularly hard to debug, in that it
is practically impossible to follow constraint propagation step by step for any non-toy program”.
The main objective of the DiSCiPl project is “to define, to implement and to assess novel and effective
debugging systems for Constraint Programming”. We consider debugging in a broad sense: it concerns
both validation aspects (to build a correct application) as well as methodological aspects (to find
the best solution to a problem by better understanding of constraint solver behaviour). To satisfy
these objectives, tools must locate and explain bugs, and graphic tools must help interpreting program behaviour and results. To reach these goals, we need a clear picture of what is currently used
(be novel) , what is needed by CP programmers and can be reasonably done on existing widelyused platforms (be effective). Novelty and effectiveness were the fundamental objectives of the definition of the DiSCiPl consortium, which includes four academics members and four industrial
members. A wider industrial participation is guaranteed by the members of the Advisory Committee.
The goal of the task T.WP1.1 “Clarification of functionalities. Selection of the tools” is to identify clearly
the needs of the programmers in terms of debugging, during the whole life-cycle of a CP-based
software project, and to select the tools which will be developed in the realm of the project to address these needs. This report focuses on the identification of the needs. The instrument to collect
these needs was a questionnaire. This questionnaire has been distributed among the members of
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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the consortium and of the advisory committee, and through the most important mailing lists related to Constraint Programming.
The structure of the paper is the following: section two fully describes the questionnaire and
summarise the answers. Section three discusses how the multiple debugging needs emerging from
the questionnaire can be collapsed in two categories of debugging. Section four explains how the
DiSCiPl project will tackle these two categories. Section five contains some conclusive remarks.

2. A questionnaire on debugging needs
The best way to have a picture of current debugging needs is asking people who day by day develop CP programs. The simplest way to do it is using a questionnaire. The questionnaire has been
circulated in two different times:
• firstly it was circulated only among partners and members of the advisory committee. We collected fifteen complete answers, some of which summarise the experience of many persons
working at the same site. The main reason for doing so was time constraint: we needed a reliable picture in a short time, to understand if our first ideas about new tools and techniques adhered to real needs. We were convinced that we could have found a good starting point form
these first answers because of the very high experience (theoretical and practical) of these selected persons. It might be argued that it is not fair to ask for a problem definition to the persons who must solve it. However, over the fifteen answers, only two came from persons directly involved in the study and development of new tools;
• in a subsequent period the questionnaire was circulated world-wide through the main mailing
lists concerning Constraint Programming. A web version was made available on the site of the
project. At the end, we collected 21 answers, giving a global sample of 35 filled questionnaire.
We analysed the data considering two samples:
1. answers collected inside the consortium. These form the DiSCiPl Sample;
2. the totality of the answers. These form the Global Sample.
In the following we report separately about the two samples whenever they lead to perceptible
differences. Another type of aggregation is based on the distinction between academic and industrial institutions: goals, platforms, activities and problems are different in these two environments, hence it is worth to describe these differences.
The questionnaire is composed by nine questions. Question Q1 concerns individual information.
Questions Q2 ... Q3 describe the CP experience of the person filling the questionnaire. Questions
Q4 ... Q7 describe several aspects of a bug: symptoms, tools used to locate it, frequency of appearance, fixing difficulty. Question Q8 asks for the main features of an ideal debugger. All questions
propose a choice on a space of alternatives. Comments, ideas and examples were encouraged and
we collected many ones. Most of them are a significant contribution and we include them in the
report (for confidential purposes, we do not quote the authors full names). Thanks to all these persons for their help. Special thanks to Eric Vetillard for the strong help in the definition of the questionnaire, and to Peter Chan and Trijntje Cornellisens for proposing some interesting questions.

2.1 Individual information: Q1
This question concerns general individual information about the person answering to the questionnaire:
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c. Institution
a. Name
d. Type of institution (Company, Academic)
b. Function

The first aggregation of the samples concerns which type of institution the answering persons belong to. C stands for company, while U stands for University. As we shall see, this distinction is
sometimes relevant to give a better interpretation of the data.
DiSCiPl Sample

Global Sample

U
21%

U
45%

C
55%

C
79%

As we can see the DiSCiPl sample is somehow dominated by people coming from industry. This
dominance has been re-equilibrated in the Global Sample.
The second extracted information concerns the geographical distribution of the answers. Here we
are interested in the location of the institution, not in the nationality of the person. The first figure
is about the percentage of answers per country, the second figure is about the percentage of involved institutions per country.

USA
SWE 9%
3%

AUS B
3% 3%

D
6%

SWE
4%
I
7%

E
11%

I
11%

AUS B
4% 4%

D
7%

E
10%

GB
11%

GB
9%

Answers per
Country

USA
11%

F
45%

Institutions per
Country

F
42%

About 85% of the answers come from a european country. It is worth noting the big share of people
coming from French universities and companies.
The next figures give the numbers of the answers per country highlighting the difference between
university and industry:
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Answers per Country
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

C

USA

SWE

I

GB

F

E

D

B

AUS

U

2.2 Constraint programming experience: Q2
This section of questions is devoted to describe the constraint programming experience of the interviewed persons. We consider factors as:
• the number of years spent developing CP programs;
• if these programs were applications or prototypes.

2.2.1 Programming experience
The question about the programming experience provides four mutually exclusive answers:
Global Sample
d
0%

a. Over 5 years

c
27%

b. 3 to 5 years

a
37%

c. 1 to 2 years
d. Less than 1 year

b
36%

About 70% of the sample has been programming CP languages for more than 3 years. The 37% of
them has quite a solid experience (more than 5 years). Nobody declared less than one year. These
data confirm the strong competence of the people interviewed.

2.2.2 Development experience
The goal of this question is to verify the type of development experience of the interviewed persons. Many of them gave multiple answers to this question, but they all obeyed the following rule:
who has developed at least one operational application, he/she developed several prototypes before. Hence we applied this rule to obtain a set of mutually exclusive answers.
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c. Several prototypes
a. Several operational applications
d. One prototype
b. One operational application
e. No current exploitation

DiSCiPl Sample

Global Sample

e, d
0%

e, d
0%

a
26%

a
36%

c
43%

c
56%
b
18%

b
21%

Taking a look at the DiSCiPl sample, we can see that more than 50% of the sample developed at
least one operational application, while the 100% developed more than one prototype. On the
global sample we have a slight decrease of experience on operational applications. This is due to
the stronger contribute of universities in the global sample. If we consider the global sample restricted to universities and companies, we have a better picture of their activities.
Global Company Sample

Global University Sample
a
7%

c
32%

b
7%

a
42%

c
86%

b
26%

It should be stressed that it is not necessarily true that developing only prototypes conveys fewer
CP experience. A prototype is very often the kernel solver of the problem, which is the hardest and
most important part of the application. Obviously, academic users often develop only prototypes
for studying purposes. On the other hand, even if building the rest of the application is much more
a standard development matter, this gives a global view on the maturity of the used platform. As it
will be clear in the following, developing real-world applications rises relevant issues as data consistency, maintenance of the application and memory consumption.

2.3 Type of applications developed: Q3
This section describes in further detail the applications/prototypes developed. The arguments are
• type of problems faced;
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• type of solver used;
• size of the resulting problems in terms of lines of code, number of domain variables and constraints, memory usage and so on.

2.3.1 Type of problems
This question provides a snapshot of the application area of CP technology. Planning, scheduling
and resource allocation are the main targets, but significant slices are covered by other optimisation
problems and more general ones. The data source is the global sample. No significant distinction
was evident between the global sample and the DiSCiPl Sample, or between universities and companies.
Global Sample
a. Planning

e
19%

b. Scheduling

a
20%

c. Resource Allocation

d
18%

d. Other optimisation { }
e. Other problems

b
25%
c
18%

Other reported application areas include: chemical modelisation, 2D placement with complex constraints, 3D placement in a non-convex volume, layout of mechanical objects, time-tabling, network
optimisation, operational control, configuration.

2.3.2 Size of problems
This section tries to frame some dimensional parameters of CP applications and prototypes.
Because of the strong difference over the final objective of the developed applications, we separated answers in two categories: those coming from industrial users (C) and those from academic
users (U). We report data of both samples, although the global one seem to be more reliable because of a better distribution of answers coming from universities and companies.
We asked to estimate the largest and average value of each parameter. We computed the average
of the largest value reported and the average of the average value reported. For completeness, we
indicate also the absolute maximal value.

2.3.2.1 Problems Formulation
The first dimensional parameter concerns the constraint model. We asked the largest and average
number of (domain) variables and constraints. By (domain) variables we intend variables belonging to the constraint model formulation
a. Largest number of (domain) variables

c. Largest number of constraints

b. Average number of (domain) variables

d. Average number of constraints
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Global Sample

DiSCiPl Sample
a

b

c

C

27.000

1.100 184.000

2.600

U

2.550

50

20

Max

200.000 -

5.000

a

b

c

d

C

18.000

1000

114.000

2.000

U

3500

950

100.000

2000

Max

200.000

-

1.000.000 -

d

1.000.000 -

This question does not distinguish between “local constraints” and global constraints. A local constraint involves few variables and expresses a simple condition. Propagation inside a local constraint can be traced and understood. A modelisation based on local constraint often uses a lot of
them (hundreds of thousand or millions). A global constraint works on sets of variables whose cardinality can be relevant, and expresses complex conditions which must hold among these variables. Propagation inside a global constraint can hardly be traced and understood. Modelisation
based on global constraints often uses few of them (at most hundreds), sometimes even only one.
They are used as building blocks in the modelisation and can be linked together in multiple ways
(see [SK95]).

2.3.2.2 Code size
The third dimensional parameter concerns the code size in number of lines.
a. Size of the largest software developed
b. Size of the average software developed

DiSCiPl Sample

Global Sample

a

b

a

b

C

14.200

3.600

C

14.600

3.800

U

300

75

U

4000

300

Max

60.000

-

Max

60.000

-

2.3.2.3 Memory usage
The fourth dimensional parameter concerns the memory usage in Mbytes. Memory consumption
of CP applications can be considerable in certain instances of problems where storing all domain
variables and constraints involves a relevant dimension of the global stack.
a. Memory usage of the largest software developed
b. Memory usage of the average software developed

DiSCiPl Sample
a

b

C

67

13

U

19

Max 100

Global Sample
a

b

C

60

12

1

U

57

16

-

Max

120

-
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2.3.3 Type of solvers used
The type of solver used is another fundamental data to be considered in the process of tools selection.
a. Simple finite domains

e. Booleans

b. Finite domains with global constraints

f. Trees and lists (i.e. Prolog)

c. Linear

g. Other

d. Intervals

25
20
15

DiSCiPl

10

Global

5
0
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

As expected, finite domains and linear solvers are the most widely used. Prolog and its data
structures play a central role in the development of the applications.
Global Sample: U vs C
25
20
15
C

10

U

5
0
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

2.4 Bug symptoms: Q4
This section enters the hearth of the questionnaire. The focus is on bug symptoms, that is the signals that something in the program does not behave as expected.
The set of proposed symptoms was:
a. Compile/consult time error

d. Missing answers or no answers

b. Runtime error

e. Long to find answers

c. Wrong answers

f. Others

The reader rated the frequency of each symptom according to the following scale:
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2: Sometimes
0: Never
3: Frequently
1: Seldom
4:Very frequently

We report the average of the rated frequency and also the standard deviation to measure how far
the individual values are from the average.
Global Sample
4,00
3,50
3,00
2,50
2,00
1,50
1,00
0,50
0,00

Average
Std Dev

a

b

c

d

e

f

All the proposed symptoms have been recognised to be equally valid: they have been reported to
happen sometimes in the average. The stronger difference between U and C was registered on the e)
symptom leading to an average of 2.17 (std 1.38) of the former vs an average of 2.53 (std 0.96) of
the latter.
Note that symptoms a) and b) are probably due to typos in the program text or wrong constraint
declarations. Symptoms c) and d) are due to a wrong modelisation, while e) is a symptom of a performance problem.

2.5 Debugging tools used: Q5
After the symptom of a bug appears, the programmer is left with the job to find and fix it. Which
are the debugging tools that are currently used by CP programmers? We asked the frequency of
use of some standards tools or methods to debug a program, or to indicate any alternative.
The proposed tools/methods are:
a. Tracing on standard output (with write)
b. Console tracing (similar to dbx)
c. Source oriented program tracing (similar to dbxtool)
d. Constraint visualisation
e. Static program checking
f. Formal methods
g. Other

The scale is the same as in the previous question:
0: Never

3: Frequently

1: Seldom

4: Very frequently

2: Sometimes
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Global Sample
4,00
3,50
3,00
2,50
2,00

Average

1,50

Std Dev

1,00
0,50
0,00
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

Tracing on the output is the most frequently used method. All other methods are not very used, at least in
the average. This probably means that the actual CP debugging tools are inadequate. Traditional debuggers (box model or source oriented) should be improved. Constraint visualisation is not very used. This
might give the misleading impression that this method is not useful. However, as we shall see, there is a
great demand for “visual-graphical debuggers”. Constraint visualisation is not very used for this reason:
inspite of all facilities, constraint visualisation requires a certain amount of experience and programming
work that not all programmers have or can pay. There is hence a demand for graphical debugging tools
which are professionally developed and easy to use.
Comments
M. C.: the CHIP environment provides a console debugger allowing to trace CHIP code execution plus
constraint posting and waking. Constraint debugging is hard to achieve directly with the debugger and
often I have to modify the code and then rerun it several times. A tool might be developed to check code
and display information on objects, classes, predicates and graphics.
D. D.: since CLP(FD) is a Prolog-based system, the classical Prolog debugger is the simplest tool to use.
However, it does not inform very much on the state of the constraint store neither on the propagation
progress. Since the core of CLP(FD) is written in C, a C debugger (gdb / dbx /...) can be used to trace de
propagation process.
A. C. and A. F.: we use the Prolog box model debugger for pieces of code without constraints. Write
statements in the source code are used to:
• locate the problem;
• spy the domains of particular variables.
It is often useful to trace memory consumption as execution proceeds (a dramatic increase is a significant
symptom). If the symptoms remain, we try to reduce the problems down to minimal sizes at which they
still occur (by reducing the number of variables and removing constraint subsets).
Using application-oriented graphics also proves quite helpful:
• it is easier to see what is wrong with a given solution when it is displayed graphically than in textual
form;
• if the graphics are augmented with a propagation-driven animation, the dynamic picture is very useful, in particular for performance debugging;
• it allows indeed to visualise the program making some decisions obviously wrong, thus it gives hints
about possible mistakes or propagation weakness.
T. C. : for the constraint part I use tracing via standard output, for the labelling part I prefer graphics.
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P. G.:
• a) is used in order to locate the position of any serious error causing the abortion of the execution : it is
often the fastest solution to determine the wrong predicate in a big program. It is also used to trace a
large number of variables values during an execution, because the "write" predicate is generally fast
enough. I often use conditional write, in the following form :
(condition ->

write(something; true)

This allows to show very specific parts of the execution of a program.
• b) is used to follow a small part of the execution of the program, where you already know there is a
problem and where you want to check out the predicates being called and the value of parameters. It
can also help to understand the logical behaviour of a program and the reasons for failures.
• if you mean by "formal methods" checking again and again the source code, I should say that it is the
most used method when debugging. In fact, it is always used, and that's the reason why it would be
very nice to get a tool showing the source code while running a program, such as any C/C++ debugger.
C. L. P.: I put a lot of assertions in the program. Sometimes I run well-known test cases under different
scenarios, i.e. I check that the same constraints, given in a different order bring the same propagation results, and the same optimisation results when full optimisation is feasible (small test cases).
K. J.: I add a lot of redundant pre/post checks to my code (e.g. using assert in C++). My most common
debugging involve run the coding, receiving an assertion exception. I occasionally use dbx or dbxtool to
find where or why the assertion exception occurred. I prefer using tracing on stdout over dbx or dbxtool
because with most debugging tools it is to onerous to selectively get more or less information. I.e. you
have to manually set/remove breaks, watch points, etc.
I use trace statements with run-time flags so
that after adding a trace statement, I can selectively enable or disable it a run-time. I find this to be a more
effective means of getting more or less detail.

2.6 Type of bugs and their frequency: Q6
We come to one of the most relevant questions: which bugs affect constraint programs? We proposed the
following set of alternatives:
a. Typos
b. Unexpected term structure or type
c. Wrong constraint declaration
1. Missing constraints
2. Too many constraints
d. The intended semantics of the program are not respected
e. Data inconsistency
f. Other

We asked to rate the frequency of each one according to the usual scale:
0: Never

3: Frequently

1: Seldom

4: Very frequently

2: Sometimes
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4,00

Global Sample

3,50
3,00
2,50
2,00

Average

1,50

Std Dev

1,00
0,50
0,00
a

b

c.1

c.2

d

e

f

The most frequent type of error is the most stupid and simple to correct: a typo in the name of the predicate or in the name of the variable can produce unpredictable behaviours. All the other errors are considered significant: errors of type b) and d) are usually due to a wrong implementation of a procedure or
predicate, although b) is sometimes a direct consequence of a typo itself. Errors of type c) has to do with a
weak or over-constrained formulation of the model. A further distinction is necessary in the case of data
inconsistency. This type of problem is much more significant in the case of operational applications developed in an industrial environment than in the academic environment: the average rating in the former
is 3.4 vs. the average rating of 2 in the latter. This is obviously a consequence of the data-sets used in the
two environments. For example, benchmarks used at the university include coherent data sets, while industrial applications face the problems of changing data sets.
Comments
P. G.: most errors are due to :
• misspelled name for a variable (typographical error), always stupid but sometimes hard to find out;
• wrong type for a parameter, especially in huge global constraints where parameters can be quite complex lists;
• recursion difficulties, which make a program behave in an unexpected way (Prolog bugs);
• modelling problems with constraints: forgetting some constraints or posting to many ones, or difficulty for mapping complex constraints to physical problems (quite frequent when using "diffn" constraints with more than 3 dimensions...);
• difficulty to understand the way our own heuristic behaves and to guide the search for a (good) solution ( i.e. search tree control problems);
• memory management (stack overflow).
C. L. P.: errors in user-defined constraint propagation demon, errors in the code implementing the search
strategy (in both cases, the intended semantics of a sub-program are not respected).

2.7 Difficulties encountered: Q7
Which aspects of CP applications development are more difficult to face? This point is fundamental because these aspects probably need better debugging and monitoring tools to tackle them. The proposed
answers are a sort of recipe for constraint programming: to develop a CP application you need to understand the basic constraint propagation in your constraint network and how this reduces the domain variables. This understood, you have to find out the best labelling strategy that searches the solutions in the
fastest way. This achievement usually requires a tuning and optimising phase. Hence the proposed aspects were:
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c. understand the search space traversal
a. understand constraints propagation
d. tune and optimise the program
b. understand domains reduction
e. other

This time the rating is about the fixing difficulty
1: Not a problem

4: Very annoying problem

2: Not a big problem

5: Blocking problem

3: Quite a problem

4,00

Global Sample

3,50
3,00
2,50
2,00

Average

1,50

Std Dev

1,00
0,50
0,00
a

b

c

d

e

4,00

Global Sample: U vs C

3,50
3,00
2,50
2,00

U

1,50

C

1,00
0,50
0,00
a

b

c

d

e

The most crucial aspect of constraint programming is to improve the performance of the program. This is
not surprising since the attacked problems are inherently hard. Writing efficient programs require training and experience because in CP “there is not strict separation between modelling and implementing
tasks” ([SK95]) . Writing in a very short time a simple program which is correct but inefficient is a common experience for a CP programmer. This is a “bug” in a broader sense: the program does not work as
expected or desired: the modelisation is correct but the program does not find the solutions in the required time limits. We call the process of solving this problem “Performance debugging”.
Also the other aspects are recognised as relevant. We note a certain gap between the average ratings of
the industrial and the academic sample. This gap might suggest that the basic steps of constraint propagation and domain reduction require a certain knowledge.
Comments
D. D.: “the main problem is not to understand the propagation but really to trace it and detect
where/when/why it fails”.
A. C. and A. F.: debugging the program with respect to its intended semantics is one issue, but perhaps
not the hardest. One may not find immediately a correct set of constraints representing the problem specifications. Errors may occur due to a wrong usage of some arguments in global constraints... More diffi115
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cult is the problem of user-data inconsistency, i.e. of data not satisfying the specified hard constraints.
This will often require some pre-processing of the data and/or an alteration of the problem specification.
Even harder is performance debugging, when solutions are very slow to obtain for real-sized data, or the
system runs forever without providing solutions, or runs out of memory. The most likely cause is a constraint model leading to weak propagation, and/or poor heuristics.
T. C.: the most annoying errors are due to changing data sets, when the program is in use daily.

2.8 Your ideal C(L)P debugging environment: Q8
We asked to indicate the preferred debugging environment. Because of our incomplete description, some
people indicated more than one answer and gave a rating of preference (e.g. 1, 2, 3). We summarised
these heterogeneous indications assigning one unity to each sign of preference. We are confident that the
resulting graph captures the intentions of the sample.
Global Sample
a. Static debugging (at compile-time)

60

b. Text-oriented interactive debugging

50

c. Graphic-oriented interactive debugging

40

d. Other

30

C
U

20
10
0
a

b

c

d

There is a strong demand for graphical tools, which are considered the best way to have an intuitive,
synthetic and dynamic description of what is happening. However, graphics are not the panacea of all CP
debugging problems: what is also needed is an improvement of the traditional textual debuggers, enhancing the interaction with them and the information they can display.
Comments
M. C.: I think that we need graphics to organise and display the information from the debugger in an easily understandable way. On the other hand, we also need a tool that allows to:
• set dynamically constraints: most of the time it is difficult to test the effect of a new constraint without
restarting completely the solver (declare domain variables, posting constraints, etc.). Given a set of
variables and constraints on them, it should be possible to enter incrementally a new constraint via a
command line and to see the effect on domains.
• show simply why a constraint failed : constraint debugging (unlike constraint posting) is still a matter
of specialist knowing what are the propagation and domain reduction mechanisms. Explanation
mechanisms could help greatly the “normal” developer.
D. D.: the best environment would be a graphical, with tools to follow the propagation step. It should
provide a way:
• to inform the user when a fail occurs on a certain variable/constraint;
• to visualise domain reductions (intermediate values);
• to tune the code to improve its efficiency (may be through a profile information: where are the bottlenecks, where the propagation is not efficient, etc.) .
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A. C. and A. F.: the finite domains global constraints are the real issue. No industrial application in the
area of resource management or logistics can be completed without them. They are very expressive and
efficient but, since they encapsulate sets of variables and complex propagation, their utilisation is very
hard to debug. Hence we need graphic tools providing some insight into the behaviour of the global constraints and making it possible to see when deductions carried out by the constraint allow to fix parts of
the solution. This is dependent on the global constraint.
In general, tools are required for each constraint in order to
• visualise the behaviour of the constraint in terms of deductions carried out internally, e.g. show
obligatory areas with “cumulative”, or allow the constraint to be violated to some extent and visualise
the violation; such tools could be given also in form of example programs to be connected to application-oriented graphics;
• provide profiling information about particular constraint instances and variable instances. This will
help performance debugging by showing where the program wastes its time, which blind decisions it
makes, etc., thus giving ideas on which propagation to reinforce (if possible) by adding redundant
constraints, using additional arguments in the global constraints, etc. ;
• how to design relevant heuristics based on the bottlenecks. This will also ease the identification of
global inconsistencies.
It is not clear to us what could be done about the linear solver. Visualising the evolution of n-dimension
polytopes as new constraints are added seems hardly feasible.
CLIP group (UPM): in our opinion, an ideal debugger would be a combination of formal techniques with
graphical ones. The formal techniques could include things like type checking, inference of properties
and, more generally, assertion checking and generation. Basically, it would involve adding an assertion
language capable of expressing both the types of assertions given by the user and those generated by the
compiler. Checking of assertions could be done in part at compile-time and in part at run-time.
Graphical techniques should present the search space of predicates, domains of variables, and the relationships among constraints and variables are depicted in an intuitive way (this of course does not rule
out having a text-based debugger as a backup).
A viewer of the search space would show mainly the control paths of the program, i.e., the program execution “shape”. This can be very useful in debugging programs for efficiency. Thus, it would be useful in
order to have an idea of the amount of work underneath each control path.
Showing variable values, and current variable domains (and how execution affects them) would also be
great. The interface should allow selecting the variables to show, and the domains could be depicted perhaps using two-dimensional graphs or bar charts, or any other means that clearly depicts them in an intuitive way. These would be dynamic, in the sense that they would change as execution proceeds (this
could be driven by the user -- e.g., execution would proceed only if the user “clicks some button”).
The relationships and/or constraints among variables is another (and probably the most) important thing.
As in the previous case it would be required that it be possible to select the variables to be shown in some
way. Some constraints can also be abstracted away. For example, instead of showing the actual constraints a generic name could be given to a set of them in order to abstract them (it would be a good idea
to use for this the name of the predicate which actually placed those constraints). This would be one level
of abstraction, but different abstraction levels on the constraints and variables shown could be defined
(or, better, the user could be allowed to define the abstraction).
P. G.: the main features of a debugging environment should be
• a graphical interface allowing visualisation of the constraints, domain variables and of the search tree;
• interactive tracing and control of the execution of a program: possibility for the user to skip some
predicates calls, to run a goal during the execution of a program, etc.
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3. Debugging Needs
We think we can collapse the multiple emerging needs of debugging in two main categories:
• correctness debugging;
• performance debugging.
The rest of this section is devoted to illustrate the characteristics of these two categories.

3.1 Correctness debugging
By correctness debugging we mean the actions the programmer does in order to make the program behave
as expected, i.e. according to his/her intention. The ultimate goal of this debugging activity is to locate all
the errors and faults which are revealed by missing/incorrect answers (semantics errors). Note that the
missing answers problem resolves itself into two formidable (and undecidable) problems: detecting the
reason of failure and detecting non termination.
As we have seen, the potential sources of missing and incorrect answers are: typos in the program text,
wrong typing, wrong design and coding of modules and procedures, wrong constraint modelisation.
Finding these errors is the traditional debugging activity, but in the CP framework this is somehow complicated by the fact that the execution of the program is data-driven. Hence traditional step by step,
source oriented and trace oriented approaches are insufficient.
Sometimes, however, the problem is not in the program itself but in the consistency of the data set on
which it must operate. If we include in the semantics of the program all the possible data sets on which it
is intended to operate, we can see how data-inconsistency can be seen as a special case of correctness debugging: the semantics of the data are inconsistent or incompatible with the semantics of the program. It
is worth noting that this time it is not the program which must be debugged but the data-set. However
the symptom is likely to be the same: a missing or incorrect answer, and in general an unexpected behaviour of the program. Whatever the tools we are using for debugging the semantics of the program, they
should end up to be helpful to locate that the problem is on the data (although fixing it or guarantee data
consistency is another issue).

3.2 Performance debugging
Performance debugging has been posed as a very relevant problem. Constraint programs must be not
only correct but also efficient. This is very often a primary requisite for a constraint program. As stated in
[M95a]:
‘’Developing CLP applications is a difficult task. This is to a large extent due to the fact that CLP is usually being applied to combinatorial search problems for which no efficient algorithms are known. Instead of following some wellknown rules, the users have to experiment with various models, approaches and strategies to solve the problem. Apart
from handling the usual correctness debugging of their programs, users are also facing the problem of performance debugging, i.e. finding a way to execute CLP programs efficiently. To date, there exists no satisfactory methodology for debugging CLP programs. There are basically two ways to approach the problem: either try to apply all available methods exhaustively, last resort being the simplification and downscaling of the problem , or to analyse the behaviour of
the program and try to understand what is the reason for its poor performance. The current CLP systems unfortunately
offer little support for this task and there are not widely available tools which would support tracing and (performance)
debugging CLP programs.”

Most of the times, bad performances are due to a poor comprehension and modelisation of the problem.
Unfortunately this aspect is sometimes obscured by the constraint solver. As a first consequence of the
problem of performance debugging, there is a need to understand constraint propagation. Points to investigate are if and why
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• constraints are not waked when expected;
• constraints are uselessly waked (small or no reduction of domains).
However the problem it is not only to understand how propagation works, but also how propagation
fails. Finding the reason of failure is useful in trying to obtain efficient pruning of the failing search alternatives.
Performance debugging rises also the need to understand the search space traversal. Again, finding very
quickly a first set of solution and then running a long time for new ones is a very common behaviour for a
CP optimisation program execution. The programmer is left with the doubt if the program is lost in a local search or if the search space does not contain any better solution. Even when he/she realises that the
first case applies, very few information is provided on how he/she could change the labelling strategy.

4. Debugging Tools
The purpose of this section is to respond to the needs presented in section 2 and 3, and briefly describe
tools which will be realised by the DiSCiPl project. A broader description can be found in [Pro97].
Debugging is needed when the behaviour of the program at hand does not fulfil user's expectations. This
happens when the answers produced are different from expected, or when some expected answers are
missing. The results of the questionnaires show that also a poor performance of the program is often a
major problem: the time needed for computing answers may be too long for user's needs. Thus, programs
may require:
• performance debugging;
• correctness debugging (traditionally called incorrectness and insufficiency debugging).
For performance debugging, tools will be mainly based on visualisation of the program behaviour. Several tools will offer the possibility of studying the program behaviour from different points of view in order to help the user to understand the solvers behaviour and to improve the search strategies.
For correctness debugging, tools will take advantage of the declarative nature of CLP, based on a declarative kernel language. Such kernel has a “declarative semantics" independent from execution and performance. Our purpose is to exploit such semantics as much as possible to debug CLP programs; in particular to apply the methods of static analysis of programs.
The tools proposed will lead to a high level of integration of debugging phases, combining performance
and correctness debugging.
Debugging environments will be developed to facilitate integration of the tools and their use for various
purposes. For example unexpected answers may trigger unexpected search, in which case it may be convenient to interleave the use of tools based on the declarative semantics with the use of search visualisation tools.
According to the requirement expressed in the previous sections, graphical tools are perceived by users as
potentially very useful, offering an interesting complement to assertion-based and declarative debugging
tools. One of the main reasons for this is an intuition that for some aspects graphical tools can potentially
depict complex information in a more compact and understandable form. This may allow coping with information which is more detailed and/or more procedural than the one the user can deal with using assertion-based tools, as well as having a global or more abstract picture of certain complex data or computation.
The tools to be developed should be useful to a wide range of users. This includes naive users, which are
mainly concerned with a basic understanding of the operation of the constraints program and of correctness issues. However, such users are often also interested in a basic understanding of some performance
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issues. The tools should also be interesting to advanced users, which will be developing large applications, and which will be more concerned with performance issues and the operational details of the
search. Finally, system developers represent yet another group of users, who are basically interested in
studying the performance of internal algorithms. However, although the tools developed will probably
also be of use to system developers, they are not perceived as the primary target of the project's tools.
Due to the variety of users and aspects apparent from the previous discussion, the range of possible tools
for debugging of constraint programs is quite large. Many of the aspects to be dealt with are quite experimental, and the literature on the topic is relatively scarce. This implies some difficulty in defining a
priori the characteristics of the debugging and visualisation tools to be developed in a very precise way.
Some of these aspects are user requirements for debugging, controlling, understanding and improving
constraint programs developed for complex and combinatorial use applications [SC95].
We propose two kinds of tools: those referring to a single computation, and those referring to all the computations of a program. In both kinds graphical interfaces may be of great value.

4.1 Tools related to a single computation
They support investigation of a single test run, i.e. of the search space for some initial goal. They include:
1. graphical tools for presentation of the search space, variables and constraints to the user, mainly for
purposes of performance debugging. The tools should provide various means of focusing and abstraction, in order to cope with the, usually great, size of the search space, number of variables and
constraints. This will include as a special case the functionalities present in box model Prolog debuggers;
2. declarative debugger(s) for localisation of incorrectness and insufficiency errors. Declarative diagnosis
is a particular kind of searching an SLD-tree; a proof tree used in incorrectness diagnosis can be seen
as an abstraction of a branch of an SLD-tree. In traditional approaches the LD tree traversed is hidden
from the user, who has to concentrate on declarative aspects. A graphical interface may visualise the
nodes of the tree connected with the queries of the diagnoser.

4.2 Tools referring to all possible computations
A program showing an unexpected behaviour violates some requirement. Finding the error may be quite
difficult since this may require exhaustive testing. The tools proposed in this section address a more general question: whether or not all computations of a given program satisfy a given requirement. These tools
facilitate analysis of a single computation while searching for the reasons of unexpected behaviour. In this
approach, a program analysis is done statically and its results are valid for all runs of the program. Here
we plan tools for both inferring and checking program properties, mainly for the purpose of correctness
debugging. The properties will be expressed as assertions, the proposal focuses on the use of types. Note
that program analysis may concern declarative and dynamic properties as well. Notice also that the language of assertions may be useful as a focusing tool for graphical presentation of the search space, for example for localisation of certain nodes.
It is possible that static analysis techniques could also be applied to performance debugging. This would
require some kind of global cost analysis for all computations of the program. This may be a subject of
future research, but in the present state of the art it is rather difficult to propose a tool for performance
debugging based on global analysis techniques.
Verification can in general be done by proving a given property (requirement) via a dedicated prover.
Another approach to verification is to infer automatically properties of a program and to compare them
with the requirements. Independently of the technique used, verification can be seen as a process which
receives a program and a set of requirements as input and returns, for each requirement, one of the following three values:
• the requirement holds, i.e. it is verified. This is the most favourable situation;
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• the verifier is unable to prove nor disprove the requirement. This may be because the requirement is
not fulfilled or because the verifier is not complete;
• the requirement is proved not to hold, i.e. there exists a computation for which the property does not
hold. This is a “symptom” that something is wrong in the program and diagnosis should start in order
to correct it.
We therefore have three types of tools:
• provers: tools which attempt to prove that a certain property holds. Take as input a program and a
property. Give as output the result “proved”, “disproved”, or “unknown";
• analysers: tools which infer properties from a program. Take as input a program. Give as output a set
of properties;
• comparators: tools which compare two (sets of) properties in an attempt to prove one of them, the
“requirement", with the other one, the “warrant”. Take as input the two properties. As in the case of
provers, they give as output the result “proved” (if the requirement is implied by the warrant),
“disproved” (if the requirement is guaranteed not to hold in view of the warrant), or “unknown”.

4.3 Target platforms
During the project, a series of debugging tools which combine several basic tools will be developed. The
better understood will be developed by the industrial partners, and the more experimental will be prototyped by the university partners. Four CLP platforms will be upgraded with such debugging environments:
• CLP(FD + Interval);
• CIAO;
• CHIP V5 (beta version);
• Prolog IV (beta version);

5. Conclusions
Several positive conclusions can be drawn from this summary of the questionnaire data. Almost all questions have provided significant and coherent answers. These answers globally capture the multiple aspects of CP development. The consortium includes all different “souls” of the current CP community:
academic researchers, industrial platforms developers and sellers, professional end users. All these different actors exchange information and experience in a very short time.
As it is clear from the result of question Q8 and from the collected comments, users express a strong demand for graphical tools. It is not a novelty that they can be very helpful. All current CP platforms provide (or can be linked to) graphical environments. Hence users already experienced the usefulness of a
graphical description. The main goal of the project here is hence to provide tools which are flexible, powerful and conceptually new, instead of leaving the users to program his/her own.
A different perspective must be taken in the case of assertions and declarative debugging. Here the project aims to be more experimental and research oriented. In the case of assertions, the point to understand
is if some research topics (assertion verification and synthesis, abstract interpretation) have reached the
level of maturity to provide effective tools in the difficult context of industrial constraint programming. In
the case of declarative debugging the approach is even more oriented toward pure research: this attrac-
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tive schema must attack the problem of abstracting complex computational states to let the programmer
decide about their correctness.
[
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Declarative Diagnosis of Constraint Programs:
an assertion-based approach
Johan Boye, Wlodek Drabent, Jan Maluszynski
April 21, 1997
Abstract
This paper discusses adaptation of the declarative diagnosis techniques for
the use in constraint logic programming. The objective is to show how the
well-known concepts are to be modied in this setting. In particular, the paper
outlines basic algorithms for diagnosing incorrectness errors and insuciency
errors for constraint programs over arbitrary domains.
The main focus is on dening kinds of assertions needed to facilitate the
task of answering of debugger queries. The examples illustrate the use of the
proposed assertions in the declarative diagnosis algorithms for nite domain
constraint programs.

1 Introduction
How to debug constraint logic programs is an important practical problem. Due
to the complexity of the operational semantics of such programs, the information
obtained by tracing the execution is dicult to understand. The alternative idea of
declarative diagnosis, proposed for logic programs (see e.g. 19, 14, 17]), is applicable
also in the case of constraint programs 16, 20]. However, the declarative diagnosis
algorithms assume that the user is able to answer queries whether or not certain
intermediate results of the computation correspond to her expectations. In practice,
such questions may be very complex and virtually impossible to answer. We believe
that this approach is unrealistic even for moderately sized programs.
This paper proposes an alternative approach where the user has a possibility of
answering queries indirectly, by formulating simple assertions about the expected
results. We will not commit ourselves to any specic assertion language, but an
obvious possibility is to state assertions as additional constraints or small constraint
programs. In this case, the capabilities of the constraint solver may be exploited to
answer the queries. The use of assertions in declarative diagnosis of Prolog programs
has been already advocated in our previous work 11, 12] but the assertions used
there are dierent from those considered in this work.
In the framework of declarative diagnosis, two kinds of error symptoms are
distinguished:
An incorrectness symptom, where the program computes a result which is not
expected by the user
Linkoping University, Sweden janma@ida.liu.se. The second author is also aliated at
Institute of Computer Science, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw drabent@ipipan.waw.pl.
This work was partly supported by ESPRIT project DiSCiPL (22532). The second author was
also supported by Polish Academy of Sciences.
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An insuciency symptom, where a program fails to compute some results
expected by the user, after traversing whole search space (which must thus be
nite).
Figure 1 shows the general situation.
Computed
answers

Expected
answers

= insufficiency symptoms
= incorrectness symptoms

Figure 1: Error symptoms

incorrectness
diagnosis
insuciency
diagnosis

The user initiates a diagnosis session when she observes an error symptom. In
case of incorrectness, the proof tree resulting from the computation is analysed, and
the aim of the diagnosis is to nd an erroneous clause in the program. This kind
of diagnosis is called incorrectness diagnosis . In case of insuciency, the search
space for a given goal is to be analysed. The aim in this case is to identify a unique
predicate whose denition must be extended to avoid the insuciency symptom that
triggered the diagnosis. This insuciency diagnosis also produces a constraint, that
gives more precise information about the source of the problem.
When diagnosing incorrectness, the user has to tell the diagnoser if given computed results are correct or not. When diagnosing insuciency, the user has to say
whether or not some answers are missing in the set of all answers computed for a
given goal. These two kinds of questions are of dierent nature and if we want to
answer them by assertions, dierent kinds of assertions may be needed. The paper
shows that in incorrectness diagnosis assertions specifying universal properties of
the computed answers may be useful. A property which should be satised by every
computed answer determines a superset of the set of correct answers and is called
a superset assertions . Any answer which does not have the required property is
thus incorrect. On the other hand, when diagnosing insuciency we may state that
there should be a computed answer satisfying certain property. Such an existential assertion may be very useful for providing an evidence that some answers are
missing.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides some basic notions concerning constraint logic programs. Section 3.1 outlines our approach to incorrectness
diagnosis with assertions, and section 3.2 discusses insuciency diagnosis with assertions. Sections 4 and 5 outline some future research and discuss related work.
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A running example of a simple constraint program (n queens) is used as an
illustration of the approach.

2 Constraint Logic Programs
This section summarises some formal notions needed for a precise statement of the
method. The reader familiar with foundations of constraint logic programming may
directly proceed to Section 3.
As stated above, the declarative diagnosis is triggered when the user encounters
a discrepancy between her expectations and the actual outcome of a computation.
But outcomes of computations can be characterised by a declarative semantics,
without referring to any specic model of computation. In our approach, this reference semantics used for comparison with user expectations will be the least D-model
semantics (see e.g. 15]). On the other hand, for localisation of errors we will use
the notions of proof tree and search space, which can be linked to computations.

2.1 Syntax

We will consider denite programs interpreted over some a priori given domains,
called the constraint domains.
A constraint domain is a pair hL Di where L is a rst-order language with
equality, and D is a domain (a set). All function symbols of L are given a xed
interpretation on D.
The predicate symbols of L are divided into two disjoint sets:
constraint predicates , which are given a xed interpretation in D. These include the symbol =, interpreted as identity.
dened predicates , which may occur in program clause heads and for which
the user has an intended interpretation (on D)
A primitive constraint is an atomic formula whose predicate symbol is a constraint
predicate, e.g. X  Y + 1. For the purpose of this paper we dene a constraint to be
either a primitive constraint, or a formula c1 ^ c2 , where c1 and c2 are constraints,
or a formula 9~x c, where c is a constraint and ~x is a tuple of variables. Generally,
constraints are dened as a subset of the rst-order formulae over the alphabet of
function symbols and constraint predicates.
An atom is a formula of the form p(x1  : : :  xn ) where p is an n-ary dened
predicate and x1  : : :  xn are distinct variables. A clause is a formula of the form
a  c b1  : : :  bn where n  0, a b1 : : :  bn are atoms and c is a constraint. It may
be assumed that clauses are normalized in the sense that all arguments in the atoms
of a clause are variables and each variable in a clause occurs in at most one atom.
The clauses used in the examples are not normalized and can be seen as a syntactic
sugar for their normalized versions.
A constraint program is a set of clauses.
A goal is a conjunction of constraints and atoms. In the sequel we will assume
that the initial goal consists of a single atom g of the form p(~x), and of a single
constraint c, which may be empty. Such a constrained atom will be denoted gc].
Every initial goal can be transformed into the required form by adding an extra
clause to the program.
A common practice in programming is to deal with data structures such as lists,
trees, etc. In the examples discussed in this paper some function symbols of D
are distinguished as constructors . Any nullary constructor k belongs to D and is
interpreted as k. A n-ary constructor c is an interpreted as a function that maps
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constraint predicates
dened
predicates
constraint

atom
clause

program
goal
constrained
atom
constructors

any n-tuple (d1  ::: dn ) of the domain elements into a tree (which is an element of
the domain) whose root is labeled c and whose children are d1  ::: dn . Thus, D
consists of some basic values and of labeled trees whose leaves are basic values.
In the examples we will use the Prolog list notation when dealing with the list
constructors.

2.2 Logical Semantics

A valuation is a mapping from the variables of L to D. Valuations are extended
to terms, atoms and constraints in the standard way. A valuation v satises a
D-interpretation constraint c if v (c) is true in D. The notion of a D-interpretation is a generalization
of the notion of an Herbrand interpretation in logic programming. Constructors
are interpreted as dened above. The remaning function symbols have their xed
interpretation in D. We can view a D-interpretation I as a set of objects of the
form
p(d1  : : :  dn )
where p is an n-ary dened predicate, and d1  : : :  dn 2 D. Such objects will be
D-atom
called D-atoms. A D-atom p(d~ ) is true in I i p(d~ ) 2 I . The usual concept of a
model can now be dened as follows. A D-interpretation I is a D-model of a clause
D-model
h  c b1  : : :  bn
if the following condition holds:
Whenever a valuation v satises c, and v(b1 ) : : :  v(bn ) are all true in I ,
then also v(h) is true in I .
A D-interpretation is a D-model of a program if it is a D-model of every clause of
the program.
The D-models are sets ordered by set inclusion. A well-known result is that
least D-model
every constraint program has a least D-model, which can also be characterised as
a least xpoint of a monotonic operator (see e.g. Jaar and Maher 15]). We will
assume that the constraint domain D is xed for a given program P .
Let g be an atom of the form p(x1  ::: xn ), where x1  ::: xn are distinct variables.
represents
Then for every valuation v on D v(g) is a D-atom. A goal gc] represents the set of
all D-atoms v(g) such that c is true under the valuation v. This set will be denoted
goal clause
 gc] ] . By the goal clause corresponding to a goal gc] we mean  c g.
valuation

2.3 An Example Program

The n-queens problem is the problem of placing n chess queens on an n  n chessboard, so that no two queens attack each other. A solution to the problem can be
represented as an n-place list, where the value j at place i means that the queen in
le i is placed on row j . Fig. 2 shows a solution to the 8-queens problem, together
with its list representation. The program in Fig. 2, which is written in the CLP
language ECLiPSe 13], solves the problem. The domain D is the set of integers
between 1 and some xed integer N and of the lists over such integers. The call
make list(N List) creates a list of N distinct variables, and the call List :: 1::N
states that all variables in List range from 1 to N. The call labeling(List) enumerates all the possible values for List in a straightforward way. The predicate
constrain queens and its sub-predicates constrain the variables in List. The
constraint predicates are ## and #=. They denote \not equal to" and \equal to",
respectively. The non constructor function symbols are the integers and the arithmetic operators, interpreted in the obvious way.
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2.4 Proof trees
This section discusses a notion of a proof tree, which makes it possible to relate the
least model semantics of a program to computations. The approach follows that of
8]. The notion of a proof tree will be used in declarative diagnosis of incorrectness.
A skeleton is a labeled ordered tree with nodes labeled by (renamed) clauses of skeleton
the program, by a goal clause or by \?" and such that:
the root is labeled by a (program or goal) clause,
if a node is labeled by a clause of the form h  a b1  : : :  bn (or by a goal
clause  a b1 with n = 1), where a is the constraint of the clause, then

[



1, 5 , 8 , 6 , 3 , 7 , 2 , 4

  :
 

nqueens(N List) 
make list(N List)
List :: 1..N,
constrain queens(List)
labeling(List)







:

:

constrain queens( ])
constrain queens(XjY]) 
safe(X Y 1)
constrain queens(Y)

  

:

]

safe(  ] )
safe(X YjT] K) 
noattack(X Y K)
K1 #= K+1,
safe(X T K1)

 

  
:

 

noattack(X Y K) 
X ## Y,
X+K ## Y,
X-K ## Y.

Figure 2: Above: A solution to the 8-queens problem with its list representation
Below: A program for the n-queens problem
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{ it has n children,
{ if the i-th child is labeled by a clause then the head predicate of this

clause and the predicate of bi are identical
no two clauses labeling two distinct nodes of the skeleton have a common
variable
if a node is labeled by \?" then it is a leaf node if a node is labeled by a goal
clause then it is the root.
Notice that a skeleton denes two ordering relations on the nodes: the parentchild
and the left-to-right ordering. A (leaf) node labeled by \?" will be
incomplete node calledordering
an incomplete node of the skeleton. A skeleton is said to be complete if it has
complete skeleton no incomplete nodes.
Let i be a number such that a node of a skeleton is the i-th child of its parent in
the left-to-right ordering. Then the i-th body atom in the clause instance labeling
associated atom the parent is said to be the associated atom of the node. Notice that for the root
node the associated atom does not exist.
For a given skeleton S let n1  : : :  nk be the sequence of all incomplete nodes of
S . The sequence ordering is dened by the left-to-right ordering on the nodes of
S . By a frontier of a S we mean the sequence b1 : : :  bk of the associated atoms of
n1 ,. . . nk .
clause skeleton
A skeleton S is said to be a clause skeleton of a clause c i its root is labeled by
c and the children of the root are incomplete nodes.
skeleton's set of
For a given skeleton S the set C (S ) of constraints, to be called the set of conconstraints
straints of S , consists of:
the constraints of all clauses labeling the nodes of S
all equations ~x = ~y where ~x are the arguments of the i-th body atom of the
clause labeling a node n of S and ~y are the arguments of the head atom of
the clause labeling the i-th child of n.
proper skeleton A skeleton is called proper if its set of constraints is satisable.
A proof tree for a program P is a complete skeleton whose set of constraints
proof tree
is satisable and whose nodes are labeled by variants of the clauses of P or by
some goal clause. A graphical representation of an example proof tree is given
in Fig. 4. In this representation the nodes are labeled not by clauses but by the
associated atoms. Moreover, the arguments are replaced by their values whenever
the constraints dene them uniquely. (This representation is closer to a usual notion
of a proof tree in logic programming).
We will say that a proof tree T (with the set of constraints C and the root
proof tree for a labeled by  c  h) is a proof tree for a constrained atom hc] i c is equivalent to
constrained
9h C , where 9h C denotes existential quantication over all variables of C that do
atom
not occur in h.
For practical purposes it would be important to simplify constraints associated
with a given skeleton.
0

2.5 Towards an operational semantics

The objective of an ideal operational semantics would be to construct all proof trees
of a given goal. A simple idea would be to construct skeletons in a top-down manner,
and to check satisability of the accumulated constraints. One should not delay the
satisability check until construction of a complete skeleton, since for every recursive
program the number of skeletons is innite. A natural choice would be to check
satisability after adding every new instance of a clause to the existing skeletons.
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However, in general there may be no complete algorithms for checking satisability
of constraints in a given constraint domain. Following 20] this can be abstracted
as an assumption that there is some sucient condition for unsatisability to be
called the reject criterion. This is an abstraction for a spectrum of behaviours. An
operational semantics of a program can now be dened in terms of skeletons, using
reject criterion. We will also need the concept of a selection rule (or computation
rule), which selects an incomplete node of a given skeleton in order to extend it
with a copy of a program clause. In this paper we assume that the selection rule
is total, i.e. that the selection rule will always select an incomplete node if such a
node exists.
For given goal p(x1  : : :  xn )c], reject criterion and selection rule, a computation
is a sequence of proper skeletons S0  : : :  Sk , such that S0 is a clause skeleton of
a clause of the form  c p(x1  :: xn ), and for each i = 1 : : :  k Si is obtained by
extending the incomplete node of Si 1 selected by the selection rule. By the selected
subgoal of the computation step we mean the constrained atom gc] where g is the
associated atom of the selected node of Si 1 and c is the constraint of this skeleton.
Notice that there may be several dierent extensions of the selected node. This
happens if several program clauses are applicable and give proper skeletons. Thus,
for a given selection rule and given initial goal gc] the search space may be represented as a tree with the root labeled by the clause skeleton for the goal clause
 c g . Every node corresponds then to a skeleton, and each of its children corresponds to a dierent extension. The transitive and irreexive closure of the child
relation will be called the ospring relation.
Every node of the search space is labeled by a sequence of atoms and has an
associated constraint. Both elements are determined by the skeleton S corresponding to the considered node. They are: the frontier of S and the constraint of S .
A leaf labeled by an empty sequence whose associated constraint is satisable1 will
be called a success node. In practice we have to extend this concept by replacing
satisability condition by the condition that the constraint is not rejected by the
reject criterion.
In the special case of the Herbrand constraint domain the constraints are represented by substitutions and the notion of search space reduces to the notion of
SLD-tree.
If the selection rule is that of Prolog then a node n of the search space is said
to be a proper ospring of a node n labeled by a sequence of atoms a1  :: an , i
n is an ospring of n in the search space,
the label of n is a2  ::: an ,
there is no node m with the above properties and such that m is an ospring
of n and n is an ospring of n.
So the fragment of computation between node n and n corresponds to a success of
a1 .
As explained above, every computation of a program corresponds to construction
of a branch of the search space. By an exhaustive search we mean the process which
eventually constructs the whole search space. In practice this is possible only if the
space is nite.
;

reject criterion
selection rule

computation
selected subgoal

;

search space

0

proper ospring

0

0

0

0

3 Declarative Diagnosis with Assertions
In the previous work on declarative diagnosis it has been assumed that there exists
a unique set I , usually called \the intended model", describing exactly the expec1

Thus the corresponding skeleton is a proof tree.
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search

assertion

tations of the user. When referring to the least model semantics, this would mean
that by correcting all errors in a given program, we would obtain a new program
with the least model I . Recall that in the case of constraint programs the elements
of the set I are D-atoms. Generally, a single D-atom may not be expressible in the
language, for example when the elements of D are real numbers. In that case the
language can only specify sets of atoms.
An assertion is a statement that partially describes I . Our example assertions
will describe supersets of I when diagnosing incorrectness, and sets having nonempty intersection with I , when diagnosing insuciency. In this article, we will
not concern ourselves with any rigorous denition of the assertion language (the
assertions will be given in natural language, and their semantics will be informally
discussed). However, in all the examples the assertions could be dened as simple
constraints or small constraint programs.

3.1 Incorrectness Diagnosis

incorrectness
symptom
incorrectness
diagnosis

intermediate
result

Incorrectness is a situation when a computed constraint does not conform to the
expectations of the user. More precisely, for a given goal2 gc] a constraint a is
computed such that the set of D-atoms represented by ga], denoted  ga] ] is not a
subset of the intended model I . The constrained atom ga] is called an incorrectness
symptom . We will say that ga] is true in the intended model I i  ga] ]  I .
Incorrectness diagnosis starts from an incorrectness symptom, and attempts to
localize the clause in the program that is responsible for this unexpected result.
More precisely, the aim is to nd a clause h  c ~b such that, for some valuation v
satisfying c, v(~b) is true in the intended model I , and v(h) is false in I . It is easy
to prove that such a clause must exist whenever an incorrectness symptom exists
(see e.g. Lloyd 17]). Intuitively, such a clause is the source of incorrectness, since
it transforms expected intermediate results into an incorrectness symptom. From
the logical point of view, the clause is false in the intended model I .
Since an incorrectness symptom ga] has been computed, there is a proof tree
T for it. (So the root of T is labeled by a goal clause  c g and has a single child
with the associated atom g). Let t be the conjunction of the constraints of T . By
the intermediate result connected to a node n of T we mean the constrained atom
pn tn ], where pn is the associated atom of n and tn is the constraint 9n t where 9n
denotes existential quantication over all variables of t which do not appear in pn .
Clearly, the intermediate result connected to the child of the root is an incorrectness
symptom (as a is 9m t, where m is the root's child).
The diagnosis process is essentially a (partial) traversal of the proof tree T . In
the basic algorithm, the diagnoser poses a question to the user for each visited node:
\Is this intermediate result what you expect?", or equivalently, \Is this constrained
atom true in the intended model?". The algorithm halts when encountering a node
n such that the intermediate result connected to n is an incorrectness symptom and
the intermediate results of all children of n are true in I . It reports then that the
clause labeling n is incorrect, and shows the intermediate results as justication.
The problem is that the questions mentioned in the previous paragraph can be
very dicult to answer. Our intention is to facilitate this task by allowing the user
the possibility of answering the questions by giving assertions. For instance, when
facing the problem of answering the question \Is gc] true in the intended model?",
the user may answer: \I expect that gc] has the property P ". The diagnoser then
checks whether the property P is satised or not. In case of a negative answer
(i.e. if gc] is in the shaded area of Fig. 3), the diagnoser concludes that gc] is an
2 Remember that we consider atomic initial goals, to simplify the presentation. This does not
lead to a loss of generality.
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incorrectness symptom, and progress is made in the diagnosis process. Otherwise,
gc] is or is not an incorrectness symptom but property P is too weak to conclude
this.
Computed
answers

Expected
answers

Answers satisfying the assertion

Figure 3: A superset assertion
This kind of assertions will be called superset assertions , since they, roughly superset
speaking, dene a superset of the set represented by the expected answers. The assertion
set of D-atoms represented by any correct answer should be included in the set
represented by a superset assertion. This is a constraint entailment check if the
assertion is expressed as a constraint. The set of all assertions given for a predicate,
will be called the specication for the predicate.
specication
We will now summarize how the diagnosis algorithm works. At the beginning of
the diagnosis process, the specication for each predicate is empty. As stated above,
the proof tree for the incorrectness symptom is traversed. At each visited node, the
system rst attempts to show that the associated constrained atom p(x1  : : :  xn )c]
is an incorrectness symptom by using the current specication for p. If this fails, a
question \Is p(x1  : : :  xn )c] true in the intended model?" is posed by the system.
The user can answer with:
a specication that augments the existing one. If the augmented specication
is not sucient for showing that p(x1  : : :  xn )c] is an incorrectness symptom
the question is repeated. If it shows that p(x1  : : :  xn )c] is an incorrectness
symptom then the algorithm proceeds as in the case of \No" answer below.
a \Yes" answer: the user conrms that p(x1  : : :  xn )c] is true in the intended
model. In this case the subtree rooted at this node will be excluded from
further search.
a \No" answer: the user conrms that p(x1  : : :  xn )c] is an incorrectness
symptom. In this case the diagnosis re-starts for the subtree rooted at one of
the children nodes.
a \Don't know" answer. A simple solution is to exclude the subtree rooted
at this node from further search, similarly as in the \yes" case. An alternative approach would be to search through this subtree with the hope that it
includes error symptoms which can be identied.
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If \don't know" subtrees are not examined the search terminates when all answers for n are \yes" or \don't know". If all answers are \yes" the clause labeling n
is reported erroneous. If at least one of the answers is \don't know" the error is not
precisely localized. It is reported that it is caused by the clause labeling either n or
a node in one of the subtrees rooted at the children of n with \don't know" answers.
Better localization of the error may be achieved by nding an error symptom in one
of the \don't know" subtrees. The decision, where to search may be consulted with
the user. Alternatively, the \don't know" answers may be withdrawn with a new
eort to give a denitive answer to the queries.3

Example 1 Consider the queens program of Sect. 2.3. We introduce an error in
the program by replacing the clause for noattack by the clause
noattack(X Y K) 
X ## Y,
X+K ## Y.

This clause is now under-constrained, and the rst result produced by the call
nqueens(8 List) is
List = 1 4 8 7 2 5 3 6]
It is possible to discover that this solution is incorrect by looking at a fragment of
the list above: The queens on les 3 and 4 are placed on rows 8 and 7, respectively,
so one can directly see that they attack each other. Thus the incorrect solution
violates a general property of the desired solutions, expressed below as an assertion.
Assertion: Whenever constrain queens(l) is a logical consequence
of the program, no two consecutive values in the list l should dier by
1.
The above assertion is a superset assertion, i.e. every desired solution satises this
assertion, but a list satisfying the assertion is not necessarily a desired solution. We
will now illustrate how this assertion is used in the debugging process. Fig. 4 shows
the proof tree for the incorrectness symptom

      

constrain queens(1 4 8 7 2 5 3 6])

At the top node, the user is asked whether this result is true or not in the intended
model. The user responds by giving the assertion above. Since the atom at this
node does not satisfy the assertion, the diagnoser concludes that the atom is an
incorrectness symptom, and proceeds to examine the children nodes. Since the
child node
constrain queens(4 8 7 2 5 3 6])
and its child node
constrain queens(8 7 2 5 3 6])
do not satisfy the assertion, the diagnoser automatically commits to the subtree
rooted by the latter atom. The second question posed to the user thus concerns one
of the children nodes, i.e.
safe(8 7 2 5 3 6] 1)
3 The algorithm outlined above commits the search to a subtree as soon as a \no" answer is
encountered. It is possible that some nodes excluded from the search would also give a \no" answer.
Exploring these branches would also lead to (partial) localization of an erroneous clause. This may
be another occurrence of the same erroneous clause, or an occurrence of another erroneous clause.
Finding and correcting one error at a time may be a good strategy but if answering queries in one
\no" branch is too dicult, it may be sometimes worthwhile to explore some other branches.
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constrain_queens([1,4,8,7,2,5,3,6])

safe(1,[4,8,7,2,5,3,6],1)

constrain_queens([4,8,7,2,5,3,6])

constrain_queens([8,7,2,5,3,6])

safe(4,[8,7,2,5,3,6],1)

constrain_queens([7,2,5,3,6])

safe(8,[7,2,5,3,6],1)

safe(7,[2,5,3,6],1)

Figure 4: A proof tree. At the nodes their associated atoms are displayed (instead
of the clauses labelling the nodes). The root node is not shown (it does not have
its associated atom).
Intuitively, this atom is incorrect for the same reason as the previous incorrectness
symptoms: The queen on row 8 attacks the queen on row 7. The user can now
give a new assertion concerning the predicate safe, or simply answer \No". In the
latter case, the diagnoser will immediately proceed to a child node, for instance

 

noattack(8 7 1)

If the user conrms that this atom is an incorrectness symptom, the diagnoser
concludes that the clause

 

noattack(X Y K) 
X ## Y,
X+K ## Y.

is erroneous, since the body consists only of constraints.

(End of example)

The example shows a simple assertion that eliminates the need for user interaction in several nodes of the proof tree. Notice that the granularity of incorrectness
diagnosis is limited to program clauses. Notice also that a superset assertion is not
able to conrm correctness of a constrained atom it is only able to nd out its
incorrectness.

3.2 Insuciency Diagnosis

Informally, insuciency is the situation where a program fails to compute some
expected solution. For a precise denition, we need some preliminary notions.
Throughout this section we require that the Prolog selection rule is used (the leftmost literal is selected).
Suppose the execution for a goal gc] terminates after having produced answer
constraints a1  : : :  an (upon backtracking). Then the set fga1] : : :  gan]g will be answer
collection
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called the answer collection for P and gc]. The union
i

answer set
slice
sucient
insucient
insuciency
symptom
insuciency
diagnosis

 gai ] ]

of the sets represented (conf. Section 2.2) by the answer collection will be called the
answer set of the goal.
A slice of a set S of D-atoms w.r.t. a constrained atom a is the intersection of
S and the set represented by a.
A program P is sucient for a goal g i the search space for P and g is nite,
and the slice of the intended model wrt g is a subset of the answer set.
A program P is insucient for a goal g i the search space for P and g is nite,
and P is not sucient for g. A goal g such that P is insucient for g will be called
an insuciency symptom of P . The notion of insuciency extends naturally for
non-atomic goals.
Insuciency diagnosis starts from an insuciency symptom, and attempts to
localise the predicate in the program whose denition needs to be augmented. More
precisely, the aim is to nd a constrained atom q(x1  : : :  xn )c] with the following
two properties:
q(x1  : : :  xn )c] is an insuciency symptom, and
whenever q(x1  : : :  xn )  c  ~b is a (possibly renamed) clause of the program,
the program is sucient for ~bc ^ c ].
Such a constrained atom will be called an uncovered atom.
A basic insuciency diagnosis algorithm communicates with the user by asking
queries of the form: \Does the answer collection fgc1 ] : : :  gck ]g (k  0) represent
all the expected solutions of the atomic query gc]?" (In our terminology, the
question is whether the program is sucient for the selected subgoal). Again, such
questions are usually hard to answer.
0

0

uncovered atom

Computed
answers

Expected
answers

Answers satisfying the existential
assertion

Figure 5: An existential assertion
existential
assertion

We propose to give the user a possibility to answer the questions by giving existential assertions. For instance, when facing the problem of answering the question
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\Do gc1 ] : : :  gck ] represent all solutions to the goal ga]?", the user may reply \I
expect that there is a solution with the property P ". The diagnoser then computes
the intersection between the union of the sets represented by gc1 ] : : :  gck ], and the
set of D-atoms having the property P . If the intersection is empty (illustrated in
Fig. 5), the diagnoser concludes that ga] is an insuciency symptom, and progress
is made in the diagnosis process. Otherwise, either ga] is not an insuciency
symptom or P is too weak to provide evidence for this.
In the insuciency diagnosing algorithm, the search space4 (with the Prolog
selection rule) for the insuciency symptom is traversed. At every step of the
traversal there is a set of active nodes from which the visited node is selected. The active node
initial set of active nodes includes the children of the root node of the search space5.
At each node visited, the diagnoser asks the user whether the computed constraints
for the selected subgoal at the node represent all the expected solutions. More
specically, the user faces a question of the form \Do gc1 ] : : :  gck ] represent all
solutions to the goal ga]?". She may answer it in one of the following four ways:
by giving an existential assertion. If the existential assertion is not sucient
for showing that ga] is an insuciency symptom, the question is repeated.
Otherwise, ga] is an insuciency symptom and the algorithm proceeds as in
the case of \No" answer below.
a \Yes" answer: the user conrms that gc1 ] : : :  gck ] represent all the desired
solutions to the goal ga]. In this case the visited node in the set of active
nodes is replaced by the set of all its proper osprings (conf. page 7).
a \No" answer: the user conrms that ga] is an insuciency symptom. In
this case the insuciency diagnosis re-starts with the search space of this
symptom.
a \Don't know" answer: the diagnosis proceeds as in the \Yes" case. However,
the user may return to this node at a later stage if she so pleases.
Upon termination of the diagnosis, the most recently found insuciency symptom
is returned as the result. If no \don't know" answers appear in the search space
for the symptom, the symptom is also an uncovered atom. Otherwise an uncovered
atom is not fully localised. If for a node n of the search space an answer \don't
know" was given then the uncovered atom may be present in the osprings of n.
More precisely, in those osprings of n that are not osprings of any proper ospring
(conf. Section 2.5) of n. (In other words, in the nodes between n and its proper
osprings). So, if a \don't know" answer is given about a procedure call then it is
possible that the error, for which we search, occurred in the computations related
to this call.
Even in the latter case the set of suspected predicates may constitute only a
small subset of all program predicates.

Example 2 Consider again the queens program of Sect. 2.3. We introduce an error
in the program by replacing the clause for noattack by the clause
noattack(X Y K) 
X ## Y,
X+K ## Y,
X-K ## Y,
X-K ## Y-1.

SLD-tree in the case of the Herbrand constraint domain.
So if the computation begins with an initial goal hc] then, for any element of the initial set,
its frontier is the right hand side of a clause applied to the initial goal.
4
5
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The clause is now over-constrained, and only two solutions are computed for the
call
nqueens(8 List)
The user knows that there should be more solutions, so she identies the call as an
insuciency symptom. The questions asked by the diagnosing algorithm rapidly
become very dicult. For instance, one of the rst subgoals to be computed is

       

safe(A B C D E F G H] 1)

which yields the constraint
A##B, 1+A-B##0, -1+A-B##0, 0+A-B##0, A##C, 2+A-C##0, -2+A-C##0,
-1+A-C##0, A##D, 3+A-D##0, -3+A-D##0, -2+A-D##0, A##E, 4+A-E##0,
-4+A-E##0, -3+A-E##0, A##F, 5+A-F##0, -5+A-F##0, -4+A-F##0, A##G,
6+A-G##0, -6+A-G##0, -5+A-G##0, A##H, 7+A-H##0, -7+A-H##0,
-6+A-H##0

Even for this small constraint, it is dicult to decide whether or not it reects our
expectations. We now give the following existential assertion:

Existential assertion: There should be a solution where the queen in
the rst le is placed on row 7, i.e. there should be a logical consequence
of the program which is an instance of safe(7 B C D E F G H] 1).
The goal safe(7 B C D E F G H] 1) returns the constraint
B1..5], C1..4,8], D1..3,6,8], E1,2,5,6,8],
F1,4..6,8], G3..6,8], H2..6,8]

(where the numbers in brackets denote the possible values for the dierent variables). The constraint is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the white squares denote the
possible instantiations for the dierent variables, and the shaded squares denote the
impossible instantiations.
The user is now asked the question whether or not this answer corresponds to
her expectations. Although non-trivial, this constraint is at least easier to digest
than the previous one. By looking at the picture in Fig. 6, one can conclude e.g. that
the value 6 for the variable C is erroneously excluded. The user can thus answer the
question negatively. (Another possibility is to strengthen the previous existential
assertion, by asserting the existence of a solution where C has the value 6. However,
although this assertion is true, this is far from obvious.)
If the user conrms that the safe(7 B C D E F G H] 1) (together with the constraint above) is an insuciency symptom, the diagnoser proceeds with the rst
subgoal in the computation of safe(7 B C D E F H] 1). Table 7 shows the subsequent questions from the diagnoser, and the user's response.
Since the body of the clause for noattack consists only of constraints, the constrained atom
noattack(7 C 2) C1::4 8]
is an incompletely covered atom, revealing that the denition of noattack needs to
be extended.
(End of example)
The example shows how the use of existential assertions may simplify answering
the queries. In contrast to the previous example, we do not have here a case where
a single assertion is able to answer more than one queries posed by the algorithm.
Note that the granularity of insuciency diagnosis is that of program predicates.
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[ 7,

B, C, D, E, F, G,

H ]

Figure 6: Pictorial representation of a constraint

4 Further work
We have shown that the classical declarative techniques apply in principle also in
the case of constraint programs. However, the adaptation requires modication of
certain semantic notions, such as proof tree and search space, which provide a formal basis for declarative diagnosis. Due to the nature of the semantic domains the
queries in declarative diagnosis of constraint programs become even more complicated than in the case of logic programs, as can be seen from the examples. The
use of assertions seems to be a must. We outlined basic notions needed to dene
declarative diagnosis algorithms for constraint programs. We sketched such algorithms. In contrast to the classical algorithms we study also the case of \don't
know" answers.
We proposed two dierent kind of assertions and we illustrated on simple examples their potential usefulness for declarative diagnosis algorithms.
Goal

Answer constraint

 

noattack(7 B 1)

      

safe(7 C D E F G H] 2)

 

noattack(7 C 2)

User replies

::

B1 5]

Yes

::   ::   
 ::   ::  

    
:: 
No

C1 4 8] D1 3 6 8] E1 2 5 6 8]
F1 4 6 8] G3 6 8] H2 6 8]

:: 

C1 4 8]

No

Figure 7: Further questions and answers in a diagnosis session
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The approach presented above is preliminary. Experiments are needed to collect
some body of example assertions and to evaluate the usefulness of the paradigm.
Maybe some other kinds of assertions should also be considered.
Using assertions which are constraints or simple constraint programs in the
underlying language would allow to use the solver for answering the queries. The
example assertions in this paper are of this kind. The tests needed to answer the
queries are a disentailment test for incorrectness and an unsatisability test for
insuciency diagnosis.
Another way would be to exploit for the purpose of diagnosis some more powerful constraint solver in addition to that of the actual CLP system. Sometimes the
solvers implemented are restricted due to eciency reasons, for example CLP(R)
does not solve non-linear constraints. In debugging, eciency is much less important, what matters is the time spent by the users on thinking. One could expect
that the additional functionality of more sophisticated solvers could contribute to
the diagnosis. We may expect that eg. constraint negation and constraint entailment could be useful.
The examples show also that the problem-specic graphical representation is of
great importance for answering debugger queries.
We believe that in many cases it is unrealistic to assume that the intended model
is 2-valued. Often it is actually 3-valued. The user knows that some D-atoms should
be true (w.r.t. the intended model), some should be false, the rest are irrelevant.
This may be related to the implicit assumption about kind of data used in execution
of the program. For example, take the Herbrand domain and the standard append
predicate. The programmer may implicitly assume that append is only called with
the arguments being lists or variables. She may not know if append with certain
non-list arguments should be true or false in the intended model. If we want to
make all such atoms fail, we obtain a program with additional type checks, which
is inecient and dierent from the program actually requested. However, if such
atoms appear during the computation this may be due to errors not in program but
in input data, which do not satisfy the imposed assumptions. We believe that such
a case should be distinguished in the diagnosis process from the case of program
error symptoms.
From our previous experience 12, 18] we know that a simple implementation
of a diagnosis algorithm is often rather unpleasant to use. The programmer has to
answer a sequence of questions, in an order xed by the debugger. She has no possibility to correct her own errors, to delay answers to dicult questions, to inuence
the workings of the debugger, etc. It is important to make such implementation
user-friendly. The user should not feel restricted. It should be possible eg. to switch
from insuciency diagnosis to incorrectness diagnosis (when it turns out that one
of the computed answers posed in the queries is incorrect). It should be possible to
make (and withdraw) hypotheses. (\I cannot say if this sophisticated constrained
atom is correct. Assume that it is, what happens then.")

5 Related work and discussion
The foundations of declarative diagnosis for constraint logic programs have been
presented by Le Berre and Tessier 16, 20]. Our intention was to give an introduction
to the declarative diagnosis in a setting where the oracle could be (partly) replaced
by assertions. The aspect of query answering is the main focus of this paper in
contrast to 16, 20] where semantic details of the diagnosis are studied.
We advocate answering the queries by assertions. The traditional yes/no answers
are also allowed6. In addition, we allow also "don't know" answers. In this case
6

They could also be seen as specialised types of assertions 11]. This was, however, not discussed
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localisation of the error may be (but sometimes is not) less precise.
Several kinds of assertions have been proposed for various purposes. Generally
assertions play a role of (partial) specications of intended programs (i.e. describe
some intended properties of a program). Then one may consider :
Checking them at run time, as proposed in 21].
Proving them. General techniques for proving assertions are described in e.g.
7] and 8] for declarative properties, and in e.g. 10, 9] for run-time properties.
To mechanise such proofs, rather powerful general automatic provers would
be necessary. However, for some restricted classes of assertions proving them
boils down to relatively simple and ecient checks. They could be performed
by programming systems as compile time checks. The problem of automatic
type checking of directional types has been discussed e.g. in 21, 1, 2].
Using them for localising errors in the case of error symptoms, as discussed
in 11, 12] and this paper.
We may also consider algorithms that for a given program produce assertions
describing its properties. The standard techniques for that purpose is abstract
interpretation. The work presented in 3, 4, 5] is of direct interest here. If the
obtained assertions show that the program has some undesired property, then there
is a bug. One may expect that such assertions may also help in localising the
bug. A work along these lines combining the declarative debugging with abstract
interpretation, known as abstract debugging is reported in 6].
For automatic checking or generating it is necessary to have a formalised language of (a certain class of) assertions.
In our previous work 11, 12, 18] we used assertions for declarative diagnosis of
Prolog programs. The assertions dened in that work were meta-level assertions
describing sets of possibly non-ground atomic formulae, thus sets of constrained
atoms under a specic restricted constraint language. So an assertion of that work
corresponds to a set of assertions discussed here. In this paper we deal with a
dierent (simpler) kind of assertions, referring directly to the semantic domain.
In general case, the meta-level assertions would specify sets of constraints. Thus
they would depend on the constraint language used. The usefulness of meta-level
assertions for diagnosis of constraint program may be a subject of future work.
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Abstract

The paper is motivated by the declarative debugging of constraint logic
programs. It deals with the theoretical basis of declarative incorrectness diagnosis. It starts with a reformulation of the program semantics in terms of proof
tree skeletons, which is suitable for declarative diagnosis study. The program
semantics is explained in terms of positive semantics and negative semantics.
The problem of wrong answer is treated as an incorrectness of the positive
semantics while the problem of missing answer is treated as an incorrectness
of the negative semantics. Incorrectness diagnosis is based on a well-founded
relation over computation states.

1 Introduction
The rst motivation for a work on debugging is a computation producing a result
which is considered as incorrect. Since there is a result, it is not an innite computation. An incorrect result is called a symptom. This notion of symptom depends
on some expected properties of the program, so a symptom is a result which is not
expected. If the motivation is not debugging but program proving, with expected
properties dened by a specication, the impossibility of producing a symptom is
the denition of partial correctness. However our notion of expected properties may
be more general than a complete specication of the program semantics. From a
conceptual viewpoint we have only to presuppose an oracle which is able to decide
that a result is expected or not. In practice the presentation of a result can be very
intricate so the ability for deciding could seem unrealistic. However this presupposition is necessary to give a meaning to debugging questions and in fact it is the
notion of expected properties which has to be realistic. In practice the oracle can be
embodied by the programmer or by other means (for example assertions 2, 4, 3]) and
the expected properties can be dened by using an abstract (approximate, graphical, ...) view of the computed result. This question is relevant to the presentation
problem (12]).
Symptoms are caused by errors in the program. An error is a piece of code. The
rst step of debugging is error diagnosis that is error localization. If we carry on
comparing with program proving, for example in Hoare style, an error is a construction in the program which makes a proof of partial correctness impossible and the
proof method amounts to proving that there is no error. That amounts to saying
that if there is a symptom then there is an error.
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This paper deals with error diagnosis of Constraint Logic Programs. For such
high level languages traditional tracing techniques become dicult to use because
of the complexity of the computational behaviour. Moreover it would be incoherent to use only low level debugging tools whereas theses languages benet from a
declarative semantics (as opposed to operational semantics).
Declarative Debugging was introduced in Logic Programming (LP) by Shapiro
(and called Algorithmic Program Debugging 18]) (see also 11, 5, 6, 17, 4, 15, 16]).
Declarative means that the user has no need to consider the computational behaviour
of the logic programming system, he needs only a declarative knowledge of the
expected properties of the program.
The previous reections on symptoms and errors can be applied to Constraint
Logic Programming (CLP). But because of the relational nature of CLP languages
we have to split the notion of (nite) computation in two notions. That is to say
that we have to split the notion of result in two notions.
A goal being given, there is a rst notion of result which is a computed answer
constraint, the computation being a success derivation. This is a rst level of computation. In the formal logical semantics for CLP (8, 9, 13, 7]) the relation between
the goal G and the computed answer constraint c is formalized by using the
implication c ! G. Even from a purely operational viewpoint we can consider that
c ! G is computed.
But there is a second level of computation that is to say another notion of nite
computation which is represented by a nite SLD tree (derivation tree or search tree).
Now if c1    cn are all the computed answer constraints of this nite SLD tree, their
relation with the goal G is formalized by the implication G ! c1 __ cn . If n = 0
(nite failure) this implication amounts to :G. To be more formal, G ! c1 __ cn
occurs along with the completion of the program and to be more precise with its
only if part (while at the rst level c ! G occurs along with its if part that is the
program itself). Even from a purely operational viewpoint we can consider that
G ! c1 _  _ cn is computed at this second level of computation.
These remarks motivate that we call positive the rst operational level and negative the second one.
A symptom at the positive level will be called a positive symptom. To say that
c ! G is a positive symptom is an abstract way to say that c is a wrong answer to
G. If the expected semantics is dened in a logical framework with respect to an
intended interpretation, c ! G is not true in this intended interpretation.
A symptom at the negative level will be called a negative symptom. To say that
G ! c1 _  _ cn is a negative symptom is an abstract way to say that there is not
enough answers to G, there are missing answers, G is not covered by c1    cn . If
the expected semantics is dened in a logical framework with respect to an intended
interpretation, then G ! c1 _  _ cn is not true in this intended interpretation.
For the two levels, the basic principles of the diagnosis will be the same: there
exists some well founded relation such that the diagnosis amounts to the search for
a minimal symptom. A notion of error, called incorrectness, is associated with each
minimal symptom. An error at the positive (resp. negative) level will be called a
positive (resp. negative) incorrectness.
We use a description of the operational semantics of CLP in terms of proof
skeletons which is an extension of the Grammatical View of LP (1]) and we take
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into account the possible incompleteness of the constraint solver. This framework is
well adapted to take advantage of the properties of conuence (independence of the
computation rule) and compositionality of this semantics.
Conuence is basic to dene notions which are declarative that is to say which
do not depend on a particular computational behaviour. (Moreover the notion of
skeleton gives prominence to the fact that the results computed at the positive level
are intrinsic in a sense which is stronger than only independence of the computation
rule in a top-down computation).
Because of compositionality, it is sucient to consider positive symptoms c ! G
where G is just an atom and negative symptoms G ! c1 _  _ cn where G is just
the conjunction of a constraint and an atom.
In former works on declarative debugging (18, 6, 11]) the duality positive / negative was not introduced in the same way. From an abstract viewpoint the former
notions of incorrectness symptom and insuciency symptom can be dened in an
inductive framework, to be more precise induction (least xpoint) for incorrectness
and co-induction (greatest xpoint) for insuciency. In (C)LP the notion of insufciency can be applied to missing answers because the nite failure set of a denite
program and the greatest xpoint of the immediate consequence operator are disjoint. In some sense in this paper we use only one abstract inductive scheme which
is based on a least xpoint to dene a notion of symptom (incorrectness symptom)
and error (incorrectness). But it is applied to two dierent semantics levels: positive level for wrong answers and negative level for missing answers. In fact the least
xpoint is only implicit and the inductive framework appears only through a well
founded relation.
Our approach gives a new framework to understand and to generalize the algorithm of 4, 14] (to what extent it depends on the standard computation rule and
how it can be generalized to CLP).
The paper is only devoted to the theoretical basis of the approach. An example
is developed in 19]. The justications were not given in this previous paper, they
are now given in the present paper.

2 Operational Semantics
Let us consider once and for all four sets which dene the program language: an
innite set of variables V  a set of function symbols  a set of constraint predicate
symbols c  a set of program predicate symbols p . Each symbol is equipped with
its arity. var (E ) denotes the set of free variables of E , where E is a formula built
over the rst order language L(V  p  c ).
An atom is a particular atomic formula p(~x) of L(V  p ), where x~ is a sequence
of distinct variables. ATOM denotes the set of atoms.
The set of basic constraints CONST is a subset of L(V  c ) closed under variable renaming. A store is a member of the least set which contains CONST and
closed under conjunction and existential quantication. We denote by STORE the
set of stores. For practical purpose a store is always written 9x1 9xn F , where F
is a conjunction of basic constraints using the usual transformations over formulas.
We use the following notations to denote a store, where x~ = fx1  : : :  xn g is a sequence of variables: 9x~ F denotes 9x1 9xnF  9~F denotes 9var (F) F  9;x~ F denotes
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9

F  9;aF , where a is an atom, denotes 9;var (a) F .
A clause is a 3-tuple, denoted by a c 2 A, where a is an atom, c is a store and A
is a nite sequence of atoms. We dene: head (a c 2 A) = a, store (a c 2 A) = c.
A program is a family of clauses. In this paper P is a program. The set of indexes
of P is denoted by CN. A name of clause is a member of CN. The denition of
p 2 p in P is the sub-family of clauses of P whose head predicate symbol is p it
is indexed by the subset CNp CN. We assume CNp is nite for each p 2 p . The
clause whose name is u is denoted by clause (u).
A goal is an atom a, written a for \historical" reasons. We consider atomic
goals rather than general goals in order to simplify the framework and this is always
possible by adding a new clause whose body is the goal and head is a new relation
over the free variables of the goal.
A constrained atom is a pair a c, where a is an atom and c is a store. A
covered atom is a pair a ! C , where a is an atom and C is a disjunction of stores.
A local cover of atom is a 3-tuple c 2 a ! C , where c is a store, a is an atom and C
is a set of stores.
var (F)nx
~

2.1 Skeletons

We introduce the central tool of the reformulation: a skeleton is a tree which put
together the clauses used along a derivation regardless of the computation rule.
From an abstract viewpoint, a derivation is a top-down construction of a skeleton.
This construction itself is a sequence of skeletons.
Denition 1 A skeleton is an oriented tree S labeled by CN  p, such that for
each node N , lab S (N ) denoting the label of N : if lab S (N ) 2 p then N is a leaf
if lab S (N ) 2 CN and clause (lab S (N )) = a c 2 p1 (x~1 )  pn(x~n ) then N has n
children N1  : : :  Nn , and each child Ni is labeled by either pi , or a name of clause
of CNpi .
The root of the skeleton S is denoted by root (S ). The program predicate symbol
associated with a node N of a skeleton S is: lab S (N ) if lab S (N ) 2 p  p if lab S (N ) 2
CNp . We say that S is a skeleton for p (or p(~x)) when the predicate symbol
associated with root (S ) is p. We denote by undef (S ) the set of nodes of S labeled
by members of p (it is the set of undened nodes) and we denote by def (S ) the set
of the other nodes (it is the set of dened nodes). A complete skeleton is a skeleton
S such that undef (S ) = . If undef (S ) 6=  then S is an incomplete skeleton.
For each u 2 CN, we denote by sq (u) the unique skeleton rooted by u such that
the children of root (S ) are labeled by members of p . For each p 2 p , we denote
by sq (p) the unique skeleton rooted by p.
Now, we want to associate a global store to a skeleton which contains the stores
of the clauses of the skeleton. But as usual we are confronted with the problem of
clause renaming.
Denition 2 Let S be a skeleton. A renaming function for S is a function ren S
(from def (S ) to the set of renamed clauses of P ) such that:
1. for each node N 2 def (S ): ren S (N ) = clause (lab S (N )), where  is a renaming let ren S (N ) = a c 2 a1  an and N1  : : :  Nn be the children of N , for
each i = 1 : : :  n, if Ni 2 def (S ) then head (ren S (Ni )) = ai 
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2. for each pair of distinct nodes N1  N2 2 def (S ), if ren S (N1 ) = a1 c1 2 A1
and ren S (N2 ) = a2 c2 2 A2 then (var (c1 2 A1 ) n var (a1 )) \ (var (c2 2 A2 ) n
var (a2 )) = .

A skeleton S of depth 1 and a renaming function ren S for S being given, for
each node N of S , the atom associated with N is: head (ren S (N )) if N 2 def (S ) ai
if N 2 undef (S ) is the ith child of N 0 and ren S (N 0 ) = a c 2 a1  ai  an .
The store system associated
with a skeleton S and a renaming function ren S for
S
S is const (S ren S ) = N 2def (S) store (ren S (N )). When S is nite the conjunction
of the stores of const (S ren S ) is a store and we identify const (S ren S ) and the
conjunction of its members.
The renaming function ren S is said to be a renaming function for S and p(~x)
if either root (S ) 2 CNp or p(~x) = head (ren S (root (S ))). If S is nite then the
store associated with S and p(~x) is AC(S p(~x)) = 9;x~ const (S ren S ). Note that
AC(S p(~x)) does not depend on ren S .
Now we want to distinguish \satisable" skeletons.

2.2 Reject Criterion

From an abstract viewpoint, a possibly incomplete constraint solver is a reject criterion verifying some monotonicity.

Denition 3 A reject criterion is an unary relation RC over STORE such that for
each c 2 RC: for each renaming , c 2 RC for each c0
 62 RC ( is the empty conjunction of stores).

2 STORE, c ^ c0 2 RC

From a reject criterion RC, we dene a relation over the set of skeletons, also
denoted by RC, in the following way: S 2 RC if there exists a nite part c of
const (S ren S ), where ren S is a renaming function for S , such that c 2 RC. We
emphasize this property does not depend on ren S . Note that sq (p), p 2 p , is not
rejected. In this paper, a reject criterion RC is supposed to be given.

Denition 4 A (computation) state is a skeleton S such that S 62 RC.

Note that innite computation states are convenient for studying innite computations.

2.3 Positive Computation (SLD derivation), Positive Answer

Denition 5 Let ,! be the binary relation over the set of states, called transition
relation between states, dened by: S ,! S 0 if there exists a leaf N 2 undef (S ) and
a clause name u 2 CNlab S (N) such that S 0 is obtained by grafting sq (u) on the node
N in S . Then we say S 0 derives from S by the leaf N .

,! denes a transition system between (computation) states. S is an initial state
if there exists p 2 p such that S = sq (p). S is a nal state if S is nite and for
each state S 0 : S 6,! S 0  then S is a success state if S is complete, it is a failure state
otherwise.
A SLD derivation for the goal p(~x) (or for p) is a (nite or innite) sequence
of states S1  Si  such that S1 = sq (p), for each j = 2  i : Sj ;1 ,! Sj and
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the sequence is innite or the last state is a nal state. A success (resp. failure) SLD
derivation is a nite SLD derivation which ends by a success (resp. failure) state.

Denition 6 A positive answer is the last state of a success SLD derivation.
We denote by success (a) the set of positive answers for a goal

a.

Lemma 7 S is a positive answer if and only if S is a nite complete state.
This is in our framework the basis of the result known as \independence of the
computation rule" or \conuence".
If S is a positive answer for a then AC(S a) is a positive answer store for
a.

Denition 8 A computation rule is a mapping r which provides a leaf of undef (S )
for each incomplete state S .

Given a computation rule r, we dene the binary relation ,!r included in ,! as
follow: S ,!r S 0 if S 0 derives from S by the leaf r(S ).

Lemma 9 The positive answers are independent of the computation rule.
(see lemma 7)

2.4 Negative Computation (SLD tree), Negative Answer
Denition 10 Let r be a computation rule and p

2

p . Let
p S 0 if and only if
r

relation included in ,!r dened as follow: S,!
and S 0 are skeletons for p.

,!pr be the binary
S ,!r S 0, where S

Lemma 11 Let dom pr = fS j sq (p),!pr S g. (dom pr ,!pr) is a tree: ,!pr has the
property of a parent relation over dom pr . It is the SLD tree for p (or for the goal
p(~x)) according to the computation rule r. A branch of an SLD tree (dom pr ,!pr)
is a SLD derivation (according to r) for p.

Lemma 12 The set of success leaves of a SLD tree for p does not depend on the
computation rule. Given a computation rule r, S is a positive answer for
and only if S is a success leaf of (dom pr  ,!pr ).

p(~x) if

Denition 13 A negative answer for the goal p(~x) is success (p(~x)) if there exists

a computation rule r such that the SLD tree (dom pr  ,!pr ) is nite. Note that the
negative answer forW a does not depend on r. Then, the negative answer store for
the goal p(~x) is S 2success (p(~x)) AC(S p(~x)).

From an operational viewpoint, only nite computation are interesting. That is
the reason we assume the existence of a nite SLD tree to dene the negative answer.
In the denition of the positive answer, we have no hypothesis on the niteness of
a SLD tree, but we also consider nite computation only. But it is another level of
computation: the SLD derivations.
We have dened two levels of answers corresponding to two levels of computation:
positive answers (SLD derivations, positive computations) and negative answers
(SLD trees, negative computations).
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This two levels of computation can be considered for every languages using a
non deterministic computations. Note that, at each level, each computation is deterministic.
The second level is said negative because it insures that there is no more answers
of the rst level (called positive).

2.5 Success Sets

Denition 14 The positive success set is SS+ = Sa2ATOMfa AC(S a) j S 2
success (a)g. SS+ is a set of constrained atoms.
W
The negative success set is SS; = fa !
AC(S a) j a 2 ATOM and

there exists a negative answer for

S 2success (a)

ag. SS; is a set of covered atoms.

The two success sets are the success sets of the two levels of computation. We
emphasize that it is not possible to deduce a success set from the other one. We can
just deduce a part of SS + from SS; .
The negative computation is a generalization of the nite failure usually considered to express the negative semantics of a program. Finite failure corresponds to
the particular case where there exists a negative answer for a but success (a) = 
then a implies the empty disjunction in SS ; (in a logical view :a is in SS; ).

3 Declarative Diagnosis

3.1 A General Scheme based on a Well-founded Relation
Let E be a set and R be a well-founded relation over E 2 . Let I
expected members of E , we assume I 6= E .

E be the set of

Denition 15 A symptom of R wrt I is a member of E n I .

While R is well-founded, E n I has at least one minimal element according to
R+ (the transitive closure of R).

Denition 16 A minimal symptom of R wrt I is a minimal member of E n I
according to R+ .

So, if there exists a symptom of R wrt I then there exists a minimal symptom
of R wrt I .
For example an obvious diagnosis algorithm is to build a sequence x0  xi  of
symptoms such that, for each i, xi+1 R xi . The sequence is nite because R is wellfounded. If the last element of the sequence has no predecessor which is in I then
it is a minimal symptom. But every other strategy to detect a minimal symptom
could be a good strategy.

3.2 Positive Partial Correctness (wrong positive answer)

Let S be the nal state of a success SLD derivation for the goal a and let us
assume that the positive answer store AC(S a) to a is not expected.
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The positive answer S can be built from the skeletons grafted on the nodes of
S . Each skeleton grafted on a node of S is a complete and non rejected skeleton, so
a positive answer.
Let <+ be the binary relation over the set of positive answers dened as follow:
S 0 <+ S if S 0 is grafted on a child of root (S ) in S .

Lemma 17 <+ is a well-founded relation.
An oracle being given, which points out if a positive answer is expected, we
can trivially apply the denition of the previous section. For example, given a
positive answer S for a, the oracle can answer considering the constrained atom
a AC(S a). That is, the oracle is a relation over the success set associated with
positive computations: SS + .
From an abstract viewpoint, we can consider that the expected properties of
the program at the positive level are formalized by a set of expected constrained
atoms I . Obviously this set must be in accordance with the reject criterion RC. For
example, if the expected properties are given by an expected interpretation I then
I is an expansion of the interpretation D of the constraint language and the reject
criterion RC is assumed to be correct wrt D, that is, if c 2 RC then c is unsatisable
in D.

Denition 18 A positive incorrectness symptom is a constrained atom a
SS+ n I .

c of

The cause of a symptom of <+ is a minimal symptom, but what caused the
minimal symptom?
Let S be a minimal symptom and clause (lab S (root (S ))) = a c 2 a1  an . S
is a symptom, thus a AC(S a) 2 SS+ n I . It is minimal, thus if S1  : : :  Sn are the
answers grafted on the child of root (S ) in S then ai AC(S ai ) 2 I . The reason of
the appearance of the minimal symptom is that a 9;a (c ^ Vi2f1:::ng AC(Si  ai )) 2
SS+ n I but each a1 AC(
Si ai ) 2 SS+ \ I . The clause a c 2 a1  an caused the
V
symptom and the store i2f1:::ng AC(Si  ai ) provides the reason of the incorrectness
of the clause.

Denition 19 A positive incorrectness is a n+1-tuple ha c 2 a1  an c1  : : :  cn i

where a
c 2 a1  an 2 P and the ci 's are stores, such that fai ci j i 2
f1 : : :  ngg I , but a 9;a(c ^ c1 ^  ^ cn) 62 I .
Lemma 20 If there exists a positive incorrectness symptom then there exists a positive incorrectness.

The positive incorrectness diagnosers deduced from this framework are those
described in an inductive framework in 10] and several optimisations can improved
the diagnosers but this is out of the scope of the paper.

3.3 Negative Partial Correctness (wrong negative answer)

Consider a negative answer store C for p(~x) and assume that C is not expected
wrt some expected properties of the program. Then we can distinguish two cases:
a member c of C should not be in C  or a store c is missing in C .
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The rst case is a problem of partial positive correctness. The store c, which
should not be in C , is a positive answer store for p(~x) then it is obviously a
problem of wrong positive answer c is the store associated with the last state of a
success SLD derivation that is an erroneous (nite) positive computation.
For the second case we cannot study a single SLD derivation. Something goes
wrong in the SLD tree. It is an erroneous (nite) negative computation. We focus
on this case now.
Let (dom pr  ,!pr ) be the the nite SLD tree which provides the incorrect negative
answer store.
Intuitively an incomplete state S 2 dom pr can be seen in two dierent ways:
depending on whether we consider either r(S ) or r(S ) and its sibling. For this
purpose, we use the disjoint sum of the set of states with itself.
Let E0 = fS j sq (p),!pr  S undef (S ) 6= g and E1 = fS j sq (p),!pr + S g (,!pr 
and ,!pr + are respectively the reexive transitive and transitive closures of ,!pr ).
Let E0  E1 be the disjoint sum of E0 and E1 . This set is isomorphic to (f0g 
E0 )  (f1g  E1 ) and we identify them in order to simplify notations. A member of
E0  E1 is a pair (b S ), where b 2 f0 1g and S 2 E0 if b = 0 or S 2 E1 if b = 1.
(b S ) is called a b-state if b = 0 it is a 0-state, if b = 1 it is a 1-state.
Lemma 21 For each 1-state (1 S ) there exists a unique S 0 such that S 0 ,!r S . S 0
is called the parent of S and will be denoted by parent (S ).
Denition 22 (see Fig. 1) Let (0 S ) be a 0-state. The state S 0 is an extension of
(0 S ) if S 0 is obtained by grafting a complete skeleton on r(S ) in S .
Let (1 S ) be a 1-state. The state S 0 is an extension of (1 S ) if S 0 is obtained by
grafting complete skeletons on some undened nodes of S in S such that:
undef (parent (S )) n fr(parent (S ))g = undef (S 0 )
We denote by prol b (S ) the set of the extensions of (b S ).
Note that prol 0 (sq (p)) = success (p(~x)) if r(parent (S )) has no sibling then
prol 1 (S ) = fS g, where (1 S ) is a 1-state if r(S ) has no undened sibling then
prol 0 (S ) = prol 1 (S ), where S is an incomplete non initial state.
Lemma 23 Let (1 S ) be a 1-state:
prol 1 (S ) = fS 0 2 prol 0 (parent (S )) j lab S (r(parent (S ))) = lab S (r(S0 ))g
Let (0 S ) be a 0-state:
S
prol 0 (S ) = S,!r S prol 1 (S 0 )
0

0
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A computation rule r is without co-routining if, for each incomplete state S ,
r(S ) is an undened leaf in the set of the deepest undened leaves. For example,
the standard strategy of Prolog is without co-routining.
Now, let us assume that the computation rule r is without co-routining.

Lemma 24 Let (b S ) be a b-state. prol b (S ) dom pr.

Moreover, for each S 0 2 prol b (S ): S 0 is a descendant of S in (dom pr  ,!pr ) (or S 0 = S
if b = 1 and r(parent (S )) has no child in S ).

The previous lemma shows a noteworthy property of the SLD-trees without coroutining. For example, we deduce that if (dom pr ,!pr ) is nite then, for each b-state
(b S ): prol b (S ) is a nite set of nite states.
Let <; be the binary relation over E0  E1 dened as follow:
 for each 0-state (0 S), if S,!prS0 then: (1 S0) <; (0 S)
 for each 1-state (1 S), if r(parent (S)) has a child in S (i.e. prol 1(S) 6= fSg)
then: (0 S ) <; (1 S )
 for each 1-state0 (1 S), if r(parent (S)) has a child in S then for each S0 2
prol 0 (S ): (1 S ) <; (1 S )

Lemma 25 <; is a well-founded relation (because of the niteness of the SLD tree
(dom pr ,!pr )).

We introduce, for the time being, a notion of positive answer store for a body of
clause that is a pair c 2 A, where c is a store and A is a nite sequence of atoms.

Denition 26 A positive answer store for c 2 a1  an is c ^ c1 ^^ cn, such that,

for each i = 1 : : :  n, ci is a positive answer store for ai and (c^c1 ^^cn ) 62 RC.
We denote by ans (c 2 A) the set of positive answer stores for c 2 A. When ans (c 2 A)
is nite we identify it with the disjunction of its members.

Note that if c 62 RC then ans (c 2 ") = fcg (" is the empty sequence of atoms) if
c 2 RC then for each nite sequence of atoms A: ans (c 2 A) =  ans ( 2 a) = fc j
a c 2 SS +g.

Lemma 27 For each store c, for
S each nite sequences of atoms A1 and A2 , for each
atom a: ans (c 2 A1  a  A2 ) = c 2ans (c 2 a) ans (c ^ c0 2 A1  A2 )
0

We associate a pair c 2 A to each b-state (b S ) in the following way:
 let (0 S) be a 0-state, ren S be a renaming function for S, a be the atom
associated with r(S ), the pair associated with (0 S ) is 9;a const (S ren S ) 2 a
 let (1 S) be a 1-state, ren S be a renaming function for S and A be the sequence
of atoms associated with the children of r(parent (S )), the pair associated with
(1 S ) is 9;var (A) const (S ren S ) 2 A.
The pair associated with a b-state is dened up to a renaming.
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Lemma 28 Let (0 S ) be a 0-state and c 2 a be the pair associated with (0 S ):

ans (c 2 a) = f9;a const (S 0  ren S ) j S 0 2 prol 0 (S ) a is the atom associated with
r(S )g.
Let (1 S ) be a 1-state, c 2 a1  an be the pair associated with (1 S ) and N1  Nn
be the children of r(parent (S )) in S :
ans (C 2 a1  an ) = f9;var (a1 an ) const (S 0  ren S ) j S 0 2 prol 1 (S ) ai is the atom
associated with Ni g.
A b-state is expected if c 2 A ! ans (c 2 A) is expected. Intuitively a b-state is
expected if no positive answer store for c 2 A is missing in ans (c 2 A).
In order to motivate the denition we consider that the expected properties of
P are given by an expected interpretation I  I is an extension of the constraint
interpretation D and RC is correct wrt D.
But our theoretical framework can be extended to a more general notion of \expected" assuming that the relation \expected" has the following natural properties:
for each store c, c 2 " ! fcg is expected (ans (c 2 ") does not depend on P ) for each
store c, for each set of stores C , for each family of set of stores fRc gc 2C , for each
nite sequences of atoms A1 and A2 , for each atom a, if c 2 a ! C is expected
and,
for each c0 2 C , c ^ c0 2 A1  A2 ! Rc is expected then c 2 A1  a  A2 ! Sc 2C Rc is
expected.
Lemma 29 For each 1-state (1 S ), if the predecessors of (1 S ) by <; are expected
then (1 S ) is expected.
So, if (b S ) is a minimal symptom (according to <; ) then b = 0.
Denition 30 A pair c 2 a is a negative incorrectness symptom if c 2 a ! ans (c 2 a)
is not expected.
Denition 31 A constrained atom a c is covered if:
1. let a ci 2 a1i  ani i , i = 1 : : :  n, be the (renamed) clauses of the denition
of the predicate symbol of a
2. for each i = 1 : : :  n, there exists ni stores c1i  : : :  cni i such that aji cji is
expected, j = 1 : : :  ni 
V
3. for each i = 1 : : :  n, a 9;a (ci ^ j=1:::ni cji ) is expected
0

0

0

0

W

0

0

V

0

4. c ! i=1:::n 9;a (ci ^ j=1:::ni cji ) is true in the constraint interpretation.
A pair c 2 a is completely covered if, for each store c0 such that c0 ! c 2 a is expected
(i.e. c0 ! c is true in the constraint interpretation and a c0 is expected), a c0
is covered.
Note that the previous denition is more intricate that in pure logic programming
because there is no more independence of negated constraints 13]. But, if each
valuation v is the unique solution of a store cv then v(a) is covered if there exists a
clause of the denition of a such that v is a solution of the body of the clause in I .
And c 2 a is completely covered if for each valuation v solution of c 2 a in I , v(a) is
covered.
Now, we dene the notion of error associated with a minimal negative incorrectness symptom.
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Denition 32 A negative incorrectness is a pair c 2 a which is not completely covered.

Lemma 33 If there exists a negative incorrectness symptom then there exists a
negative incorrectness.

Note that the denition of negative incorrectness symptom and negative incorrectness are identical to the denition of incompleteness symptom and weak insufciency given in 19] (in 19] they are compared with the denition of insuciency
symptom and strong insuciency). The novel framework (negative computation
and diagnosis wrt a well-founded relation) dene a wide family of algorithms for
negative incorrectness diagnosis.
The algorithm proposed in 19] is a member of this family and is a lifting of
the algorithm proposed in 4] for pure logic programs. But the family of diagnosers
described by the novel framework is more general:
 they relax the requirement of the existence of a nite standard SLD tree and
replace it by the existence of a nite SLD tree without co-routining
 any order of the questions is followed, not only the order of the strategy used
to build the SLD tree.

4 Conclusion
We have described a theoretical basis for an approach of declarative diagnosis of
constraint logic programs in terms of proof skeletons. This abstract framework can
be applied to various notion of expected properties.
Other notions of errors for missing positive answer can be considered in the same
framework. Already in LP, two insuciency notions was dened: a non covered atom
(18, 6, 11]) and a non completely covered atom (4]). For example, 19] studies a
generalisation of the two previous insuciency notions.
We have clearly dened the set of questions to the oracle. Moreover every order
of the questions is suitable provided that a minimal symptom is founded.
We emphasize that our approach takes into account the possible incompleteness
of the constraint solver of the system (but the solver is assumed to be correct). It is
worth noting that the incompleteness of the constraint solver cannot be the cause
of the appearance of a symptom.
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On the Role of Semantic Approximations
in Validation and Diagnosis
of Constraint Logic Programs
(Extended Abstract)
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P. Deransarty
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J. Maluszynski{
G. Puebla

1 Introduction
This paper presents some on-going work in the ESPRIT project DiSCiPl. The project aims at
devising advanced tools for debugging of constraint logic programs.
A central problem in program development is obtaining a program which satises the user's
expectations. When considering a given program, a natural question is then whether or not it
fulls expectations of some kind (requirements). To be able to formulate this question, some
formal or informal way of specifying such requirements is needed. That is, a (formal or informal)
program semantics is needed, in which what the program computes and what it is required to
compute can be expressed.
It may then be possible either to verify that the program satises the requirement for every
computation (in the considered class), or to show a specic computation where the requirement
is violated. The process of identifying the part of the program responsible for the violation is
referred to as diagnosis. The program then needs to be modied to correct the error. Since
the requirement documentation is often not complete, the user's requirements are often given as
approximations, i.e., safe specications of (parts of) the intended semantics of the program. The
process of debugging consists of the study of the program semantics, observation of error symptoms,
localization of program \errors" and their correction until no symptom can be observed anymore
and the program is considered correct.
Semantic approximations have been used in program validation, in declarative diagnosis, and
in program analysis. The paper gives a common view of these techniques from the perspective of
debugging. The objective is to explore possible uses of approximations for debugging purposes.
The presentation is organized as follows. First, some notions on program semantics are given,
mainly by means of examples. Then, validation problems, diagnosis by proofs, and declarative
diagnosis are described in terms of set-theoretic relations. Next, the e ect of using approximations
rather than the exact sets is studied. Finally, such relations on set approximations are reformulated
for the special case of abstract interpretation.
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We keep the basic discussion quite general, in that we only impose some restrictions on the
way the di erent semantics are formalized. We illustrate the general discussion by very simple
examples referring to Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) JM94].

2 Actual and Intended Semantics
Semantics associate a meaning to a given syntax (generally of a program). A particular semantics
captures some features of the computations of a program (sometimes called the \observables")
while hiding others. Di erent kinds of semantics can be used depending of the features to be
described.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to the important class of semantics referred to as xpoint
semantics. In this approach a (monotonic) semantic operator (which we refer to as SP ) is associated with each program P. This SP function operates on a semantic domain which is generally
assumed to be a complete lattice or, more generally, a chain complete partial order. The meaning
of the program (which we refer to as P]]) is dened as the least xpoint of the SP operator, i.e.,
P]] =lfp(SP ). A well-known result is that if SP is continuous, the least xpoint is the limit of an
iterative process involving at most ! applications of SP and starting from the bottom element of
the lattice.

Example 2.1 An example of a set-based, xpoint semantics for (constraint) logic programs is the

traditional least model semantics JM94]. The semantic objects in this case are so called D-atoms.
A D-atom is an expression p(d1 : : : dn) where p is an n-ary predicate symbol, d1 : : : dn 2 D and
D is the domain of values. For example, in classical logic programming D is the Herbrand universe
for CLP(R) D is the set of real numbers and of terms (for example lists) containing real numbers1 .
The semantic
for program P is TP (the immediate consequence operator) and P]] =
S T operator
i
lfp(TP ) = 1
i=0 P (2). An important property is that P ]] is the least D-model of the program.
Any ground instance of a computed answer (for an atomic query) is a member of P]].
For example, given the following CLP program, over the domain of integers:
sorted(X)  X = ]:
sorted(X)  X = Y ]:
sorted(X)  X = H1jT 1] T1 = H2jT2] H1 > H2 sorted(T 1):
we have that P]] = f sorted( ]) g  f sorted( X]) j X 2 D g  f sorted( X1  : : : Xn]) j n  2 X1 >
   > Xn g. So for instance P]] contains sorted( 7]), sorted( a]), sorted( ]]), sorted( 2 1 0]) and
does not contain sorted( 0 2]), sorted( 2 1 a]).

Example 2.2 Another example of a xpoint semantics is the traditional \call-answer operational

semantics" for CLP programs (see, e.g., GHB+ 96]). The semantic objects in this case are pairs of
constrained atoms. The program is assumed to contain a query or \entry point". P]] contains all
the call-answer pairs that appear during program execution for the given query or entry point. For
example, given the CLP program above and the query \ X = 1 Y ] sorted(X)", and, assuming
standard left-to-right, depth-rst control, we have P]] = f(sorted(X)  X = 1 Y ] sorted(X) 
X = 1 Y ] ^ Y < 1) (sorted(X)  X = Y ] sorted(X)  X = Y ])g.

Both program validation and diagnosis, to be discussed more precisely later, compare the actual semantics of the program, i.e., P]], with an intended semantics for the same program. This
intended semantics embodies the user's requirements, i.e., it is an expression of the user's expectations. The nature of the requirements considered in validation and diagnosis is very wide.
For example, one can discuss declarative diagnosis/validation (when the requirements concern the
1 Usually it is assumed that D is given together with a xed interpretation of the symbols that can occur in
constraints. For instance for CLP(R), + is interpreted as addition and > as the \greater than" relation on reals.
2 In CLP, by a ground instance of a constrained atom A  c we mean any D -atom A such that c is true here
A is an atom, c a constraint and  is a valuation assigning elements of D to variables.
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relation specied by the program), diagnosis/validation of dynamic properties (when the requirements concern properties of the execution states), performance diagnosis/validation (when the
requirements concern the eciency of execution), etc. Thus, di erent kinds of user's expectations
require di erent kinds of semantics in order to be able both to adequately express the requirements
and to extract relevant meaning from the program to compare with the requirements.

Example 2.3 In CLP, requirements regarding characteristics of the computed answers of a program can in general be expressed and checked using the least D-model semantics of Example 2.1,
whereas if the requirements also refer to characteristics of the calls that occur during execution
then the operational semantics of Example 2.2 (using sets of pairs of constrained atoms) would
need to be used.

We focus here on the common case in which the actual semantics P]] of a program corresponds
to a set and the semantic domain is the lattice of sets with ordering being set inclusion. A natural
question is thus how the user's intention can be represented. For the time being, let us assume
that I belongs to the same semantic domain used for P]]. The semantic object I can be seen as
the corresponding semantics of an intended program. But this program does not exist (neither as
program, nor in mind) in general. Thus, usually there is no expression of I , but rather partial
descriptions of it.

Example 2.4 If the program of Example 2.1 is intended to compute all integer lists that are
sorted, the programmer can approximate this intention with:

I 1 = fsorted( X]) j X is an integerg
I 2 = fsorted(L) j L is an integer listg
Obviously, I 1 represents a subset of the programmer's intention, since it represents only sorted
integer lists of length one. Similarly, I 2 represents a superset of the programmer's intention it
does not require that the lists are sorted.

3 Validation and Diagnosis in a Set Theoretic Framework
This section summarizes well-known notions related to program validation (see, e.g., Der93]), diagnosis by proof, and declarative diagnosis Sha82, Fer87]. The problems found in these disciplines
are summarized and discussed in a set theoretic framework for clarity. They can also be formulated
in a lattice theoretic setting, but the set theoretic presentation simplies the discussion.

3.1 Validation

Validation aims at proving certain properties of a program which are formally dened as relationships between a specication I and the actual program semantics P]]. Table 1 lists validation
problems in a set theoretic formulation.

Property
P
P
P
P

is partially correct w.r.t. I
is complete w.r.t. I
is incorrect w.r.t. I
is incomplete w.r.t. I

Denition
P]]  I
I  P]]
P]] 6 I
I 6 P]]

Table 1: Set theoretic formulation of validation problems
Note that we do not assume that I is unique. We simply denote specications as I , but it can
very well be the case that di erent specications are given for verifying di erent properties. In
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particular, when dealing with partial correctness, I describes a property which should be satised
by all elements of the semantics P ]]. In other words, I corresponds to expected properties of
all results or all behaviours of the program (depending of the kind of semantics). When dealing
with completeness I characterizes a set of elements which should be in the semantics P]], i.e., I
describes some expected results or behaviours of P. Proving incorrectness and incompleteness is
also of interest, as it indicates that the program does not satisfy the specications and diagnosis
of incorrectness or incompleteness should be performed.

3.2 Diagnosis by Proof

The existing proof methods for correctness and completenes are usually based on some kind
of induction. Table 2 presents well-known sucient conditions which can be used for program
verication and diagnosis.

Property

Denition

I inductive for P
SP (I )  I
I co-inductive for P
I  SP (I )
I not inductive for P
SP (I ) ; I 6= 
I not co-inductive for P I ; SP (I ) 6= 

Implies
P partially correct w.r.t. I
P complete w.r.t. I

Table 2: Set theoretic formulation of diagnosis by proof problems

In the table ( ) stands for an additional requirement. The sucient condition for completeness
of P w.r.t. I , requires not only co-inductiveness of I for P but also that SP has a unique xpoint.
This last condition holds for a large class of programs (e.g., the acceptable programs in AP93]).
Failures in proving the conditions may possibly indicate that the program has an error. An
incorrectness error is a part of the program that is the reason for SP (I );I 6= . An incompleteness
error is a part of the program that is the reason for I ; SP (I ) 6= . The operator SP in any kind
of semantics is dened in terms of the constructs of the program P. Thus, it makes it possible to
dene precisely what is meant by the informal statement \is the reason". For CLP programs, an
incorrectness error is a program clause and an incompleteness error is a program procedure (a set
of the clauses dening a certain predicate symbol).
If the program is incorrect or incomplete, then it includes a corresponding error. One can
try to make a proof that I is inductive (or co-inductive) w.r.t. the program. For an incorrect or
incomplete program some constructs will be identied where the corresponding conditions cannot
be proved. These constructs are possible error locations. As the conditions presented in Table 2
are not necessary, a fragment of the program localized as erroneous may or may not correspond
to a bug in the program.

Example 3.1 We show two examples for which a proof of partial correctness is impossible. In both

cases the specication is not inductive for the program. In the rst case the program is incorrect
w.r.t. the specication. In the second, the program is correct but a correctness error is detected
because of a too weak specication. The operator SP is the immediate consequence operator TP
for logic programs.
Consider the program P from Example 2.1 and the specication I 2 from Example 2.4 (so the
arguments of sorted are required to be integer lists). An attempted correctness proof fails, I 2 is
not inductive w.r.t. P , the reason is the clause sorted (X)  X = Y ], as sorted( a]) 2 SP (I2 ) and
sorted( a]) 62 I 2 . This clause is also the reason that the program is not partially correct w.r.t. I 2 .
Consider the following CLP program Q, over the domain of integers. It is basically the program
from Example 2.1 in which the new predicate order/2 has been added.
sorted(X)  X = ]:
sorted(X)  X = Y ] Y > Z:
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sorted(X)  X = H1jT 1] T1 = H2jT2] order(H1 H2) sorted(T1):
order(X Y )  X > Y:
Assume that a partial specication requires the argument of sorted/1 to be a list of integers.
Nothing is required about predicate order/2. This means that, in our set-theoretical setting, I
contains all the D-atoms of the form order(X Y ) (X Y 2 D) and all the atoms of the form
sorted(L), where L is a list of integers. Notice that Q is correct w.r.t. I . However, I is not
inductive w.r.t. Q (as SQ (I ) contains for instance sorted( a 1])). The second clause is the reason.
Strengthening the specication for order/2 is necessary to obtain a correctness proof. We add a
requirement that both arguments of order/2 are integers and obtain I 0, which is inductive w.r.t.
Q.
Note that the situation of weak correctness requirements presented above is equivalent to
having an incomplete but correct program which presents a correctness error using conditions of
Table 2 (or vice versa). However, the experience with type checking of logic programs (see, e.g.,
AM94, HL94] ) shows that failure in proving local validation conditions for a clause is often a
good indication that the clause is erroneous.

3.3 Declarative Diagnosis

In contrast to diagnosis by proof, the declarative diagnosis concerns the case when a particular
(test) computation does not satisfy a requirement.
We learn that a program P is incorrect (i.e., not partially correct w.r.t. I ) when we nd out
that it produces a result x such that x 6 I . Such a result x is called an incorrectness symptom.
Similarly, a program P is incomplete when it does not produce some expected result, in other
words when there exists some x  I such that x 6 P]]. Such x is called an incompleteness
symptom.

Example 3.2 In the program of Example 2.1 with the specications of Example 2.4, note that

sorted( a]) 2 P]] but sorted( a]) 62 I 2. Therefore, such an atom is an incorrectness symptom w.r.t.
I 2. If in that program the rst clause was missing then sorted( ]) 2 I1 would be an incompleteness
symptom w.r.t. I 1, since, without that clause, sorted( ]) 62 P]].
Briey, declarative diagnosis starts with a symptom of incorrectness (resp. insuciency) and
aims at localizing an erroneous fragment of the program. A declarative diagnoser localizes an
error by comparing elements of the actual semantics involved in computation of the symptom at
hand with user's expectations. The diagnoser will re-explore computations of symptoms obtained
w.r.t. I , and identify errors related to such symptoms, i.e., parts of the program which explain
why SP (I ) 6 I (resp. I 6 SP (I )). The erroneous fragment of the program localized in that way
depends on the nature of SP .
Example 3.3 Consider (constraint) logic programming and its logical semantics. So I and P]]
are interpretations over some domain. In the case of incorrectness, if there exists an x s.t. x 2
SP (I ) and x 62 I then there exists a clause H  B of the program P which is not valid in I (for
some valuation, H is false and B is true). It can be proved that an incorrectness diagnoser nds
such a erroneous clause for any incorrectness symptom. In the program of Example 2.1, with I 2
as in Example 2.4, we have:
TP (I 2 ) = fsorted( ])g  fsorted( X]) j X 2 Dg 
fsorted( X Y jL]) j X Y are integers X > Y Y jL] is an integer list g
in which sorted( a]) is included. The clause responsible for this symptom is the second one in the
program.
In the case of incompleteness, if there exists an y s.t. y 2 I and y 62 SP (I ) then for each
clause H  B of P if y is a value of H under some valuation  (an instance of H ) then (B) is
false in I . So the erroneous fragment found in this case is a set of clauses (which begin with the
same predicate symbol).
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In the process of diagnosing, the actual semantics of the program P]] is compared with the
user's expectations I . This is achieved by asking queries about elements of both P]] and I to
an oracle. In practice the oracle is usually the programmer, although an executable specication
may also be used (we will come back to this issue later).
Three families of queries are considered: one used in incorrectness error search and two used
in incompleteness error search. A universal query asks whether a given subset Q of P]] is correct
w.r.t. I (i.e. whether Q  I ). In the case of CLP, where I is a set of D-atoms, Q is usually the
set of ground instances of a given constrained atom. An example universal query is:
Is sorted( X 1])  X > 2 correct?
The answer is YES, assuming that I = fsorted(L) j L is a sorted integer listg. Under the same
assumption, the answer to the universal query about sorted( X 1])  X  0 is NO.
An existential query asks whether a given set Q has an element in I (i.e. whether Q \ I 6= ).
If Q is the set of ground instances of a constrained atom A  C, then Q \ I 6=  is equivalent to
satisability of the formula C ^ A in the interpretation I . Here is an example existential query
(in which the constraint C is empty):
Is sorted( X Y ]) satisable?
A covering query asks if a given set Q0 contains all the elements of a given set Q that are in I
(so it asks whether Q \ I  Q0 ). It is a generalization of an existential query (when Q0 = ). An
example:
Do fsorted( 2 1]) sorted( 3 1])g cover all correct instances of sorted( X 1])  X<4 ?

Query

Universal
Existential
Covering

Answer Denition
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no

QI
Q 6 I
Q \ I 6= 
Q\I = 
(Q \ I )  Q0
(Q \ I ) 6 Q0

Table 3: Set theoretic formulation of problems in a declarative diagnoser
Table 3 shows for all possible pairs of query/answer used in a declarative diagnoser the corresponding problem in a set theoretic setting.

4 Approximating the Intended Semantics
Using the exact intended semantics for automatic validation and diagnosis is in general not realistic,
since the exact semantics can be only partially known, innite, too expensive to compute, etc.
In this section we consider the debugging process in terms of approximations of the intended
semantics. Approximations of the actual program semantics will be considered in the following
sections.
An over-approximation of a value A (a \superset" if the semantic domain consist of sets),
denoted A+ , satises A  A+ . Similarly, two other types of approximation are frequently considered, under- (or \subset") approximation, denoted A; , A;  A, and \existential" approximation,
denoted A! , A! \ A 6= . In what follows, a prime symbol will used to distinguish an approximation
A0 from the exact value A.
Notice that if A+1 and A+2 are over-approximations of A then also A+1 \ A+2 is an overapproximation of A. Moreover, it is a better approximation than either A+1 or A+2 . A similar
property holds for under-approximations w.r.t. . However, existential approximations do not
enjoy this property.
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Example 4.1 Consider the CLP program given in Example 2.1, and its specication in Example 2.4. We have that I 1 is an under-approximation of the intended semantics I , and I 2 is an
over-approximation of it. Therefore, I 1 (resp. I 2 ) is a specication of kind I ; (resp. I + ), and
used in proving properties w.r.t. I . A dierent thing is that while trying to prove properties w.r.t.
I 1 (resp. I 2 ) we may try to use also approximations of the form I ;1 (resp. I +2 ) or I +1 (resp. I ;2 ).
If we approximate I , when dealing with partial correctness, approximations of the type I +
should be used, as P]] 6 I + ) P ]] 6 I , i.e., the program is denitely incorrect w.r.t. I .
When dealing with completeness, we should use approximations of either type I ; or I ! as both
I ; 6 P ]] and I ! \ P ]] =  imply that I 6 P]] i.e., the program is denitely not complete w.r.t.
I . respectively. However, no interesting conclusion can be drawn if either I ; or I ! are used for
correctness or I + is used for completeness. We now discuss the use of approximations in program
diagnosis.

4.1 Replacing the Oracle in Declarative Diagnosis

As seen in Section 3.3, in declarative diagnosis the existence of an oracle is assumed and the
user is repeatedly asked questions about the intended semantics of the program. An idea is then
to provide the system with (an approximation of) the intended semantics which can be used to
automatically answer some of the oracle queries. When no sucient conditions for a given query
are satised, then the query cannot be answered automatically and the answer has to be provided
by the user.
It is very seldom the case that there exists a formal specication I which completely describes
the user's intention. Even less realistic is to expect that there exists such an executable specication. However, it is feasible to have formal/executable specications which are approximations
I + , I ; or I ! of the intended semantics. Such approximate specications for declarative debugging of logic programs were introduced in DNTM89], where four kinds of approximations were
used. In our terminology those approximations were I ; , ( I )! , I ! and I + or, equivalently, ( I );
(where S denotes the complement of set S). That paper reported on experiments performed with
a prototype implementation which was used to automate the answering of queries (except covering queries). User's answers are stored as an executable partial specication, which can then be
used if the query is repeated. Actually, in many cases it is also possible to answer other queries.
Table 4 presents a series of sucient conditions which can be used by a declarative diagnoser to
automatically answer some of the questions and avoid asking the user.

Name

Universal

Property
QI
Q 6 I

Sucient condition
Q  I;

Q 6 I + , or
Q \ I + =  ^ Q 6= 
Existential Q \ I = 
Q \ I + =
;
Q\I =
6  Q \ I 6= , or Q  I ; , or I !  Q
Table 4: Sucient conditions for oracle queries

Example 4.2 Assume
the query fsorted( a])g  I posed during incorrectness diagnosis. An
+
approximation I containing all the atoms of the form sorted(V ) where V is an integer list (such
as I 2 of Example 2.4) is sucient to obtain a negative answer.

5 Approximating the Actual Semantics
The methods of program analysis allow computing approximations of the actual semantics P ]],
thus automate validation of programs w.r.t. a priori chosen properties.
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One of the most successful techniques for approximating the actual semantics of a program
is abstract interpretation CC77]. In this technique a program is interpreted over a non-standard
domain called abstract domain D and the semantics w.r.t. this abstract domain, i.e., the abstract
semantics of the program is computed (or approximated) by replacing the operators in the program
by their abstract counterparts.
The idea of using abstract interpretation for validation and diagnosis is not new. Its use for
debugging of imperative programs has been studied by Bourdoncle Bou93], and for debugging of
logic programs by Comini et al. CLMV96b]. Both approaches focus on some specic semantics
and specic programming languages. It has also been used in abstract assertion checking proposed in BCHP96]. This section outlines the use of abstract interpretation for verication and
diagnosis in a general setting of arbitrary xpoint (set) semantics. For the time being, we assume
that specications are written as I  (i.e., the abstract domain is used as the language to write
specications). Thus, we discuss proving properties w.r.t. I , and only approximations of the
actual model are considered.

5.1 Abstract Interpretation

An abstract semantic object is a nite representation of a, possibly innite, set of actual semantic
objects in the concrete domain (D). The set of all possible abstract semantic values represents an
abstract domain (D ) which is usually a complete lattice or cpo which is ascending chain nite.
However, for this study, abstract interpretation is restricted to complete lattices over sets both
for the concrete hD i and abstract hD  i domains. The concrete and abstract domains are
related via a pair of monotonic mappings h i: abstraction  : D 7! D , and concretization
: D 7! D, such that
8x 2 D : ((x))  x and 8y 2 D : ( (y)) = y:

(1)

Note that in general  is induced by  and  (in such a way that 8  0 2 D :  0 ,
( )  ( 0 )), and is not equal to set inclusion. In an abuse of notation, however, we will usually
write  both for the concrete and abstract domain. Similarly, the operations of least upper bound
() and greatest lower bound (\ ) mimic those of D in some precise sense. Again, in an abuse
of notation, we will use  and \, respectively (although they are in general not equal).
By monotonicity, the mappings  and (denoted f in what follows) satisfy:
x  y ) f(x)  f(y):

(2)

We will also assume in some cases the following properties for  and :
f(x) \ f(y) =  ) x \ y =  and f(x \ y) = f(x) \ f(y):

(3)

The abstract domain D is usually constructed with the objective of computing approximations
of the semantics of a given program. Thus, all operations in the abstract domain also have to
abstract their concrete counterparts. In particular, if the semantic operator SP can be decomposed
in lower level operations, and their abstract counterparts are locally correct w.r.t. them, then
an abstract semantic operator SP can be dened which is correct w.r.t. SP . This means that
(SP ((x)) is an approximation of SP (x) in D, and consequently, (lfp(SP )) is an approximation
of P]]. We will denote lfp(SP ) as P ]]. The following relations hold:
8x 2 D : (SP ((x))  SP (x)
( P ]] )  P]] equivalently P]]  ( P]]):
An abstract operator SP is said to be precise, if instead it satises that

(4)
(5)

( P]] ) = P]] equivalently P]] = ( P]]):

(6)
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Note that the construction presented allows obtaining over-approximations of P]]. When (1)
holds, the construction is termed a Galois insertion. If  is used in (1) instead of , we obtain a
dual construction, termed a reversed Galois insertion. The dual relations of (4) and (5) also hold
in this case.
In practice, the abstract domains should be suciently simple to allow e ective computation
of semantic approximations of programs. For example, Herbrand interpretations of some alphabet
may be mapped into an abstract domain where each element represents a typing of predicates in
some type system. For a given program P the abstract operator SP would allow then to compute
a typing of the predicates in the least Herbrand model of P.

Example 5.1 A simple example of abstract interpretation in logic programming can be constructed

as follows. The concrete semantics (least Herbrand model) of a program P is P]] = l fp(TP ). So
the concrete domain is D = }(BP ) (where BP is the Herbrand base of the program).
We consider over-approximating the set of \succeeding predicates", i.e those whose predicate
symbols appear in P ]]. A possible abstraction is as follows. The abstract domain is D = }(BP ),
where BP is the set of predicate symbols of P . Let p red(A) denote the predicate symbol for an
atom A. We dene the abstraction function:

 : D ! D such that (I) = fp red(A) j A 2 I g:
The concretization function is dened as:

: D ! D such that (I ) = fA 2 BP j p red(A) 2 I g:
For example,

(fp(a b) p(c d) q(a) r(a)g) = fp q rg
(fp qg) = fp(a a) p(a b) p(a c) :: : q(a) q(b) : : :g:

Note that (D   D ) is a Galois insertion. The abstract semantic operator TP : D ! D is
dened as:

TP (I ) = fp red(A) j 9 (AB1  : : : Bn) 2 P 8 i 2 1 n] : p red(Bi ) 2 I g:
Since D is nite and TP is monotonic, the analysis (applying TP repeatedly until xpoint, starting
from ) will terminate in a nite number of steps n and P]] = TP " n approximates P ]].
For example, for the following program P ,
p(X)  q(X): r(X): p(X)  r(X): s(X): t(X)  l(X): m(X): q(a): q(b): r(a): r(c):
we have BP = fp q r s tl mg, and:
TP () = fq rg TP(fq rg) = fq r pg TP (fq r pg) = fq r pg
So TP " 2 = TP " 3 = fq r pg = P]]

5.2 Abstract Diagnosis

The technique of abstract diagnosis CLMV96b, CLMV96a] is based on the use of observables
which correspond roughly to the abstraction functions  used in abstract interpretation with
some additional properties. Observables (in a similar way to semantics) allow extracting the
properties of interest from the execution of a goal, while hiding details which are not relevant.
The intended semantics with respect to the observable  is denoted I  and is assumed to be an
exact description.
Abstract diagnosis searches for incorrectness and incompleteness errors as dened in Section 3.2, using the sucient conditions given in Table 2. The semantic operator SP is replaced by
SP , in a similar way to abstract interpretation. However, and unlike abstract interpretation, no
xpoint computation is needed and lfp(SP ) is not computed.
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Two di erent kind of observables are considered in CLMV96a]. Complete observables provide
stronger results but are often not practical because the specication of the intended semantics I 
is innite and diagnosis would not terminate. Such complete observables correspond to the precise
abstract operators of Section 5.1. The second kind of observables considered in CLMV96a] are
called approximate observables and their corresponding operator SP is correct but not precise (as
is usually the case in abstract interpretation).

5.3 Validation using Abstract Interpretation

Abstract diagnosis localizes suspected program constructs following the diagnosis by proof principle. The proof attempt may succeed in which case the program satises the requirement I
(expressed as I  ), and abstract diagnosis works as validation.
An alternative way of validation is to compute abstract approximations P]] of the actual
semantics of the program P ]] and then use the denitions given in Table 1 instead of the sucient
conditions of Table 2 (on which abstract diagnosis is based). This is reasonable if one considers that
usually program analyses are performed in any case to use the information inferred for optimizing
the code of the program.
For now, we assume that the program specication is given as a semantic value I  2 D .
Comparison between actual and intended semantics of the program should be done in the same
domain. Thus, for comparison we need in principle ( P]]). However, using abstract interpretation,
we can compute instead P ]], which is an approximation of ( P]]), and can be compared with
I . We will use the notation P]]+ to represent that P]]  ( P]]). P]]; indicates that
P ]]  ( P]]). Table 5 gives sucient conditions for correctness and completeness w.r.t. I 
which can be used when P]] is approximated.

Property

Denition

P is incomplete w.r.t. I 

I  6 ( P]])

P is partially correct w.r.t. I  ( P]])  I 
P is complete w.r.t. I 
I   ( P]])
P is incorrect w.r.t. I 
( P]]) 
6 I

Sucient condition
P]]+

P]]+  I 
I   P]];
P]]; 6 I  , or
\ I  =  ^ P]] 6= 
I  6 P]]+

Table 5: Validation problems using approximations
The following conclusions can be drawn from Table 5. Analyses which use a Galois insertion
(+  + ), and thus over-approximate the actual semantics (i.e., those denoted as P ]]+ ) are
specially suited for proving partial correctness and incompleteness with respect to the abstract
specication I  . It will also be sometimes possible to prove incorrectness in the extreme case in
which the semantics inferred by the program is incompatible with the abstract specication, i.e.,
when P]]+ \ I  = . Note that it will only be possible to prove completeness if the abstraction
is precise. According to Table 5 only P]]; can be used with this end, and in the case we are
discussing P ]]+ holds. Thus, the only possibility is that the abstraction is precise.
On the other hand, if a reversed Galois insertion is used (;  ; ), and then analysis underapproximates the actual semantics (the case denoted P]]; ), it will be possible to prove completeness and incorrectness. Partial correctness and incompleteness can only be proved if the analysis
is precise.
Note that the results obtained for direct Galois insertions (+  + ) are in essence equivalent
to the ones presented for abstract diagnosis CLMV96a] for approximate observables. In the case
of precise abstractions, also completeness may be derivable, and this corresponds to the complete
observables of CLMV96a].

Example 5.2 If the abstract interpretation tells that in P]]+ the type of a predicate p with just

one argument position is intlist and the user has declared it in I  as list, then under some natural
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assumptions about ordering in the abstract domain we conclude that P]]+  I  , i.e., the program
is correct w.r.t. the declared I  (or more precisely w.r.t. (I  )). However, the program may still
be incorrect w.r.t. the precise intention I , which is not given by the declaration.

Example 5.3 Assume now that P ]]+ 6 I. We cannot conclude that P is correct w.r.t. I.

We cannot conclude the contrary either. For example if the abstract interpretation tells that the
type of the predicate p with one argument position is list while the user declares it as intlist then
P may still be correct w.r.t. the declaration. This can be due to the loss of accuracy introduced by
the abstraction. In any case it may be desirable to localize a fragment of the program responsible
for this discrepancy. A more careful inspection would then be needed to check whether the fragment
is erroneous w.r.t. the declaration, or not.

If analysis information allow us to conclude that the program is incorrect or incomplete w.r.t.

I , an (abstract) symptom has been found which ensures that the program does not satisfy the

requirement. Thus, a diagnosis should be performed to locate the program construct responsible
for the symptom. We are studying the possibility of using for that purpose the conditions in
Table 2, in a similar way as done in abstract diagnosis CLMV96b].

6 Towards an Integrated Validation and Diagnosis Environment
In the previous sections we have addressed the problem of validation and diagnosis of a program
with respect to incomplete requirements. We have hopefully contributed to clarifying how known
verication and debugging techniques can be combined to support the process of program development, specially in the case in which approximations are used. This nal section discusses the
design of an environment integrating validation and diagnosis tools making an extensive use of
semantic approximations. The development of an environment of this kind is one of the objectives
of the DiSCiPl project. The design of the language for expressing semantic approximations is an
essential part of this task since the language is crucial for the user interface for the integration of
di erent tools. We discuss some possibilities regarding the design of this language, some aspects
of the debugging process, and the structure of the environment itself.

6.1 Assertion Languages

An assertion is a linguistic expression which uniquely identies an element x of the semantic
domain D. The role of assertions is to express approximations of the program semantics, thus
we expect that an assertion includes also an indication concerning the kind of approximation it
is intended to express. The approximations we propose to allow in assertions are again those
introduced in Section 4, i.e., f+ ; !g. In practice, assertions can be used to describe not only the
intended semantics but also the actual semantics of the program (an example of the latter is the
use of assertions to express the result of program analysis in BCHP96]).
We now consider several possible choices for the language of assertions. Notice that di erent
kind of semantics may be used for validation and for debugging, thus the choices discussed below
are parameterized by the semantic domain used.
Note that semantic values in our setting are sets. Thus the assertions have to describe sets. One
can adopt for that purpose some of the standard notations. For example formulae of rst-order
predicate calculus with appropriate interpretation may be used for that purpose.
When using a particular abstract domain for program analysis for abstract debugging, or for
validation, it may be more convenient to introduce a specialized language referring to the elements
of this domain. The language of types inferred by some abstract interpretation is a typical example
of this kind. An assertion of such a language corresponds to an element of the abstract domain.
The concretization function maps it to the concrete domain. An advantage of using assertions
specialised for a given abstract domain is that they facilitate interaction between the user and
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the tools. For example, when working with types it can be more natural to express and compare
types inferred by the system and types declared by the user, rather than types obtained from
assertions about the program which were not expressed in terms of types. It is also possible to
consider assertions written in a di erent abstract domain than the one used for comparison. The
limitation when using the abstract domain(s) is that the semantic objects which can be described
are limited to those which are present as elements of the di erent abstract domains available in
the tools.
Another alternative is to express assertions in the (subset of) the same programming language
i.e., an assertion for a program P is another program A, thus the semantic object indicated by A is
A]]. For example, Prolog programs are used as assertions in the tool discussed in Section 4.1, and
the restricted set of regular programs GdW94] can be used as type assertions in the CIAO system.
Assertions in the form of programs can be seen as executable specications. Such a program may
be used to compute elements of the set specied by it. This technique is especially useful in higher
level languages such as CLP, where the result of a computation may be a nite representation
of an innite set. An additional advantage of using programs as assertions is that the assertions
themselves can be used as run-time tests in the cases in which the desired properties cannot be
proven automatically (see Section 6.3).
Notice that assertions written in di erent assertion languages refer to the same semantic domain. Therefore it may be desirable to develop techniques of combining them for purposes of
specication.

Example 6.1 In the case of the D-model semantics a language of D-constraints including some

basic constraints and closed under conjunction and existential quantication might be an appropriate candidate. Checking the verication conditions would then require a constraint solver capable
of checking satisability and entailment. For the program of Example 2.1, a possible specication
is the following:

A1 = ( f sorted(X) : ; list(X): list( ]): list( jY ]) : ; list(Y ): g +):
A2 = ( f sorted( X Y ]) : ; X > Y: g ;):

which are obviously valid assertions describing over- and under-approximations of the user's intention, respectively.

6.2 Some Practical Aspects of the Debugging Process

An important aspect of debugging is that in practice the process of program construction is often
iterative, and the iterations update incrementally not only the program but also the requirements.
This is related to the observation that user's expectations concerning a program are rarely fully
described. At each stage of development we have a (possibly empty) subset approximation I ;
of the intended semantics and a (possibly empty) superset approximation I + 3 which together
represent the specication. The program in hand should be complete w.r.t. I ; and partially
correct w.r.t. I + . In the previous sections we mentioned some well-known proof methods used for
checking that.
If the proof fails, the failure points to some fragments of the program, which may possibly
be erroneous. The failure may be due to: (1) an error in the program causing violation of the
specication at hand, (2) the specication is too weak, or (3) incompleteness of the prover. Note
that if an error exists then it can only be due to the fragments identied. The user should inspect
them in order to identify the reason of failure. If the user identies that the reason is an error
then the program has to be corrected. If, on the other hand, the user does not identify an error
then alternatively it may be possible to strengthen the specication in such a way that a proof
can be achieved.
3 The other kinds of approximations may also be present but, for simplicity, we will consider these two in this
discussion.
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If the proof succeeds we may: (1) stop the development process, or (2) update the specication.
In particular, the latter is needed if the behavior of the program w.r.t. the rst specication is not
acceptable and the user wants to clarify why.
Note that even if the proof succeeds, as specications are partial, some bugs may still be hidden
in the program. For example, if the techniques presented in Section 5 are used, some bugs may
not be captured by the abstract semantics. Thus, if during testing or execution of the program
some unexpected behaviour is found, diagnosis should start for it. The well-known technique of
declarative diagnosis is then applicable, which, as we have seen, can also rely on approximations
of the intended semantics.

6.3 Which tools are needed

We believe that an integrated environment incorporating the techniques described so far (as well
as other techniques, such as procedural debugging and visualization, which are beyond the scope
of this paper) can be of great help in speeding up the code development process. In this section
we propose some tools to be included in the environment. The intention is to detect bugs as
early as possible, i.e., during compilation or even editing. This can only be achieved by (semi-)
automatic analysis of the (not necessarily completely developed) program in the presence of some
(approximate) specications. An example of such techniques is type checking, which proved to be
useful for that purpose. Our approach puts a framework for working with properties that may be
more general than classical type systems.
The common integrating concept for the tools proposed is the notion of semantic approximation
which is involved in
 describing user's intentions,
 program analysis,
 comparing the results of program analysis with the user's intentions,
 verication,
 debugging.
The fundamental technique mentioned in this context is that of abstract interpretation which
allows for automatic synthesis of semantic approximations, for abstract verication and for abstract
debugging.
To support the above mentioned activities we may need the following tools:
 A program analyzer: it takes the program and the selected abstract domain(s) and generates
an approximation of the actual semantics of the program. In the case of CLP programs
standard analysis techniques can be used for this purpose.
 An assertion translator: if the language for assertions is the underlying programming language or an abstract domain di erent from that used internally by the tool, this translator
is in charge of transforming the intended semantics into the abstract domain to be used by
the analyzer. An intelligent translation scheme would be able to select the best among a set
of abstract domains depending on the requirements expressed by the user in the intended
model.
 A comparator: it would compare the user requirements and the information generated by
the analysis. It can produce three di erent results:
{ The requirement is veried.
{ The requirement does not hold. An abstract symptom has been found and diagnosis
should start.
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{ None of the above. We cannot prove that the requirement holds nor that it does not

hold. Run-time tests could be introduced which would make sure that the requirements
hold. Clearly, this introduces an important overhead and could be turned on only during
program testing.
 A diagnoser based on abstraction: the diagnoser tries to localize the program construct
responsible for the abstract symptom. It would use algorithms based on the sucient conditions of Table 2. Thus it will locate possible error sources.
 A declarative (concrete) diagnoser: it would be used once all abstract symptoms have been
diagnosed and eliminated from the program in order to underpin all subsequent bugs in the
program which appear during program testing and execution. As in Section 4.1, the program
would store approximations of the intended semantics to avoid asking the user whenever the
question can be solved using such approximations.
Partial prototypes of the component tools are mentioned above are currently being developed.
For example, an assertion language, translator, analyzer, and comparator has been incorporated
in the CIAO system which works on the domains of moded types, deniteness, freeness, and
grounding dependencies for CLP programs.
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Abstract

In circumstances when a variable in a program has an incorrect value the
process of debugging it is often a process about discovering the history of that
variable, or rather the ancestry of the value that it contains.
In this paper we propose a new technique for debugging that revolves
around being able to trace back through the history of a particular variable
or variables that it depends upon.
Our development is in the domain of functional programming as the proposal has particular signicance in this domain due to the fact that so many
standard debugging techniques cannot be used at all.

1 Introduction
Debugging is sometimes an exercise in nding out what happened in the past. We
have run our program and it has produced an incorrect result not by failing to
execute but by, say, printing the wrong value for a calculation. We now know that
the value represented in our source code by, say, x is incorrect. The problem now
is to nd out what has caused x to be incorrect. Traditionally the techniques we
would now deploy would be a mixture of setting breakpoints or watches or perhaps
more simply just printing out what was happening inside the program at various
points of, what we hope are, interest. What we might discover is that at some point
a variable a is involved in some calculation with x and that a is incorrect. Now the
focus of the debugging exercise changes and our attention switches to a. So we stop
the current execution and then deploy probably the same mixture of techniques
described above but with the focus on a. Eventually we, hopefully, will successfully
trace the error back to its source and x our program.
It is interesting that the techniques described above have remained largely static
for a number of years whilst programming techniques have changed signicantly. A
programmer from the 1970's would need to learn about object-oriented programming and would no doubt appreciate the Integrated Development Environments
(IDEs) now available but would instantly recognise the tools and tricks described
above to debug a program! Partly, this is because these techniques do work|we can
x errors in a program's code with these techniques. Equally it must be worthwhile
investigating whether better techniques can be discovered.
What we will present in this paper is a proposal for a new `technique' that we
believe captures the behaviour described in the rst paragraph but in a much more
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sophisticated manner. Our development work so far has been in the functional
programming domain in this domain it is far from clear what the most appropriate debugging techniques are: in a lazy evaluation context the control ow may be
obscure. In general the conceptual view of a program is based around data dependencies rather than control ow, and we are interested in being able to investigate
a program using this conceptualisation, so breakpoints are of little use `variables'
do not change their values, so watches are meaningless.

1.1 `Backtracing' in the functional domain
The key idea that we present in the paper can best be summarised as `debugging
by dataow' or `backtracing'. By this we mean that the programmer when debugging their program can follow the `story' of how the value under consideration was
constructed. To illustrate, consider the following function:
f a b = x * y
where x = a + b
y = a - b

The information we wish to provide the programmer with is how the values are
constructed. For instance, if the programmer requests the value of x, the detail
returned is that x is currently 5 and that the value ve is the result of adding
a and b. At this point the programmer can request the value of a or b and see
similar detail. Thus the programmer having identied the wrong value can trace
its dataow backwards and trace back to the point where the error was made.
This is what we all do when we debug imperative programs but we do it by
setting backpoints and traces to investigate the behaviour of the variable in question. The drawback is that `traditional' debugging does not capture the `story' of
each value. Thus we cannot go `backwards' from the point of error. All we can
do is restart the program and, via our intuition, attempt to work a little further
back towards the actual error. The proposal outlined above would appear to oer
considerable benets to the programmer: nding the source of an error should be
considerably quicker and simpler.

1.2 In the imperative domain
To apply the proposal to imperative programs would appear straightforward to
describe but rather harder to implement. For the present, we will simply describe
how we see this proposal working with an imperative language. To illustrate, we
will use the same example from the previous section but rewritten imperatively:
x := a + b
y := a - b
z := x * y

We'll assume that z produces the wrong value. The programmer would mark
in same way (in the source code), say, by adding an * or some other `special'
character. When the compiler is then run (in debugging mode) upon encountering
the marked variable(s) would perform a dataow analysis to see which variables the
marked variable(s) was dependent upon. All the assignments that involved variables
that the marked variable(s) were dependent upon would then be modied to return
not only the value in the normal way but just as described above the `story' would
z
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be returned too. In the example, x would have the value (5, af3g + bf2g). Again
it would be possible to then inspect a to nd its `value'.
The structure of this paper is the following: In section 2 we present the mechanics
of the proposal|our initial development will be in the functional domain (as the
proposal seems to provide a very useful debugging mechanism in a programming
domain where debugging is notoriously dicult). Section 5 is a brief survey of
related work (mainly from the functional domain|where the proposal has been
examined by other researchers but without the particular emphasis that we place
on how the information collected can be exploited to work backwards). Lastly,
section 6 will be conclusions and suggestions for further work.

2 Recording backtrace dependences at run time
We can illustrate the basic information to be gathered during program debugging
using the following denition of the factorial function (in Gofer):
fact
fact 0
fact n

::
=
=

Int -> Int
1
n * fact (n - 1)

Our starting point for tracing back through the construction of bad values, to
determine the origin of the error, is a complete trace of the execution of a program
(up to the run time failure point if that is what happens). We require that the trace
allows us to recover easily not only what data values contributed to the construction
of any faulty value, but also, recursively, the detailed origins of those data values.
Therefore, the general principle of the scheme is that each value in a program execution is `tagged' with a `story' describing its origin, and each story will, recursively,
contain the stories of the values that it depends on. Whenever a value is used in a
computation (basic operator or program dened function application), its story is
built into the story tagged onto the new value constructed. Further, where a value
is passed as an argument to a function application, it is passed complete with its
story so that any values computed in the function's body can be tagged with the
full story of their origin other approaches do not make this generalization, and so
lose the ability to explicitly trace back from any faulty value to its origins.
For example, if we apply fact, above, to 1, we would like to be able to derive
the following explanatory facts:
1. The result is 1, from application of fact to the value 1 (which was initial
data).
2. The result is 1, obtained by multiplying 1 (which was initial data) by 1 (which
was obtained from application of fact to 0).
3. The 0 in 2. was obtained by subtracting 1 (a constant in fact) from 1 (initial
data).
4. The 1 (which was obtained from application of fact to 0 in 2.), is a constant
in fact.
In practice, we would also like to know which static occurrence in the program
of basic operators is being used, which static occurrence of each program constant
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is being used, and, where appropriate, the route through function applications that
the value has taken from its point of creation to the current use.
We propose



A tracing method that captures this information in a complex data structure.
A browser that allows us to selectively extract explanations such as those
above.

The tracing method must satisfy a number of requirements:
1. The trace representation must be (reasonably) easy to browse.
2. In order to scale up well, the execution trace must be fairly compact for large
examples. In particular, we would like to avoid functions like f x = x + x
duplicating x's story for each occurrence of x in x + x.
3. In order to handle higher order working, the function component of applications also needs to have an attached story. (This is particularly tricky for
where curried functions are partially applied, and where `sections' are used.)
4. The approach must not be over strict. Since we are considering lazy evaluation, in applications where a non-terminating computation (or innite data
structure) is supplied for a non-needed argument, the inclusion of that argument's story in the overall story must not render other parts of the overall
story unreachable (and so unreadable). We will exploit the laziness in the
debugging scheme to solve this problem.
The next section we describe the details of our tracing scheme, which currently
entails augmentation of the program's source code. This gives us a fully functional
debugger for functional programs.

3 Representing traces: Debug Trees
Fundamentally we are attempting to discover information about each function call.
There are three components that we need to keep track of: the function itself,
the input arguments to the function and the result of applying the function to its
input arguments. The details we are attempting to capture can be represented as
two interdependent data types: one for the function and its arguments (application
tree, Atree) and one for the result of the application (debug tree, Dtree). In fact,
Dtrees capture the general notion of `story' above.
In Gofer, as in most functional languages, function is `curried': that is, each
function is treated as having only one argument. Higher order functions allow us to
construct functions of more than one argument. Consider the function application
f x, where both f and x are expressions, the former yielding a function value. In our
scheme the node constructor FnArg will represent the application. The rst branch
is the function f and the second its input argument. We will call this datatype
Atree for application tree.
data Atree

=

FnArg Dtree Dtree

We capture the result of the application in our second datatype, Dtree, for debug tree. Now we consider the actual structure of Dtree. Dtree must capture the
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result of applications as well as basic types, operators, function names and lists.
Below is the denition of Dtree:
type FName
type VName
data Bop

=
=
=

Char]
Char]
Plus | Min | ...| Not

-- Function names
-- Variable names
-- Built in operator names

data Dtree

=

Lf Int |
Lfb Bool |
Lfbi Bop |
Lff FName |
Lfvar VName Dtree |
.
.
.
App Atree Dtree |
Partial

------

Leaf: integer constant
Leaf: boolean constant
Leaf: built in operators
Leaf: function name
Variable names

-- Application and result
-- Placeholder for result of a
-- partial application

Now we have a rich data structure to capture stories. Note that the ADT includes function names and operators. This will allow us to capture in a generalised
way the name of the function being applied as well as the values it was applied to.
The leaf for built in operators is not strictly necessary as these can be dealt with
via the normal function name leaf. They are left in, at present, so that they can be
dierentiated from user dened functions|this may or may not prove useful.
We have omitted from the presentation of Dtree the elements that allow us
to record which static occurrences of constants and operators are used, and which
variables are accessed to obtain values. These are easy to add, but would complicate
the appearance of the example stories below.
Now we must examine the systematic introduction of debugging trees into programs.

3.1 Constants
Integer constants are represented by the leaf, Lf, of the Dtree. For instance, 7 must
be augmented to (7, Lf 7). We will call the new values, traced values and dene
the type synonym type T x = (x, Dtree). At present only integer and boolean
(Lfb) constants are dened.

3.2 Variables
Variables are replaced by:
(v, Lfvar ``x'' s) where (v, s) = x

\x" is the name of the variable in question.

3.3 Built in Operators
Each built in operator, such as multiplication , is replaced by a version which
expects traced operands and yields a traced result. For example, we replace each
occurrence of a fully applied  such as 1  2 by mult 1 2 where:
e

e
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e

e

mult
mult (x, xd) (y, yd)

::
=

T Int -> T Int -> T Int
(x * y, Lf (x * y))

This denition appears to `throw away' the traced elements xd and yd of the
operands. The traced components of the operands are dealt with by the `traced'
denition of application itself (see next). Also, note the above is not the full story
for expressions involving primitive operators. Further details are in 3.5.

3.4 Application
All functions are treated as curried, and so function application only involves one
argument. To deal with the fact that everything is traced we must modify the definition of function application. Usually apply is represented by juxtaposition, i.e
applied to is normally written  we shall represent this with an explicit application operator as ap , with the implicit denition ap f x = f x. When tracing
the function application ap 1 2 , 1 will yield a traced function, say ( ), and
). The function must be applied
2 will yield a traced argument value, say, (
to ( ), yielding result, (
). Finally the story of the application and how
it computes its result must be constructed from
. Thus we recast apply as:
f

x

fx

fx

e

e

e

f f d

e

x xd

0

x xd

0

x  xd

f d xd xd

ap (f, fd) (x, xd)

f

=

0

let (x', xd') = f (x, xd)
in (x', App (FnArg fd xd) xd')

For example, applying the traced version of `not' (pnot) to, say True, is written as:
ap (pnot, Lfbi Not) (True, Lfb True)

which yields:
(False, App (FnArg (Lfbi Not) (Lfb True)) (Lfb False))

3.5 Curried Functions
When dealing with curried functions we must retain the full trace of the applications.
Recall that an expression like 2  3 represents the application of  to 2 and then
the application of the curried function 2 to 3. In our notation this would be
written as ap (ap f x) y. The inner apply (ap f x) must return an entity with
type T (T Int -> T Int), i.e, a function that takes a traced integer and returns
a traced integer and the trace of the application (ap f x). The value (mult (2,
Lf 2), Partial) has the right type but applying this to, (3, Lf 3), yields (6,
App (FnArg Partial (Lf 3)) (Lf 6)) which loses the tracing information about
mult being applied to (2, Lf 2). To retain this information we must replace the
`Partial' in (mult (2, Lf 2), Partial) with the proper trace representing 2:
App
(FnArg (Lfbi Mult) (Lf 2))
Partial

This represents the application of the built in operator mult to (2, Lf 2), i.e. 2.
The result of this application is represented by the placeholder leaf Partial from
Dtree. This is the trace representation of mult (2, Lf 2). Thus 2  3 can be
rewritten as:
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ap
(mult (2, Lf 2), App (FnArg (Lfbi Mult) (Lf 2)) Partial)
(3, Lf 3)

This version gives us the full trace information. As can be seen from the results
of running the above:
(6,
App
(FnArg (App (FnArg (Lfbi Mult) (Lf 2)) Partial)
(Lf 3))
(Lf 6))

We can package up the tracing for a fully curried, tracing version of multiplication, pmult, so that we can write down expressions like ap (ap pmult (2, Lf 2))
(3, Lf 3) to represent 2 * 3. To do this we dene pmult as:
pmult
pmult

::
=

Num Int
=> T (T Int -> T (T Int -> T Int))
let f' x
=
(mult x, Partial)
in (f', Lfbi Mult)

Note that this means we have a way of writing sections. From the above we can see
that the section 2 is rewritten as ap pmult (2, Lf 2).
The above scheme generalises for any function of two arguments f :: a -> b
-> c. A new function pf is dened as:
pf
pf

::
=

T (T a -> T (T b -> T c))
let f' x = (f x, Partial)
in (f', Lff "f")
original f

(Note that this calls the

)

A function of one argument f
pf
pf

::
=

T (T a -> T b)
(f, Lff "f")

A function of three arguments f
pf
pf

:

:: a -> b

::
=

:: a -> b -> c -> d

is rewritten as:

T (T a -> T (T b -> T (T c -> T d)))
let f' x y = (f x y, Partial)
f' x
= (f' x, Partial)
in (f', Lff "f")

This scheme generalises easily to functions of arguments.
In general, an occurrence of the name of a program dened function f in an
expression is represented as pf, where pf is a new function as dened above. Where
f occurs not in an application expression (e.g. as argument to a higher order function), it is left as pf. All applications are transformed into fully curried form using
ap:
n

f
f
f

where

0

n

e

e1

e1

e1

e2

e2

..
.

e3

is replaced by
is replaced by
is replaced by
..
.

ap pf e01
ap (ap pf e01 )
ap (ap (ap pf e01 )

..
.

is the appropriate form of n .
e
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0

e2

e2 ) e3
0

0

An occurrence in an expression of a variable representing a function valued
argument needs no special treatment, as its value will already be properly traced.

3.6 Function de nitions
Functions are dened as collections of equations of the form
f x y ... = e

where the arguments x, y, . . .may contain patterns.
The function denition must be transformed by replacement of all constants
in the patterns by ( , cd) (which will result in the stories associated with such
arguments being discarded, as they do not contribute to the result), and by applying
the augmentations described above to the body of the function.
Actually required is an indexing of the equations to aid back tracing and similiarly with guards (not discussed here).
c

c

3.7 An Example
Returning to the factorial example. We rewrite fact and introduce a new function
pfact:
fact (0, nd)
fact n

=
=

pfact

=

Running ap

(1, Lf 1)
ap (ap pmult (v, Lfvar "n" s))
(ap pfact (ap (ap pminus (v, Lfvar "n" s)) (1, Lf 1)))
where (v, s) = n
(fact, Lff "Fact")

pfact (1, Lf 1)

(and prettifying a little by hand) gives:

App
FnArg (Lff Fact) (Lf 1)
App
FnArg
App
FnArg (Lfbi Mult ) (Lfvar "n" Lf 1)
Partial
App
FnArg
Lff Fact
App
FnArg
App
FnArg (Lfbi Min ) (Lfvar "n" Lf 1)
Partial
Lf 1
Lf 0
Lf 1
Lf 1

We have the result 1 and its trace. The trace is rather hard to read in this form,
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but it is a well structured object. It is clear that this method is not easily used
without a browser (see 4).

3.8 In nite Lists and Non-termination
We have not discussed how to trace the computation of list structures, as that is
not the main thrust of this paper. However, there is one dicult problem that we
should mention: innite lists. We may call functions with arguments of the form
1..]. The traced form of an innite list contains an innite Dtree. We cannot
simply print this out as the input to some function, and we have to be clear that it
is safe to allow the innite Dtree to exist in the computation at all!
A similar consideration applies to non-terminating computations that return no
value at all, e.g. an application of f x = f (x + 1). The computation will expand
to be an innite Dtree.
The solution to both these problems is the same: the Dtree is lazily evaluated,
and a browser can be directed to show an interactively determined number of the
computation steps, thus limiting the debug tree traversed.
Full details of the transformation scheme are given in 2]. This shows all languages features that can be dealt with by our scheme at present except for translation of variables as this is a recent addition to the scheme. Other issues that
we must add to the scheme are algebraic datatypes and a mechanism to deal with
computations of the form: 1/0.

4 The Browser
The debug tree for the traced evaluation of fact 1 in 3.7 above shows that the
debug tree itself would make a very poor tool for analysing program behaviour. It
is quite hard to follow, even for a computation as simple as fact 1. The debug tree
for fact 2 is rather larger, and almost intractable. Therefore we propose to use a
browser tool for inspection of the debug tree produced by a faulty computation that
we wish to investigate. The browser fulls several important roles:




It allows us to view only a part of the debug tree at any time, and to gradually
and systematically explore its subtrees.
It presents the contents of the debug tree to us in a more palatable form.
Since the debug tree is initially in an unevaluated form, due to the lazy evaluation, the browser can control the extent to which we force evaluation of
components of the tree.

We have a prototype browser that allows us to interactively explore debug trees
of the kind shown in this paper. It incorporates various debugging aids additional
to the basic Dtree treatment discussed above: App nodes record an index of which
equation was used when the function was applied (used when displaying the application node) Dtree nodes record the location in the source program of the construct
evaluated (so that, for example, the instance of a constant referred to can be identied accurately) the text of the program being debugged is available, and lines
identied by the locations referred to above are output to aid the user. We still
need to explore fully the capabilities of the debugging browser and to assess what
additional practical facilities are required it also seems to be an excellent candidate
for a point-and-click GUI.
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4.1 Example
We can use our browser to perform the kinds of investigations illustrated below.
The example omits some of the \additional aids" mentioned above, to simplify the
presentation.
Let us suppose that we are debugging a faulty version of the fact function, as
above. The fault that has crept in is that the rst equation in the original form of
the code has carelessly been entered as
fact 0 = 0

and that we have evaluated fact 2 and obtained the result 0.
Let's assume that we understand the intended computation fairly well, but that
the text of the program is suciently long and complex that we need help in exploring which parts have been used by the particular evaluation. Clearly this is
not true of fact, but it is a common debugging scenario.] We need to nd out why
the result is 0.
At each step, the browser outputs a summary of the `top level' of the Dtree
being viewed, and invites the user to select a sub-component to explore further. The
browser attempts to simplify subtrees to their actual values | these are indicated by
a * sux below, and are candidates for sub-component exploration. This automatic
`chasing' of a value is restricted in the depth of its search in the Dtree (to avoid
innite recursions and `black holes').
The debug session for fact 2 starts by applying the browser to the Dtree from
evaluating ap pfact (2,(Lf 2)), and proceeds as follows:
Current: Application of fact* to 2* with result 0*
Action? Follow result
Current: Application of Mult 2* to 0* with result 0*
Action? Follow argument
Current: Application of fact* to 1* with result 0*
Action? Follow result
Current: Application of Mult 1* to 0* with result 0*
Action? Follow argument
Current: Application of fact* to 0* with result 0*
Action? Follow result
Current: Constant 0

(in the first equation for fact)

At this point the user has found the source of the 0, and can see how it appears
as an operand to the multiplications. From an understanding of the intended algorithm, it should be 1, and so we can consider the debugging investigation at an end.
The browser also allows the user to backtrack in the investigation, so that should
no problem be found in one subtree, another can be explored.
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5 Related Work
There has been some research into functional debuggers but it is not intention our
to review that work here as our focus is on the proposal presented in this paper.
The interested reader is referred to 3], 7], 9], 10], 14].
A debugger for the ML functional language 13] also allows the programmer to
work backwards through the program. It does this by taking snapshots of the state
of the program at various points (e.g. before function application). Therefore it
is possible for the programmer to work backwards from where the error occurred
but this debugger does not record the actual details of the calculations that generated the value(s) nor does it attempt to support the `time-travel' focused on the
pinpointed variables. It allows the programmer to work back from the state at
`time' to `time' ; 1 and examine the value of each variable. This functional
debugger is certainly the most complete implementation of a debugger for a functional programming languages|it supports `traditional' debugging features such as
breakpoints and watches|and certainly a useful tool to debug ML programs. The
methods used in this debugger cannot be applied to the pure functional language
because they exploit non-pure features.
Sparud 11, 12] has also investigated a similiar approach to ours using an Evaluation Dependence Tree (EDT) which is similar to our Dtree. The EDT is constructed
by `modifying' apply in a similar way to our mechanism. To support the modication of apply programs are also rewritten (just like in our scheme). We believe
that Sparud's scheme can also be used in the same fashion as ours and are currently investigating this claim. One feature of note is that Sparud scheme exploits
a special feature of the Chalmers Haskell compiler: existential types not supported
in the Glasgow implementation of Haskell or in Gofer.
To implement this scheme in the imperative domain it is clear that the use
of \Dynamic Slicing" 15, 8, 1] would be of great benet. Dynamic slicing is a
technique that identies those parts of a program that are involved in the calculation
of a particular variable. The slice is guaranteed to have the same behaviour as the
whole program with respect to to the variable in question. To implement our scheme
we will need to know the data-dependencies of the variable in we wish to investigate
and the work done to implement dynamic slicing will clearly be crucial.
n

n

6 Conclusions
What we have done so far is sketch out what appears to be a promising approach
to the debugging of functional languages and possibly imperative languages.
It is our intention to investigate this approach in more detail to get a rmer grip
on the diculties that stand in the way of full implementation, particularly in the
functional domain|certainly we believe we can implement this idea of `debugging
by dataow' or `back tracing' with Haskell 4] by rewriting the standard prelude in
the appropriate form. Then a program could be used to transform a normal program
into a debug version which would then be interactively executed. At present we are
investigating doing this in a interpreted language, such as Gofer 5, 6], simply by
replacement of the standard prelude by a debugging prelude. Full details of this work
can be found in 2].
The main idea we wish to deal with is not the functional implementation of
`debugging by dataow' but the facility of the proposal|the notion that there is
value in capturing the `story' of how values inspected when debugging have been
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constructed during the program's execution. We believe that this combined with a
broswer that allowed the programmer to walk `backwards' through a value's construction provides an alternative to `normal' (tracing, watches and breakpoints)
debugging techniques.
This paper has drawn heavily from the domain of functional programming which
simply reects the authors particular programming basis and where we rst used
the proposal outlined in this paper to investigate whether it formed the basis of a
useful means to help debug functional programs. Recently, though we have began
to look at whether it has utility beyond the world of functional programming and
although our initial investigation consists of `thought experiments' we rmly believe
that the proposal forms basis of what should be valuable research into how to extend
the idea into other programming domains.
Clearly, there will be problems that we have not for seen although memory usage
is one that springs immediately to mind. This potential memory problem will not
be as bad as it might rst appear because the Dtree will be evaluated lazily. This
is an area that we must investigate in the future so that we can determine the
overheads associated with our proposed debugging scheme.
There is also a risk that this proposal would overwhelm the programmer with
enormous amounts of information (a criticism often levelled with justication at
techniques like algorithmic debugging which probably present less information to the
programmer). This will be some extend be alleviated by the fact that the programmer is driving the process just not mindlessly being presented with information|
this would certainly be an area for renement.
Overall, though, we believe that the ability to `trace back' through the ancestry
of a particular value is a powerful debugging technique that would be of use to
programmers actually debugging programs.
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Abstract
This paper introduces the bisection debugging model. The key idea is to use a debugger to identify
the semantic differences between two versions of the same program. The debugger leads the user
(programmer) to the region of the source code that is different between the versions and effects erroneous
behavior. To implement bisection debugging, a debugger must insert checkpoints around regions of the
program that are determined to be different (by, e.g., a file differencing program). To compare the state
of both computations, it is necessary that there are no constraints on where a breakpoint can be set, and
the debugger must be able to solve all data value problems at this breakpoint. The quality of the file
differencing program has an influence on the execution speed of the debugged program, but not on the
correctness of the method. This debugging model is useful if there exists already a correct version of a
program (in the sense that its output is acceptable) and subsequent changes have modified this program
so that the output is no longer correct.

1

Introduction

A common situation in program development and maintenance is that a change to the program introduces a
bug. That is, an earlier version Pold of the program under development is deemed to be correct, and a later
version Pnew is considered to be incorrect. There are many reasons why it is needed to modify a correct
program – to add functionality, to port it to a different version of the compiler or runtime system, to remove
bugs for some input sets, etc. When such changes are made, software developers are concerned about not
breaking the parts of the program that work so far, and regression testing (or other testing approaches) are
commonly used to guard against such mistakes. However, if a bug is inserted, then the programmer wants
to identify (and remove it) as soon as possible.
This debugging situation is somewhat different from other scenarios during development when no
reference version exists. Here, we assume that there exists a version Pold that produces a correct result for
some input I so that Pold (I) is acceptable and Pnew (I) is not acceptable. Note that Pold (I  ) for some other
input I  may be incorrect, and that Pnew (I  ) is correct. All we care about is that a bug has been inserted into
Pnew .
Since Pnew and Pold are versions of the same program, it is possible to identify their differences using
either a separate utility tool or obtaining them directly from the program development environment. A user
is then interested in finding the earliest point in the execution of the two versions where the data space differs
– once this point has been identified, then it is possible to unravel the situation.
Skilled programmers have used this technique for a long time by manually comparing the states of two
executions of different versions of this program. However, inserting by hand breakpoints in those places
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where the debugger user suspects that there exists the potential for differences is cumbersome if the program
is large. A recent paper [1] described the implementation of such a system to identify problems occurring
in the porting of applications.

2

Example

Consider the simple loop shown in this example:
for i:= 0 to n do
begin
a[i] = i;
end;
If this code is modified to introduce a guard for the assignment statement in the loop
for i:= 0 to n do
begin
if (b[i] <> 0) then
a[i] = i;
end;
(and this region of code is executed prior to code related to other changes, then we want to stop execution
if there exists an i such that anew [i] = aold [i] for all i < i and anew [i ] <> aold [i ]. A simple bisection
debugger may insert a breakpoint before and after the loop in each version of the program and compare the
value of a in both executions. A debugger that has a better understanding of the program structure would
insert a test inside the loop, as indicated below for Pold
for i:= 0 to n do
begin
// test //
a[i] = i;
end;
and for Pnew
for i:= 0 to n do
begin
if (b[i] <> 0) then
// test //
a[i] = i;
else
// test //
end;

3

Problem

Given two versions Pnew and Pold of a program with different behavior, finding the textual differences in
the source files is often not enough to identify the cause of the behavior change. In addition to edits, there
may be additional files for Pnew in the source code depository, or files have have been merged or deleted
altogether. We assume that at least the highest-level function (main in C/C++) has retained its name. (C
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and C++ require a specific name, Java imposes some constraints on the class name that in practice guarantee
that this requirement is met.)
Also, to concentrate on the novel aspect of automatically comparing the execution states of two versions
of a program, we require that all programs are well-structured (i.e. do not contain arbitrary control transfers).
Most C/C++ programs and all Java programs satisfy the constraints.
Figure 1 illustrates the situation; a shaded region indicates that these regions of the program have changed
in Pnew relative to Pold or that have been removed from Pold . However, not all changes may have an adverse
effect with regard to our input set (I).

Pold

Pnew

Figure 1: Sources for Pold and Pnew .
To identify the changes that matter, we want to divide the source files in half and see if the changes to
the first half result in a different state of program execution for Pnew (compared to executing Pold ). It is not
critical that we divide the source exactly in half: One one hand, even if we divide the sources so that both
regions have an equal number of (non-comment) characters, there is no guarantee that the execution time
mirrors this division. Also, on the other hand, it may not even be possible to achieve an even division with
regard to space or time.
Ideally, we are able to divide the sources so that the execution of each region forms a strongly connected
component, with a single control transfer from region 1 to region 2. Figure 2 depicts this idealized situation;
a control transfer is a transition into or out of the hatched region in the execution diagram.
Pold

Pnew
[Static]

Region 1
Region 2

[Dynamic]

Figure 2: Idealized partitioning of sources for Pold and Pnew .
However, in practice it is seldom possible to obtain a clean separation as depicted by Figure 2. Instead,
a bisection debugger must deal with the situation that there are multiple control transfers between the two
regions, as depicted by Figure 3.
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Pold

Pnew
[Static]

Region 1
Region 2

[Dynamic]

Figure 3: More realistic partitioning of sources for Pold and Pnew .
To capture (and compare) the changes to the state of the execution for Pnew and Pold , it is imperative
that debugger is able to stop at any point, as determined by the source code partitioner. At these breakpoints,
the debugger must be able to inspect all source variables and must be able to retrieve their current values.
(A value is current if the object value corresponds to the source code value [6].) Finding a solution to this
problem is similar to the task faced by a debugger for optimized code. In both cases, the debugger must
understand the flow of data.
If the computations in the first region did not introduce divergence between the states of the computation,
then we assume that the second region is responsible, so we continue with this region. In either case, we
now proceed as before: the selected region is again divided into two regions, and the search continues. Once
we have narrowed the selection to either a function, basic block, or individual line of code, as selected by
the user, the process terminates.
Notice that bisection debugging assumes that only the program makes (relevant) changes to the program
state. This assumption is violated by programs that, e.g., interact with the operating system and have for
the same input set different execution histories, depending on some interaction with the operating system.
volatile data structures do not rule out the use of bisection debugger, however the technique described
here is unable to deal with bugs that are introduced by the interaction with an outside agent (the operating
system or another thread that shares part of the address space).

4

Identifying the checkpoints

We now turn our attention to identifying the places where to insert checkpoints. A checkpoint is a pair of
breakpoints in the sources of Pnew and Pold that requires a comparison of the execution states. If all source
variables have the same values, then the computations have not yet reached the point of divergence. In this
case, the debugger continues to the next checkpoint.
Figure 4 depicts the situation that the region of interest in Pnew and Pold consists of exactly one basic
block. Shading indicates that these two blocks differ. The debugger now has to insert a checkpoint at each
transition point, i.e. those places where the computations in Pnew and Pold differ. Notice that there may
be no differences in the basic blocks; in this case only the checkpoints at the start and end of the block are
required.
This idea can be extended to a situation where the regions of Pnew and Pold that the debugger wants
to compare have a different number of basic blocks. Figure 5 depicts a single basic block in Pold that is
replaced by three basic blocks in Pnew . (Notice that one of the blocks in Pnew may be empty, or that one of
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Pold

Pnew

Figure 4: Differences in a single basic block.
them may be a loop or may represent a number of basic blocks.)
Pold

Pnew

Figure 5: Expansion of basic blocks.
Again, in this case it is sufficient to introduce a checkpoint at any transition point in the program. Of
course, the opposite case (three basic blocks in Pold , a single basic block in Pnew ) is also possible. The
description of how to deal with this situation has been omitted from this summary.
Finally, we must deal with the situation that the regions in Pnew and Pold contain several basic blocks. In
this case, we can select an arbitrary partitioning, although one that attempts to match the textual differences
will require fewer steps before the program is processed.

5

Related work

A prerequisite for this debugging model is the ability to debug globally optimized programs (for a realistic
programming language). Only if the debugger can query and supply the state of the computation at an
arbitrary place, then it is possible to use the bisection debugging technique. A number of papers on debugging
optimized code have recently been published that demonstrate that it is now possible to debug fully (or at least
highly) optimized code, even for languages as difficult as C [2, 3, 9]. However, the technology developed in
these research projects has not yet found its way into commercial systems.
A recent paper [1] described the implementation of a relative debugger that allows a user to insert
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breakpoints to compare the executions of two versions of a program on different target machines. The
paper does not discuss the implications of (or constraints imposed by) code optimizers. The paper, however,
points out a number of important observations for a multi-hosted environment. If the two versions of the
program run on different target machines with possibly different implementations of floating point arithmetic
computations, then the results of these computations may be different yet not point to an error. For example,
if the order of summation is different on these machines, then rounding errors may produce different results.
For this reason, we do not consider different target machines in this context.
Program slicing [4, 7, 5, 8] attempts to solve the inverse problem: given a breakpoint (and possibly
a variable), find all parts of the program that were executed on the path(s) leading to this breakpoint. If
the programmer has selected a specific variable, the slicing debugger may also highlight those parts of the
program that may have set or modified the specific variable. The slicing approach can be useful (in the context
of reconciling two versions of a program) if a the user has a good idea how the two versions differ. However,
if many parts of a program are executed on those paths to the breakpoint, then the user needs assistance to
compare the different paths in the two versions. This task, however, is much harder than comparing two
different versions, because now we are given two slices (of two different but related programs).

6

Concluding remarks

This paper sketched an approach to debugging that assists a programmer in reconciling two versions Pnew
and Pold of a program. A bisection debugger partitions the sources of these two versions and attempts to
identify the earliest point where the two computations diverge. This information then has to be used by the
programmer to identify the real cause of the erroneous behavior.
Bisection debugging requires the ability to insert arbitrary breakpoints and to take a complete snapshot
of the program state each each breakpoint. Since most modern compilers include optimizations, the above
requirement implies that we are able to handle the problem of debugging optimized code; the debugger must
be able to solve the data value problems at all breakpoints for the variables of interest. Since the changes in
the versions may be local to a single basic block, the debugger must be able to handle both local and global
optimizations. An approach that inserts breakpoints only at basic block boundaries is not sufficient.
One restriction is that the execution of the program is only controlled by the variables visible in the
program (so that it is possible to executed Pnew and Pold with the same input set I . As stated earlier, if
the program contains references to volatile variables (or their equivalent), then this requirement is not
met. A related comment concerns changes to the data space, i.e., the addition or removal of variables to the
program. Since a bisection debugger attempts to point out where the computation performed by Pold differs
from the computation performed by Pnew , it is necessary that both Pnew and Pold have (data) variables in
common. If variables are renamed, then the debugger cannot correlate different definitions. If a variable
has been deleted from Pold , then bisection debugging will identify the first place where a common variable
is assigned a different value. Of course, it is possible that the paths through the program prior to this point
are different (but they would only assign values to variables introduced newly into Pnew ).
Significant work remains to be done before we are in a position to experiment with a practical implementation of a bisection debugger. For an implementation, a good starting point would be the programming
environment if this tool maintains a history of a program. As the program P is modified, the programming environment (or its editor) can record the deltas to earlier versions and thereby assist the debugger in
identifying the regions of interest.
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Abstract

Propagation analysis is a dynamic code analysis technique that can
be used to quantitatively assess certain software properties that are otherwise dicult to assess, such as testability, safety and security. The
currently accepted analysis technique relies heavily on repeated execution
of the code being assessed, and is therefore very expensive to apply. We
are currently developing static analysis methods to assist in the dynamic
assessment. Our aim is to replace the most expensive parts of the dynamic analysis technique with less expensive and nearly as accurate static
analysis techniques. This paper summarizes our ideas on how this can be
done.

1 Introduction

When thinking about testing, the kind of testing that most often comes to
mind is running software to determine if it functions correctly or not. Testing
the functionality of a system is of course important, and is probably the most
common type of testing. But there are other aspects of a system that need
testing as well. System safety and security are two such aspects which are
becoming increasingly important as software permeates through all aspects of
life. Today we rely on software to y us across oceans to Computer Science
conferences, and we rely on software to keep our bank records intact. We rely
on software to control our car on the way to work and we rely on it to keep
condential information safe from prying eyes.
Let us for a moment jump to another topic, and come back to the issues of
testing for, or more correctly stated, assessing for safety and security. Testers
know that the eort required to test a piece of software varies, and that the
portion of faults actually found also varies. This property of software is called
testability. Testability varies between software types. For example, fault tolerant software is notoriously dicult to test, since per denition, faults are not
supposed to cause failures. But testability can also vary on a smaller level.
Dierent choices in implementation can yield products that are identical in
functionality and behavior, but have dierent testability. At this level there
are many dierent ways of dening testability 1, 3, 6, 7]. The denition we like
working with is the predicted minimum fault size 2, 7].
The size of a fault is simply the proportion of inputs that cause the fault to
result in failure. The minimum fault size is the smallest such size in a program.
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The predicted minimum fault size is an educated guess as to how large the actual
minimum fault size is. When estimating the minimum fault size it is useful to
consider how a fault causes failure. For a fault to cause a failure the fault has
to be executed. The fault also needs to cause the internal state of the program
to be dierent from what it should be we call this infection. Finally the change
in the internal state has to propagate to the program's outputs this we call
propagation. The probability of a failure due to a fault at a certain location is
stated in equation 1. The size of the fault is simply this probability times the
size of the input domain.
Infection Execution
Pr Propagation Infection
(1)
It is obvious from this that the minimum fault size depends on the probability distribution of the program's inputs, the operational prole. When the
operational prole changes, so do the fault sizes, and this also testability.
To estimate fault sizes, the software is repeatedly executed with random
inputs. First the probability of execution is estimated by counting how many
times each position in the program is executed. Next infection is estimated by
randomly mutating each position in turn and recording the number of times
the mutation caused the internal state to change. Finally the internal state is
perturbed at each position in turn, and if the resulting output is dierent from
the output of the same execution without the perturbation, propagation has
occurred.
Testability assessments can be used in a number of dierent ways. Firstly
they point out to testers where faults are likely to be missed. For these segments
of code some other verication method than testing may be appropriate. Secondly a testability assessment can help determine how testing resources should
be allocated to various parts of a system. A completely dierent, but very interesting application of testability is to enhance reliability estimates. If N random
test cases yield no faults, the reliability of the system, r can be taken as 1=N.
If at the same time the testability is brought up to r, the probability that the
software contains faults becomes 0 with a high condence. Using this method,
reliability estimates of as low as 10-7 could be made 1]. It should be noted
that practical experience with this method has not been reported to any great
extent, but the potential benets make it an interesting alley to explore.
Moving back to assessing safety and security, we nd that the same concepts
used in testability, in particular propagation analysis, useful 4, 5]. When assessing safety the internal state of the program is perturbed, and the system is
examined to determine if this perturbation results in an unsafe state. If that
happens, there may be a safety problem in the system. Similarly, to assess
security, the internal state is perturbed in a way that simulates an attack, and
the operation of the system is monitored to ensure that the perturbation does
not result in a breach of security.
These analyses all have the advantage of being completely automatic, but
they are also expensive. In particular, propagation analysis is computationally
expensive, and this limits its usefulness on larger systems. We have examined
the possibility to perform at least part of the analysis using static methods
rather than dynamic ones.
Pr

Failure

] =

Pr

Execution

]

Pr

j

]

j
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2 Static Execution Analysis

Estimating the probability of execution is the least expensive of the three analysis methods (execution, infection and propagation probabilities.) Currently it is
used in testability analysis and will probably be required for hybrid propagation
analysis. The dynamic execution probability estimation suers from sometimes
not executing a position in the code at all. When this happens, infection and
propagation analysis cannot be performed. Instead the estimate becomes an
upper bound derived from the number of times the software has been executed.
In order to continue the analysis the portion of code that has not been executed
needs to be manually veried. Once it is known to be correct it can be excluded
from the analysis, which will lead to a higher testability.
We hoped to develop a static analysis method for calculating the execution
probability. To be viable the method would have to be nearly as inexpensive
to use as dynamic analysis. The method we developed turned out not to be
accurate enough and to be more expensive than dynamic analysis.

3 Static and Hybrid Propagation Analysis

Propagation analysis is the most expensive of the three analyses, and also the
most useful. An approach to static propagation analysis has been proposed but
not thoroughly examined 1]. Essentially the idea is to perform forward dataow analysis, marking variables that are dependent on the infected variable.
This way a fault set is built for each program position. The proposed hypothesis
is that when the size of the fault set is large enough, propagation is virtually
guaranteed. By dierentiating between variables that are certain to be in the
fault set and those that may be in the fault set, and calculating the constraints
on the inputs that are required to reach a location that is certain to aect the
program's output, and calculating the probability that the constraints are met,
it is possible to improve the fault set analysis. The constraint and probability
calculations involved can be simple in some cases, but very expensive in other
cases.
Our approach is to combine inexpensive dynamic analysis with inexpensive
static analysis to achieve the same results. Dynamic estimation of execution
probability can replace the constraint calculation, and to avoid the assumption
that fault sets always increase, we propose to use soft fault sets, where variables
are included with a given condence, and dynamic local propagation analysis.
Soft fault sets are simply fault sets where each variable has an associated
probability. The probability denotes the likelihood that the variable should
really be included in the fault set. The initial fault set, which contains the
perturbed variable is (x1:0 ). After calculation on x, additional variables may be
included with equal or lower probability. For example, if the calculation were z
= x mod 10, and x was perturbed, the fault set at that location would be (x1:0
z0:9 ) since a random change in x would not change z 10% of the time.
In order to propagate soft fault sets we need a propagation estimate for each
program location and variable, what we call a local propagation estimate. We
propose to use dynamic analysis to calculate such an estimate. For each location,
its input variables are perturbed in turn, and we check if this perturbation causes
any other change in the internal state of the program. For example, the function
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in gure 1 contains two code locations. At location one, simulation would nd
that when either x or y is perturbed, propagation almost always occurs. At
location 2, when d is perturbed, simulation will nd that propagation occurs
only 50% of the time.
Using the example in gure 1 again, this time estimate the probability of
propagation, we start by perturbing x at location 1. Thus, entering location 1,
the fault set is (x1:0 ). Since local propagation tells us that a perturbation in
x will propagate to d, the fault set before location 2 is (x1:0 , d1:0 ). The local
propagation data for location 2 tells us that a perturbation of d is only propagated 50% of the time, yielding the fault set (x1:0 , d1:0 , f()0:5 ) which results
in a propagation estimate of 0.5 for location 1. In contrast, using simple fault
sets and no local propagation data, the result would have been a propagation
estimate of 1.0 for location 1.
double f(int x, int y)
{
int d
(1)
(2)

d = round(sqrt(x * x + y * y))
return d % 2

(x:1, y:1)
(d:0.5)

}

Figure 1: Example of local propagation analysis

4 Future Work

This paper reports on ideas we have for improving the techniques used for
assessing software testability, and for testing software safety and security. In the
near future we will be exploring our idea of soft fault sets and local propagation
analysis. Our focus will be on making the results of the analysis correlate well
with dynamic analysis and to increase the eciency of the local propagation
analysis to the point where our hybrid method is less expensive to apply than
the purely dynamic analysis. We will also try to nd heuristics for speeding
up or eliminating local propagation analysis where possible. For example, if
we could identify code locations with a 100% probability of propagation, those
locations could be excluded from dynamic analysis with no loss of precision.
Further on we will reexamine static estimation of execution probability and
attempt to dene and implement a static analysis method for estimating the
probability infection.
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